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SUMMARY

Bitcoin is a widely acknowledged digital currency that is designed in a decentralized
manner. The recognition of Bitcoin has introduced the notion of cryptocurrencies and,
in general, blockchain technology. Blockchain, within less than a decade, has become
one of the most exciting technological developments. Among several exciting use cases
and projects, there has been an inevitable hype in the industry as well. While in the re-
search community, it has opened an interdisciplinary research field among cryptography,
distributed systems, and economics.

Notwithstanding the interest and great effort, blockchain is still a new and evolv-
ing technology, and numerous challenges need to be addressed. To name a few, se-
curity, privacy, scalability, smart contracts, and economic aspects with their manifold
sub-challenges can be mentioned. Among the research challenges, in this thesis, we in-
vestigate three crucial ones for the long-term functionality of the Bitcoin-like blockchains,
which are security, scalability, and economic aspects. Our works can be divided into two
subjects: transaction propagation and payment channel networks.

Transaction propagation or advertisement refers to the dissemination of newly created
transactions of clients in the mining network. In this thesis, we investigate the lack of
incentives for transaction propagation and provide an incentive mechanism for peer-to-
peer mining networks. Moreover, we focus on the inefficient routing of the transactions
and propose a smart routing mechanism.

Payment channel networks (PCN) are promising layer-2 protocols aiming to im-
prove the scalability of blockchains. In this thesis, we present three works on the PCNs.
Firstly, we investigate the incentives to participate in multi-hop payments and propose
a profit strategy that would encourage the use of PCNs. Secondly, we propose the first
Bitcoin-compatible virtual channel constructions on payment channels that improve
the efficiency and availability of multi-hop payments. Finally, we introduce the first
post-quantum PCN utilizing our post-quantum adaptor signature scheme. Our works
mainly focus on Bitcoin and its PCN, Lightning Network, yet they can be applied to the
blockchains and cryptocurrencies having similar characteristics.
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SAMENVATTING

Bitcoin is een algemeen erkende digitale valuta die op een gedecentraliseerde manier
is ontworpen. Met de komst van Bitcoin is het concept van cryptocurrencies en, in het
algemeen, blockchain-technologie geïntroduceerd. Blockchain is in minder dan een de-
cennium een van de meest opwindende technologische ontwikkelingen geworden. Naast
een aantal interessante toepassingen en projecten, is er ook een onvermijdelijke hype in
de industrie ontstaan. In de wetenschap heeft het een interdisciplinair onderzoeksgebied
geopend tussen cryptografie, gedistribueerde systemen en economie.

Ondanks de interesse en grote inspanningen staat blockchain nog steeds in zijn kin-
derschoenen en dienen er nog vele uitdagingen overwonnen te worden. Voorbeelden
hiervan zijn op gebied van beveiliging, privacy, schaalbaarheid, slimme contracten en
economie, met allerlei onderliggende uitdagingen. In dit proefschrift onderzoeken wij de
drie onderwerpen die het meest cruciaal zijn voor de lange termijn functionaliteit van
Bitcoin-achtige blockchains. Dit zijn veiligheid, schaalbaarheid en de economische as-
pecten. Ons werk kan onderverdeeld worden in twee onderwerpen: transactiepropagatie
en payment channel-netwerken.

Transactiepropagatie of adverteren verwijst naar de verspreiding van nieuw gecre-
ëerde transacties van klanten in het mining-netwerk. In dit proefschrift onderzoeken wij
het gebrek aan motivatie voor het propageren van transacties in peer-to-peer mining-
netwerken en stellen wij een mechanisme voor om propagatie te stimuleren. Daarnaast
focussen wij op de inefficiënte routering van de transacties en stellen we een slim route-
ringsmechanisme voor.

Payment channel-netwerken (PCN) zijn veelbelovende laag-2-protocollen die gericht
zijn op het verbeteren van de schaalbaarheid van blockchains. In dit proefschrift presen-
teren wij drie werken over de PCN’s. Ten eerste onderzoeken wij de prikkels om deel te
nemen aan multi-hop betalingen en stellen wij een winststrategie voor die het gebruik
van PCN’s zou stimuleren. Ten tweede stellen we de eerste Bitcoin-compatibele virtuele
channel constructies op payment channels voor, die de efficiëntie en beschikbaarheid
van multi-hop betalingen verbeteren. Ten slotte introduceren wij de eerste post-quantum
PCN met behulp van ons post-quantum adapter-handtekeningschema. Onze werken zijn
voornamelijk gericht op Bitcoin en zijn PCN, Lightning Network, maar ze kunnen ook
worden toegepast op de blockchains en cryptocurrencies met vergelijkbare kenmerken.
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1
INTRODUCTION

The pioneering paper of Bitcoin [1] introduced the first commonly used and accepted
digital currency, or cryptocurrency, that is controlled by a decentralized peer-to-peer
network rather than a centralized authority. Twelve years after its implementation, as of
January 2021, Bitcoin has peaked with a market cap of 600 Billion Euros, and the total
market capitalization of the cryptocurrencies has reached 900 Billion Euros [2]. The
recognition of Bitcoin led to the broader development of blockchain technology and
various application areas, including finance [3, 4], supply chain [5–7], and energy [8, 9].

Despite the interest in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, several research challenges
need to be addressed for their functionality and practical use in real life. Among these
challenges, security, incentive-compatibility, and scalability are considered in this thesis
for the following reasons. First of all, the security of the ledger against malicious activities
is one of the essential properties required from a cryptocurrency. Secondly, since the
cryptocurrencies are run by rational miners, each operation done by the miners should
be incentive-compatible [10, 11], i.e., for each operation, following the honest protocol
behavior should be more profitable than deviating from it. Thirdly, the early practice
of the primordial cryptocurrencies showed that they are not scalable in terms of the
transaction throughput compared to the traditional payment systems [12]. Overall, it
can be said that all three aspects are compulsory requirements for the functionality and
practicality of a decentralized cryptocurrency.

This chapter is an introduction to blockchain technology and Bitcoin that form the
basis of the thesis. In Section 1.1, we explain the blockchain terminology and its compo-
nents. In Section 1.2, we explain the off-layer and the payment channel network that is
one of the promising scalability solutions investigated in this thesis. Section 1.3 consists
of the existing works and the open questions on the aforementioned three dimensions:
security, incentive-compatibility, and scalability. Finally, we present the problems that
are investigated in this thesis in Section 1.4 and our contributions in Section 1.5.

1
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY AND BITCOIN
In this thesis, we define blockchain as a decentralized and tamper-resistant ledger that
is updated and secured in a distributed structure among untrusted parties. The ledger
consists of ordered blocks, which can be composed of coin transactions like in Bitcoin or
smart contracts as in Ethereum [13]. The tamper-resistance, also referred as immutability,
property of the ledger is provided with the cryptographic hash functions [14]. Hash
functions are used to chain the blocks and protect the ordering of the blocks and the
integrity of the data. Specifically, each block includes the hash of the previous one that
allows the detection of removal or addition of a block as well as the partial change of it.
Also, authentication of the ownership on data is provided via digital signature schemes.

The parties who run the blockchain are named as miners and the parties who make
transactions are clients. Clients encode their transactions regarding the scripting lan-
guage of the blockchain, and send to the miners. Miners check the correctness of the
transactions and add them to their candidate blocks. Then, the miners update the ledger
with the new block selected with respect to a consensus mechanism that allows them to
agree on the same ledger view. The access mechanism of the blockchain defines who can
be a miner or a client. In Figure 1.1, the work flow of a blockchain is illustrated.

A blockchain system can be represented by four layers [12]: hardware, network, block-
chain, and off-chain. The layers are illustrated in Figure 1.2, inspired from [12]. The
hardware layer refers to the execution environment, which can be trusted like Intel
Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [15], and the network layer is the peer-to-peer network
that parties exchange messages. Blockchain layer, also layer-1, consists of the ledger
and its characteristics: transaction structure and scripting language, access control and
consensus mechanisms. Finally, the off-chain layer, or layer-2, hosts protocols that do
not require publication of each transaction on the blockchain, yet their security relies on
the blockchain. In this section, we explain the characteristics of the blockchain layer.

Block
	𝐵!

𝐻(𝐵!"#)

𝑡𝑥!

𝑡𝑥"

𝐻(𝐵!"$)
Block
𝐵!"#

Mining	NetworkClients Ledger

1. Clients	make	transactions
and	advertise	to	the	miners

2.Miners collect transactions
and create the new block 
wrt consensus protocol

3.The new block added 
to the ledger and the

transactions are confirmed 

Figure 1.1: The work flow of a blockchain1.

1Miner image credits: pixabay.com
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𝐵!"# 𝐵! 𝐵!$# 𝐵!$% Blockchain
Ledger

Miner/Client
Network

Off-chain

(Trusted)
Hardware

Hardware
Layer

Layer 0 

Layer 1 

Layer 2 

Figure 1.2: The illustration of blockchain layers (inspired from [12])2.

TRANSACTION STRUCTURE AND SCRIPTING LANGUAGE
The transactions of a blockchain are structured with respect to the notion of balance and
the scripting language. There are two main balance mechanisms: unspent transaction
output (UTXO) model used in Bitcoin or account-based model used in Ethereum. In the
UTXO model, the coins are stored in the transaction addresses, and transactions move
coins from input addresses to output addresses. Whereas in the account-based model,
parties (or smart contracts) have accounts where transactions move a value from one
account to another. The advantage of the UTXO model is the parallelization of transac-
tions where the same client can spend two different UXTOs in separate transactions, and
their execution order is irrelevant [16]. However, unlike the account-based one, the UTXO
model is stateless and not suitable for the complex contracts that involves multiple parties
and state information [17]. For these reasons, the UTXO model is used in cryptocurrencies
like Bitcoin that is designed for coin transactions, whereas the account-based model is
used in Ethereum, which runs smart contracts.

Transactions are encoded with the scripting language of the blockchain that deter-
mines the capabilities of the blockchain. The scripting language can be either a set of
predefined and limited operational codes (scripts) like in Bitcoin, or a Turing-complete
language as in Ethereum. The Turing-completeness enables to write complex smart
contracts, yet it also requires rigorous implementation analysis to avoid attacks like in the
Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) case [18].

Bitcoin utilizes the UTXO model and has a restricted scripting language. Each transac-
tion consists of a list of input and output addresses where the input addresses are part of
the UTXO set, and the outputs include the out-going addresses of the coins together with

2Miner image credits: pixabay.com
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their spending conditions. The scripts define the output spending conditions, and the
commonly used ones are Pay-to-PubKeyHash (P2PKH) and Pay-to-ScriptHash [19] that
condition on a public key or a hash value. To spend a transaction output, the spending
party needs to provide a witness that satisfies the output’s spending condition, e.g., a
signature that matches the public key hash for the P2PKH.

ACCESS MECHANISM

The access mechanism of a blockchain defines which parties are allowed to perform
certain functions. More specifically, there are two classifications concerning the write
access for the miners and the read access for the clients [20]. The first classification is
about the authentication of the miners: permissioned or permissionless blockchains.
In a permissioned blockchain, there is an authority which can be the consortium of the
existing miners, that decides who can be miners. Whereas, in the permissionless block-
chain, anyone can join the system and start mining it as long as it follows the consensus
mechanism. Note that the access mechanism impacts the consensus mechanism, which
we will discuss in the following section.

The second classification concerns the client-side: public and private blockchains.
In public blockchains, anyone can see what is written on the blockchain, and in private
blockchains, only authenticated parties can access the data. The public blockchains are
transparent and publicly verifiable because of the read access to everyone, whereas private
ones provide confidentiality against parties who do not have access to read. On the one
hand, in industrial use cases, permissioned and private blockchains would be preferred
since the companies do not share their confidential data. Examples of permissioned
blockchains are Hyperledger Fabric [21] and Corda [22]. On the other hand, most of the
cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, are public and permissionless blockchains with the
aim of open write and read access properties.

CONSENSUS

The consensus mechanism is an essential component of a blockchain that enables parties
to have a non-conflicting view of the ledger. At each update of the blockchain, miners
try to construct the new block that includes new and valid transactions according to the
scripting language. Once a new block is constructed, the candidate ledger, including the
new block, is shared with the rest of the miners, and the miners accept the new block if its
transactions are valid and the block is created with respect to the consensus mechanism.
If multiple ledger candidates are available at the same time, miners choose the valid one
regarding the chain selection mechanism, such as the longest-chain rule used in Bitcoin
and the GHOST rule [23] used in Ethereum.

A well-known consensus mechanism that has been used in peer-to-peer mechanisms
for decades is Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) protocols [24–26]. BFT protocols enable
consensus among a group of replicas in a distributed setting where some replicas can be
faulty or Byzantine. In BFT protocols, the consensus is achieved by the acknowledgments
of the strong majority. More specifically, each party has one vote defined over the party’s
public-private key pair, and the consensus is reached if more than two-out-of-three
parties sign and acknowledge the same view. BFT protocols can be used in permissioned
blockchains since parties are known and authenticated to each other regarding their key
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pair. However, they are not suitable for permissionless blockchains because the network is
dynamic where the parties may not know each other’s identities, and it is almost costless
to create fake/Sybil [27] identities by creating new key pairs.

To enable consensus in a permissionless setting, a new type of consensus protocols
has been introduced: proof-of-X. The idea in a proof-of-X protocol is designing a voting
mechanism that is resistant to the Sybil attacks. In other words, it should not be almost
free or costless to create new votes. Some of the commonly used proof-of-X protocols
are proof-of-work [1], proof-of-stake [28–34], proof-of-space or space-time [35–37]. Proof-
of-work is a vote-per-CPU protocol where each miner has a vote proportional to its CPU
power. The CPU power is replaced by the stakes in proof-of-stake and by the allocated
space or storage in proof-of-space mechanisms. We now explain the proof-of-work
mechanism used in the majority of the total capitalization in cryptocurrecies [38].

The proof-of-work (PoW) consensus protocol is introduced in Bitcoin, and it is based
on a cryptographic hashing puzzle [1]. Each miner tries to find a nonce value concate-
nated with the block so that the hash of the block is less than a predefined target value.
Since the hash operation is assumed to be one-way function, it is infeasible to calculate a
nonce value that satisfies the requirement. That is why each miner has a proportional
probability with respect to its CPU power to solve the puzzle. The one who solves the
puzzle first propagates the new block in the network. Then, the other miners verify the
PoW by re-computing the hash of the block. After the verification, the miners append the
block to their ledger and start mining the next one.

The target value in a PoW determines the difficulty of the puzzle and, thereby, the
block generation frequency. If the target value is relatively large, then it will be easier to
solve the puzzle since the chance of finding a hash value less than the target would be
higher for each attempt. In Bitcoin, the target value is adjusted every two weeks such
that the average time to create a new block would be 10 minutes. In addition, Bitcoin’s
consensus protocol restricts the block size to be at most 1 MB, which can be increased
up to 4 MB [39]. The block size and frequency constraints limit Bitcoin’s transaction
throughput to 7 transactions per second. A promising way to improve the throughput is
the off-chain protocols, which are explained in the following section.

1.2. OFF-CHAIN LAYER AND PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS
Off-chain or layer-2 protocols refer to the protocols that do not necessarily publish all
of the transactions on the blockchain [12]. We refer on-chain transactions for the ones
published on the blockchain and off-chain transactions for the rest. The off-chain trans-
actions are only validated by the involved parties, and they are not verified by the miners
nor stored in the blocks. By removing the miner and blockchain involvement for these
transactions, the off-chain protocols aim to improve the scalability of the overall system.
The well-known layer-2 protocols are channel networks and commit-chains.

In a channel network, parties create a channel by locking collaterals with an on-
chain transaction, and then they can update the channel arbitrarily many times without
interacting with the blockchain. Also, the ones who do not have a direct channel can be
connected through the path of channels between them. There are two types of channels:
Payment channels as in Lightning Network [40] which are used for sending or receiving
payments, and state channels like in Raiden [41] that can handle smart contracts. There
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are also centralized networks, called hubs, where each party connects to the central
party, namely tumbler, by creating a channel [42]. Compared to a channel network, an
advantage of a hub network is the efficient routing of payments since any two parties are
connected via the tumbler. The drawback is the centralization that can cause a single
point of failure or censorship of the payments by the tumbler.

The other off-chain protocol, commit-chain, also has a central party called the oper-
ator. In a commit-chain, parties can join the system by contacting the operator, which
does not require an interaction with the blockchain. Then, the parties can start using
the commit-chain for the off-chain transactions. The operator periodically publishes a
checkpoint on the blockchain where the parties can check their funds. The examples
of commit-chains are NOCUST [43] and Plasma [44]. The advantages of commit-chains
compared to channels are (i) parties can join the system without interacting with the
blockchain, and (ii) the operator is not required to lock collateral for routing a payment
between two parties. The drawbacks are the same centralization concerns as mentioned
for channel hubs and the necessity of highly expressive scripting language to instantiate a
commit-chain [12]. In other words, the commit-chains work on smart contract enabled
blockchains, whereas the channels can build on Bitcoin-like blockchains with a restricted
scripting language.

Among the off-chain protocols, channel networks are promising and popular solutions
because of their decentralized structure. In this manner, Lightning Network, the payment
channel network of Bitcoin, is the first deployed layer-2 protocol. As of January 2021, it has
more than 35 thousand channels with the total locked coins worth 29 million Euros [45].
Now, we explain the payment channel networks and, specifically, Lightning Network in
more detail.

PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS

A payment channel allows two parties to exchange arbitrarily many transactions without
publishing them on the blockchain. Parties first open a channel by publishing an on-
chain transaction that locks both parties’ coins into the channel. The locked coins define
the initial balances of the parties in the channel. Then, as long as there are enough
balances, parties can send and receive coins by exchanging authenticated messages
between themselves. It allows them to realize high transaction throughput and almost-
instant transaction confirmations. Eventually, parties can close the channel with another
on-chain transaction. Note that opening and closing a channel costs two on-chain
transactions. Therefore, it would not be beneficial to create a channel between parties
who do not make more than a single transaction. To facilitate off-chain transactions
between parties who do not have a direct channel, multi-hop payment can be used in a
network of channels. In a payment channel network (PCN), parties can be connected via
a route of channels that can carry out the payment.

Lightning network [40] is the payment channel network built on Bitcoin. The three
stages of a channel in the Lightning Network, namely channel opening, update, and
closing, are illustrated in Figure 5.2. To open a channel, parties publish the funding
transaction where the inputs consists of UTXO addresses of the parties for their locked
coins and the output is the total coins that can spend by both parties’ signatures. In
channel updates, parties create and exchange signatures of the new commit transactions
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that spend the output of the funding transaction to the latest state of the channel, and
revoke the previous ones. Finally, parties close the channel by publishing a closing
transaction regarding the latest state and claim their coins on the blockchain.

Lightning Network uses a revocation-by-punishment mechanism for the channel
updates. In more detail, every time parties update the channel state, they revoke the
previous commit transactions by sharing some secret values with each other that allow
them to punish the misbehavior of publishing an old one. The built-in mechanism in
Lightning Network requires to have two commit transactions, one for each party. In other
words, there are two commit transactions of each channel state and each party can only
publish his own transaction. Thereby, if an old state is published, the one who published
the corresponding commit transaction can be identified and punished accordingly.

Recently, a new revocation mechanism is proposed in [46] that requires only one
commit transaction per channel. It utilizes a new type of signature scheme called adaptor
signature [47]. An adaptor signature is a two-step algorithm built over a digital signature
scheme where first a partial signature is generated, and then its completion to a full
signature reveals a secret value to the parties who have the partial signature. The revealing
secret mechanism allows parties to embed a condition into the signature. Meanwhile, for
any party who does not know the partial signature, the completed signature looks like an
ordinary signature of the underlying digital signature scheme. Thus, if an adaptor signa-
ture is published on the blockchain, the miners will only see and verify the full signature.
The advantage of the adaptor signature is that the embedded condition is not restricted to
the blockchain’s scripting language, and it does not require any computational or storage
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cost because the miners would not see it. In [46], the authors use adaptor signatures
to embed different revealing conditions to each party’s partial signature of the commit
transaction. Thereby the full signature would reveal a unique and identifiable secret of
the completing party. In addition to the channel structure, adaptor signatures are also
used for multi-hop payments [48].

In Lightning Network, multi-hop payments are realized via the hash-time lock contract
(HTLC) protocol based on the preimage verification script of Bitcoin. The script is con-
structed over a hash value, and it requires the reveal of a preimage of the corresponding
hash. Briefly, first, the sender and receiver of the payment agree on a hash value, and the
sender chooses the payment route. Then, each channel in the route locks the payment
amount plus a fee regarding a preimage condition of a given hash value. Here, the fee is
paid to the owners of the intermediary channels for their participation in the payment.
After all the channels are locked, the receiver reveals the preimage, and all channels
are updated accordingly. If the preimage is not revealed, then the locked collaterals are
released after a predetermined time.

The PCN protocols are recent developments in blockchain technology. Thus, there
are several open questions, especially regarding the multi-hop payments. In the following
section, we explain the ones addressed in this thesis.

1.3. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS
In this section, we discuss the research and open questions in Bitcoin-like blockchains
regarding security, incentive-compatibility, and scalability aspects.

SECURITY

We investigate the security of a blockchain in two parts: the security of the ledger func-
tionality against miners’ behavior and the security of the cryptographic algorithms used
in the blockchain. A ledger should satisfy the security properties of persistence and
liveness [49, 50]. The persistence concerns the consistency of the transactions and im-
mutability of the ledger, and the liveness is related to the availability and growth of the
ledger in terms of the addition of new transactions. Persistence implies that if a transac-
tion is accepted as stable by an honest party, then the remaining honest parties cannot
have a transaction that conflicts with the stable one. Liveness means that if all honest
parties want to add a transaction to the ledger, it will eventually be added and stabilized.

One of the significant security concerns regarding persistence is double spending
attack that spends the same input in two different transactions. It can happen by creating
a fork where there are two views of the chain acceptable by the miners. As a precaution,
the transactions are assumed to be valid only after several consecutive blocks are added,
e.g., the rule of thumb for Bitcoin is six blocks. Nevertheless, it is a known fact that
a dishonest majority can create forks even after several blocks are already added. In
addition to the dishonest majority attack, also known as 51% attack, there are minority
attacks that rely on the miners’ rationality and the potential malicious behaviors that aim
to maximize their profit, namely selfish mining attacks [51–53]. Selfish mining attacks
show that, unlike the conventional wisdom [51], miners holding less than the majority
of the power can still benefit from deviating the honest protocol by not sharing newly
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discovered blocks with the rest. These attacks can be mitigated by timestamps or checking
the freshness of the block [54–56].

In addition to the security of the ledger functionality, a blockchain’s immutability and
authentication heavily rely on the cryptographic algorithms used in the protocol, which
are hash functions and signature schemes. The most commonly used hash functions
and signature schemes such as SHA-2 [57], SHA-3 [58] and ECDSA [59] have shown their
resilience against the classical cryptanalysis techniques and have been used in many
other applications as well. However, for long-term security, the quantum algorithms and
the evolution of quantum computers should be taken into account. With the presence
of quantum computers, Shor’s algorithm [60] can break most of the existing public-key
algorithms, including RSA [61], ECDSA [59]. Also, Grover’s algorithm [62] can be used to
detect hash collisions. Yet, the traditional hash functions are considered to be resistant to
quantum attacks by simply increasing the hash size [63]. To improve security concerning
signature schemes, blockchains with lattice-based post-quantum signature schemes
have been proposed [64, 65]. However, there is still a need for a post-quantum secure
adaptor signature scheme. As described before, adaptor signatures are special type of
signatures used in several blockchain protocols such as PCNs [46, 48], hubs [66] and
atomic swaps between different cryptocurrencies [67]. Note that a post-quantum secure
adaptor signature scheme can be used to design a post-quantum secure PCN, which is
also an open problem.

INCENTIVE-COMPATIBILITY

Blockchains, especially permissionless ones, are run by rational miners who try to maxi-
mize their profits and, thereby, each blockchain operation should be incentive-compatible
[10, 11]. An operation is incentive-compatible if the miners maximize their profit by fol-
lowing the honest behavior on the operation [68]. The most commonly used incentive
tools in blockchains are block rewards and transaction fees. The block reward provides
the block creation incentive, and the fee of a transaction incentivizes the miners to add it
to the block. The challenges regarding the incentive-compatible block creation procedure
and selfish mining attacks are already discussed within the security section.

Another essential operation done by the miners is the transaction advertisement.
Most of the blockchains, including Bitcoin, do not provide an incentive for the advertise-
ment [69]. There exist two proposals for incentive-compatible transaction advertisement
mechanisms that give some of the transaction fees to the propagating nodes [69, 70].
However, these proposals are limited to specific scenarios or network topologies, and a
generic mechanism suitable for any blockchain network is an open question.

SCALABILITY

In a permissionless blockchain where every miner needs to verify and store every transac-
tion, the throughput is limited by the following factors: the network latency, consensus
protocol, and the block size. For example, Bitcoin can handle 7 transactions per second
(tps) because of the limited block size and generation time of 10 mins, whereas Visa can
have more than a thousand tps [71]. A straightforward solution by increasing the block
capacity or the generation frequency can cause different views of the ledger in the network
because of the network latency and damage the persistence of the ledger [49].
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There have been several proposals to improve the scalability of the blockchains, includ-
ing new consensus protocols, sharding and side-chains [72]. The alternative consensus
protocols are either an extension over the Bitcoin’s PoW protocol [73, 74] or based on new
mechanisms like PoS [32, 75]. For example, Bitcoin-NG [74] presents an improvement
over the proof-of-work of Bitcoin that separates the transactions from the proof. Sharding
aims to improve the scalability by splitting the network into smaller groups [76], and
side-chains with a more hierarchical structure [77]. Furthermore, a recently proposed
alternative scalability solutions are layer-2 or off-chain protocols [12]. Layer-2 protocols
improve the scalability of the overall system by not publishing every transaction on the
blockchain. Among all these proposals, layer-2 protocols are promising and receiving
great interest from the research community because of the following reasons: (i) since
the transactions are not published on the blockchain, the throughput is not restricted by
the limitations of the consensus protocol, (ii) they rely on the consensus protocol of the
blockchain, (iii) they can be deployed on the most of the existing blockchains without re-
quiring any changes. For the Bitcoin-like cryptocurrencies, as a layer-2 solution, payment
channel networks (PCNs) have been proposed recently. However, there are several open
problems in the existing PCNs.

One of the open problems in PCNs is that the existing proposals are vulnerable to
quantum algorithms, and they are not post-quantum secure, which is already mentioned
in the security section. In addition, the characteristics of the multi-hop payment mecha-
nisms are not well studied. Multi-hop payments create a payment route among the parties
who do not have a direct channel by interacting with the intermediary parties on the
route. In this regard, we identify two problems: the first one is related to the intermediary
parties’ incentives, and the second one is about the necessity of the involvement of the
intermediaries in each multi-hop payments. The latter one can be mitigated using virtual
channels [78]. However, the existing proposals utilize Turing-complete smart contract
constructions and are not compatible with Bitcoin-like blockchains. We elaborate on the
problems in the following section.

1.4. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Blockchain technology has been evolving in the interdisciplinary research community
of computer science, mathematics, and economics. This thesis aims to address highly
impactful problems regarding security, incentive-compatibility, and scalability aspects.
Here, we present the research questions of the thesis, which can be explained in two
groups: transaction propagation and payment channel networks.

Our works mainly focus on Bitcoin, yet it is possible to extend them to other block-
chains having similar structures. More specifically, the problems related to transaction
advertisement apply to the permissionless blockchains having peer-to-peer mining net-
works. Also, our protocols for payment channel networks can be adopted by the cryp-
tocurrencies having UTXO model and scripting capabilities of timelocks and signature
schemes. We now explain the existing problems and our research questions.
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TRANSACTION PROPAGATION

Transaction propagation or advertisement refers to the dissemination of newly created
transactions of clients in the mining network. Miners must be aware of the transactions
because only the miners who have the transaction can add it to their blocks in the block
creation procedure. To provide an incentive for the propagation, it is possible to give
some of the transaction fees to the propagating nodes. However, it is challenging to
provide a Sybil-proof system in a peer-to-peer mining network that only benefits the real
propagators. The existing works are limited to specific network topologies of the mining
networks, which brings the first research question:

Q1: How to design an incentive-compatible and Sybil-proof transaction propagation pro-
tocol that is suitable for well-connected peer-to-peer mining networks?

Another problem in transaction propagation is the multiple broadcast of the same
transaction. A miner would receive each transaction twice: first during the transaction
propagation, then after the block propagation which includes the transaction. On the
one hand, block propagation is essential since each miner should be aware of blocks to
validate the ledger. On the other hand, it is unnecessary to advertise the transaction to all
miners but the one who creates the next block, namely the round leader. An improved
version of proof-of-work given in Bitcoin-NG protocol allows to identify the round leader
before the transaction block are created. This brings our second question:

Q2: How to get rid of the redundancy of the transaction propagation if the miner of the
block is known in advance?

PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS

Off-chain protocols, especially PCNs, are one of the prominent solutions for scalabil-
ity issues. In a PCN, parties with a direct channel can send and receive coins by only
exchanging authenticated messages, and parties who do not have a direct channel can
utilize multi-hop payments by creating a payment route. Multi-hop payments require
intermediary parties’ involvement in the route, and they receive a fee for their participa-
tion. The fees values are determined by the owner of the channels and publicly known,
and a sender of a multi-hop payment would choose the route with the cheapest total fee.
Note that the fees are the only incentives of the intermediary parties for participating in
a multi-hop payment, and consequently, they are essential for the functionality of the
network. Regarding the fees, we present our third question:

Q3: How to determine the fee of a channel that maximizes the profit and encourages the
owner of the channel to create new channels yielding to the growth of the network?

Secondly, since the intermediary parties are involved in the multi-hop payments, they
need to be online and update their channels in the route. A recently proposed concept
of virtual channels aims to mitigate this issue. For a scenario where sender and receiver
are separated with an intermediary, a virtual channel can be opened with an off-chain
agreement between the three parties. Once the virtual channel is opened, the end-parties
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can send and receive payment without involving the intermediary party. The existing con-
structions for virtual channels rely on expressive scripting language and smart contracts.
Our fourth question is about Bitcoin-compatible virtual channel constructions:

Q4: How to design a virtual channel between two parties separated with an intermediary
that is compatible with Bitcoin-like blockchains?

Finally, the existing PCNs do not have long-term security in the presence of quantum
computers. This is because the signature schemes used in these PCNs are vulnerable to
quantum attacks. Therewithal, recent developments in the PCNs utilize a new type of
signature scheme, namely adaptor signature, which brings our fifth question:

Q5: How to design a post-quantum secure adaptor signature, and thereby payment channel
network?

1.5. CONTRIBUTION OF THE THESIS

Each technical chapter of the thesis consists of an integral copy of a paper. The chap-
ters are independent of each other and can be read separately. We preserve the technical
details of the papers as their original publication with possible minor changes. This may
lead to various notations and overlapping preliminaries and related work sections in
different chapters. The outline of the thesis is given as follows:

CHAPTER 2
TRANSACTION PROPAGATION ON PERMISSIONLESS BLOCKCHAINS: INCEN-
TIVE AND ROUTING MECHANISMS

In this chapter, we address the research questions Q1 and Q2 and present our contri-
butions for transaction propagation regarding incentive-compatible and bandwidth-
efficient routing mechanisms. First, we formulate the propagation problem regarding
incentive-compatibility and Sybil-proofness. For Bitcoin-like blockchains where only
the current round leader is rewarded for the block, we present the first Sybil-proof and
incentive-compatible propagation mechanism suitable for any network that is 2- or more
connected. We also show that it is not possible to have a Sybil-proof mechanism if the
mining network is a 1-connected network. In addition to incentives, we present a routing
mechanism that reduces the redundant propagation cost from the network size to a factor
of shortest path length, which can be up to 99% improvement. The routing mechanism
requires the round leader to be known in advance before adding the transactions, which
is suitable for the improved proof-of-work mechanism given in Bitcoin-NG. The chapter
is an integral copy of the paper "Transaction Propagation on Permissionless Blockchains:
Incentive and Routing Mechanisms" by Ersoy, O., Ren, Z., Erkin, Z., and Lagendijk, R. L. in
CVCBT 2018, IEEE, pp. 20–30.
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CHAPTER 3
HOW TO PROFIT FROM PAYMENT CHANNELS

In this chapter, we address the research question Q3 that concerns the fees in multi-hop
payments, and we aim to improve the effectiveness of PCNs by increasing the benefits of
the participations. Our work focuses on the Lightning Network, yet it gives insights for
the other PCNs as they have similar fee structures. In this work, we provide the formula
of the profit optimization problem where a party creates new channel connections and
assigns a fee value for each of them to maximize its profit. We show that our problem
is NP-hard by reducing it to the maximizing betweenness centrality problem in graphs.
We propose a heuristic strategy based on graph-theoretical notions that maximizes the
gain of the user by creating new connections with a greedy algorithm. We simulate the
strategy using a snapshot of the Lightning Network to quantify the impact of the gain and
show that it is at least a factor of two better than the default strategy. Our analyses also
show that even if the party does not create new channels, the profit can be significantly
improved by only applying our fee selection mechanism. This chapter is an integral copy
of the paper "How to Profit from Payments Channels" by Ersoy, O., Roos, S., and Erkin, Z.
in Financial Cryptography 2020, pp. 284–303.

CHAPTER 4
BITCOIN-COMPATIBLE VIRTUAL CHANNELS

In this chapter, we address the research question Q4, and we propose the first virtual chan-
nel constructions that are compatible with Bitcoin. We formalize the ideal functionality
of the virtual channels, present two constructions that realize the ideal functionality and
implement a prototype of our proposals. Our constructions differ on the validity property
that provides the guarantee on the channel’s availability for a predefined period of time.
In the virtual channels with validity construction, the intermediary party cannot offload
the virtual channel before the validity time, whereas, in without validity construction, the
intermediary party can offload the channel without requiring the involvement of other
parties at any time. The chapter is an integral copy of the paper "Bitcoin-Compatible
Virtual Channels" by Aumayr, L., Ersoy, O., Erwig, A., Faust, S., Hostáková, K., Maffei, M.,
Moreno-Sanchez, P. and Riahi, S. in IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy 2021 (in
press). This work is primarily conducted during an internship at TU Wien. The author
of the thesis mainly worked on designing the virtual channels with validity construction
together with the researchers from TU Wien.

CHAPTER 5
POST-QUANTUM ADAPTOR SIGNATURES AND PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS

In this chapter, we address the research question Q5 regarding post-quantum security.
We propose the first post-quantum adaptor signature, which relies on the standard lattice
assumptions. Using our adaptor signature, we construct post-quantum secure PCN and
atomic swap protocols. Our constructions can be utilized in Bitcoin-like blockchains
having UTXO model and timelock scripts by replacing their signature scheme with our
underlying post-quantum signature scheme. The chapter is an integral copy of the paper
"Post-Quantum Adaptor Signatures and Payment Channel Networks" by Esgin, M. F., Ersoy,
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O., and Erkin, Z. in ESORICS 2020, pp. 378–397. The author of the thesis mainly worked on
formulating adaptor signature definition into the post-quantum setting and integrating
our protocol into atomic swaps and payment channel networks together with a researcher
from Monash University.

The following papers are published during the Ph.D. study but not included in the
thesis since they do not contribute to the overall story of the thesis or they significantly
overlap with a chapter of the thesis:

1. ERSOY, O., GENÇ, Z. A., ERKIN, Z., AND CONTI, M. Practical Exchange for Unique
Digital Goods. In IEEE DAPPS (2021), IEEE, (in press).

2. Aumayr, L., Ersoy, O., Erwig, A., Faust, S., Hostakova, K., Maffei, M., Moreno-
Sanchez, P., and Riahi, S. Generalized bitcoin-compatible channels. IACR Cryptol.
ePrint Arch. 2020 (2020), 476.

3. ERSOY, O., ERKIN, Z., AND LAGENDIJK, R. L. TULIP: A fully incentive compati-
ble blockchain framework amortizing redundant communication. In EuroS&P
Workshops (2019), IEEE, pp. 396–405.

4. ERSOY, O., ERKIN, Z., AND LAGENDIJK, R. L. Decentralized incentive-compatible
and sybil-proof transaction advertisement. In MARBLE (2019), Springer, pp. 151–
165.

5. el Maouchi, M., Ersoy, O., and Erkin, Z. DECOUPLES: a decentralized, unlinkable
and privacy-preserving traceability system for the supply chain. In SAC (2019),
ACM, pp. 364–373.

6. van der Laan, B., Ersoy, O., and Erkin, Z. MUSCLE: authenticated external data
retrieval from multiple sources for smart contracts. In SAC (2019), ACM, pp. 382–
391.

7. el Maouchi, M., Ersoy, O., and Erkin, Z. Trade: A transparent, decentralized trace-
ability system for the supply chain. In Proceedings of 1st ERCIM Blockchain Work-
shop 2018 (2018), European Society for Socially Embedded Technologies (EUSSET).
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2
TRANSACTION PROPAGATION ON

PERMISSIONLESS BLOCKCHAINS:
INCENTIVE AND ROUTING

MECHANISMS

Existing permissionless blockchain solutions rely on peer-to-peer propagation mechanisms,
where nodes in a network transfer transaction they received to their neighbors. Unfortu-
nately, there is no explicit incentive for such transaction propagation. Therefore, existing
propagation mechanisms will not be sustainable in a fully decentralized blockchain with
rational nodes. In this work, we formally define the problem of incentivizing nodes for
transaction propagation. We propose an incentive mechanism where each node involved
in the propagation of a transaction receives a share of the transaction fee. We also show that
our proposal is Sybil-proof. Furthermore, we combine the incentive mechanism with smart
routing to reduce the communication and storage costs at the same time. The proposed
routing mechanism reduces the redundant transaction propagation from the size of the
network to a factor of average shortest path length. The routing mechanism is built upon
a specific type of consensus protocol where the round leader who creates the transaction
block is known in advance. Note that our routing mechanism is a generic one and can be
adopted independently from the incentive mechanism.

This chapter is based on the paper "Transaction Propagation on Permissionless Blockchains: Incentive and
Routing Mechanisms" by Ersoy, O., Ren, Z., Erkin, Z., and Lagendijk, R. L. in CVCBT 2018, IEEE, pp. 20–30.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we investigate transaction propagation on permissionless blockchains with
respect to incentive compatibility and bandwidth efficiency. The former, incentive com-
patibility, is an essential component of permissionless blockchain to maintain its func-
tionality with rational participants [1, 2]. The latter, bandwidth efficiency, is an important
factor for efficient use of limited resources available in the network.

Although a number of works have studied incentive compatibility problem of block-
chains, they are limited to mining mechanism, e.g. investigating selfish mining attacks
[3–6], and block withholding attacks [7–10]. The existing blockchain solutions such as
Bitcoin [11] and Ethereum [12] do not pay attention to incentives for transaction propaga-
tion in the network. This is due to the fact that the mining networks in those solutions are
centralized in practice [13–15] and thus, they do not exhibit a fully decentralized structure.
There are only two works that address incentive compatibility of transaction propagation
in blockchain by Babaioff et al. [16] and Abraham et al. [17]. Unfortunately, both works
suggest a specific solution for the incentive compatibility but do not provide a formal
definition of the problem. Furthermore, the proposed solutions are also designed for
certain network topologies.

In terms of bandwidth inefficiency, existing solutions suffer from multiple broadcast-
ing of the same transaction over the network. For example, in Bitcoin, each transaction
is received by the nodes (miners) in the network twice: once during the advertisement,
i.e. broadcasting of the transaction at the beginning, and once after the validation, i.e.
broadcasting of the block including the transaction. While validation is essential since
each node in the network stores every validated transaction, the advertisement does not
need to be received by all nodes. However, redundancy for advertisement is inevitable
in such cases where the round leader who creates the validated block is unknown in
advance since the transaction needs to be broadcast to all potential round leaders. In
recent blockchain proposals where the round leader is known in advance, what we call
first-leader-then-block (FLTB) type of consensus protocols [18–21], it is possible to im-
prove bandwidth efficiency by reducing the communication cost by directly routing the
transaction to the round leader. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on
optimizing bandwidth efficiency for fully decentralized blockchain.

In this work, our contribution is three-fold: 1) Sybil-proof incentive compatible prop-
agation mechanism, 2) bandwidth-efficient routing mechanism, and 3) bandwidth and
storage efficient transaction propagation mechanism which combines the first two mech-
anisms.

We formally define incentive compatibility of propagation mechanisms in fully decen-
tralized blockchain networks. We show that there is no Sybil-proof and incentive compat-
ible propagation mechanism for poorly connected networks (specifically for 1-connected
networks). For other network topologies, we find the following incentive compatible and
Sybil-proof formula, which distributes the transaction fee among propagating nodes:

f k
[i ] =

{
F ·C (1−C )i−1 for i < k,

F · (1−C )k−1 for i = k,

where F is the fee, k is the length of the propagation path, f k
[i ] is the share of the i th

node in that path, and C is a parameter related to the network topology. The incentive
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mechanism is independent of the choice of consensus protocol and works with any
consensus protocol.

We propose a routing mechanism compatible with FLTB-type consensus protocols.
Our proposal reduces the communication cost of the transaction propagation from the
size of the network to the scale of average shortest path length. In a random network
topology of more than 500 nodes, we achieve over 97% communication cost reduction
compared to de facto propagation mechanism for the advertisement. Furthermore,
we also present a propagation mechanism which combines our incentive and routing
mechanisms in a storage and bandwidth efficient way. For incentive mechanism, our
combined protocol requires storing only a single signature to provide the integrity of the
path, unlike the existing works, which use a signature chain including signatures of each
node in the path.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the related work.
Our blockchain model and notations are defined in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 formulates
requirements of the incentive problem and computes the generic solution. Smart routing
mechanism is presented in Section 2.5 and combined with incentive mechanism in
Section 2.6.

2.2. RELATED WORK
The lack of incentive for information propagation in a peer-to-peer network has been
known and studied in different settings [22–25]. Kleinberg and Raghavan [24] proposed
an incentive scheme for finding the answer for a given query in a tree-structured network
topology. Li et al. [25] focused on node discovery in a homogeneous network where each
node has the same probability of having an answer for the query. In [22, 23], the authors
analyzed the incentive problem for multi-level marketing which rewards referrals if the
advertisement produces a purchase. In these marketing models, the reward is shared
among all nodes in the tree including the propagation path.

The proposed solutions for peer-to-peer networks [22–25] are not applicable for
the permissionless blockchains. In peer-to-peer solutions, nodes are asked to provide a
specific datum like the position of a peer or the answer to a query. In blockchains, however,
transaction propagation is requested to advertise the transactions and eventually place
them into a valid block. Alternatively, finding an answer to a query is equivalent to
validation of a transaction by round leader in the blockchain. Query propagation in a
peer-to-peer network has two main differences compared to a blockchain transaction
propagation: nodes do not compete against the ones who forwarded the message to them
and nodes cannot generate a response to a query that they do not have the answer, i.e.
either they have the right answer or not. Whereas in a blockchain, a block is generated
by the round leader and every node is a potential round leader. Essentially, nodes in
a blockchain are competitors that have an incentive not to propagate whereas other
peer-to-peer nodes do not have the incentive since they cannot generate the answer to
the query by themselves.

Recently, blockchain oriented propagation mechanisms have been proposed [16, 17].
In [16], Babaioff et al. uncovered the incentive problem in the Bitcoin system where a
rational node (miner) has no incentive to propagate a transaction. They focused on a
specific type of network, namely regular d-ary directed tree with a height H , and assumed
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that each node has the same processing power. In that setting, the authors proposed
a hybrid incentive (rewarding) scheme and proved that it is also Sybil-proof. In [17],
Abraham et al. proposed a consensus mechanism, Solidus, offering an incentive to
propagate transactions and validated blocks (puzzles). In their incentive mechanism,
the amount of processing fee passed to the next node is determined by the sender. Both
works rely on a signature chain to prevent any manipulation over the path and thereby, to
secure the shares of propagating nodes.

[16] and [17] provided analyses of their proposals based on game theory. For the
analysis, [16] assumes a tree-structured network which eliminates the case of competi-
tion against common neighbors and it is not realistic for blockchain network topology.
Whereas, the analysis in [17] is limited to the case of competition between nodes that
have common neighbors.

For bandwidth efficiency, to the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work for fully
decentralized blockchain without dedicated miners (round leaders). Nevertheless, Li et
al. [25] presented a distributed routing scheme for peer-to-peer networks. The authors
focused on one-to-one routing which is dedicated to a single target node. Whereas in
blockchain it needs to be one-to-all routing, which connects the complete network to
the round leader. In addition, [25] does not take into account the possibility of a failing
routing caused by a failing or malicious node in the routing path.

2.3. OUR BLOCKCHAIN MODEL AND NOTATIONS
In this section, we describe our blockchain model and the notation used in the paper.
Network. It is a dynamic peer-to-peer network means that there are nodes joining and
leaving constantly. Unlike to the existing works [16, 17], we do not have a restriction on
the network topology.
Participants. Each participant is denoted by a node in the network. We assume a permis-
sionless blockchain where anyone can participate and contribute to the ledger directly.
Moreover, there is no discrimination between nodes (participants), i.e., they can all be the
owner of a transaction and propose a block as a miner (round leader). For identification,
each node has a public and private key pair and can be validated by his public key.
Consensus and leader election. Incentive mechanism defined in Section 2.4 works re-
gardless of the consensus structure. Whereas, the routing mechanism requires special
treatment, which we call first-leader-then-block (FLTB) type consensus protocols.

FLTB protocols can be defined as the consensus model where the round leader is
validated before he proposes the block. Any leader election mechanism which is indepen-
dent of the prospective block of that leader can be converted into FLTB type. Examples
of the FLTB consensus protocols are Proof-of-Work (PoW) based Bitcoin-NG [18] and
several Proof-of-Stake (PoS) based ones [19–21].

The rest of the definitions and notations are listed below:

• Neighbor nodes: Directly connected nodes in the network, adjacency in the graph.

• Client: The source or the sender of a transaction. Client of a transaction T , denoted
by cT .

• Round Leader: The legitimate node (participant) who constructs the current block.
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• Intermediary Node: A node on the transmission path between the round leader and
a client.

• L r : The credential of round leader which validates the round leader of round r
and can be verified by all nodes in the network. For example, it could be a special
hash value in a PoW protocol or the proof of possessing the chosen coin in a PoS
protocol. In general, regardless of the consensus mechanism, credentials are linked
to the public key of the leader and can be verified by a corresponding signature.

• π(ni ): The probability of node ni being the round leader, also referred as the
capacity of node ni . It corresponds to the mining power in PoW or the stake size in
PoS protocols and is assumed to be greater than zero for every node in the network.
π(S) corresponds to the total capacity of the all nodes in set S.

• N T
K : The set of nodes who know (received) the transaction T . N n,T

K presents the
set from the point of view of node n (including n itself).

• N T
N K : The set of nodes who do not know (received) transaction T yet. N n,T

N K denotes
the set from the point of view of node n and includes only the neighbors of n.

2.4. INCENTIVE MECHANISM
We now describe our incentive mechanism. For the sustainable functioning of a fully
decentralized blockchain where the nodes (participants) are able to create new identities
and behave according to their incentives, propagation mechanism needs to be Sybil-proof
and incentive compatible [1].

Conventional incentive instrument, namely transaction fee, almost always refers to
the reward of the round leader. Here, we refer transaction fee as it consists of the reward
to propagate and to validate transactions. Thereby, rational nodes are encouraged not
only to validate transactions but also to propagate them. How to determine the fee is out
of the scope of this paper but we assume that each transaction fee is predefined by either
the client or a known function. We focus on how to automatically allocate the fee among
all the contributors of the process.
Fee sharing function (rewarding mechanism). The fee sharing function distributes the
transaction fee among the propagating nodes and the round leader. Note that it is highly
probable that the same transaction is received more than once by the round leader (and
intermediary nodes) because of the propagation mechanism. A rational round leader
would choose the one which maximizes his profit. Like existing works [16, 17], the fee
sharing function described here deals with the path which is included in the block. For
a transaction (added to the block) with fee F and propagation path P , the function F

determines the shares of each node involved:

F : {F,P } −→ { f |P |
[i ] }|P |

i=1 where
|P |∑
i=1

f |P |
[i ] = F.

|P | denotes the number of nodes involved in the processing of a transaction with fee F ,
where |P |−1 of the nodes are in the propagation path between the client and the round
leader. Let |P | = k, i.e., length of the propagation path of the transaction is k. Then, f |P |

[i ]
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denotes the share of i th node in the propagation path, f k
[k] is the share of the round leader

and
∑k

i=1 f k
[i ] = F .

In the rest of the section, we formulate the necessities of the fee sharing function
to incentivize propagation of an arbitrary transaction T with fee F . An ideal incentive
compatible propagation mechanism should satisfy the following properties:

1. Sybil-proofness: An intermediary node, as well as the round leader, should not
benefit from introducing Sybil nodes to the network.

2. Game theoretically soundness: A transaction should not be kept among a subset
of the network. There should be adequate incentive for rational nodes willing to
propagate, thence it will eventually reach to the whole network.

By formulating these conditions, we achieve the following theorem (where C is a
constant which can be chosen according to the network connectivity):

Theorem 2.1. In a 2- or more connected blockchain network, each rational node n ∈N T
K

with π(n) <C ·π(N n,T
K ) propagates transaction T without introducing Sybil nodes, if the

transaction fee F is shared by the following method:

f k
[i ] =

{
F ·C (1−C )i−1 for 1 ≤ i < k,

F · (1−C )k−1 for i = k.

Proof of the theorem is divided into the following sections. The requirements are
formulated in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, and the fee sharing function satisfying them is
computed in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.1. SYBIL-PROOFNESS
Here, we use the same definition of Sybil nodes in [16]: fake identities sharing the same
neighbors with the original node that do not increase the connectivity of the network.
Because of the Sybil-proof consensus algorithm, Sybil nodes do not increase the capacity
of their owner, i.e., the probability of being the round leader.

We investigate the problem in two different settings: 1-connected networks and the
rest. k-connected network means that removal of any k −1 nodes does not disconnect
the network. In 1-connected networks, there exists a bridge which is the only connection
between two distinct subnetworks. Though 1-connected network model seems to be
unrealistic topology for permissionless blockchains, it is important to see the intuition
behind the non-competition effect.
1-connected networks. In 1-connected networks, there are critical nodes which have
special positions in the propagation paths between some node pairs. A critical node for a
node pair appears in all possible paths between these two nodes. The following lemma
shows that non-competing advantage of critical nodes makes it impossible to have a
Sybil-proof incentive mechanism for 1-connected networks.

Lemma 2.2 (Impossibility Lemma). For 1-connected networks, there is no Sybil-proof
and incentive compatible propagation mechanism which rewards every node in the
propagation path.
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Proof. Assume that, because of 1-connectedness of the network, a node ni have a critical
position for a transaction T , meaning that it is certain he will be included in the prop-
agation path of that transaction. If ni is one side of the bridge combining two distinct
subnetworks, ni can be sure that each transaction coming from its subnetwork and vali-
dated in the other one has to pass through ni . In Figure 2.1, we illustrate the two possible
paths of a transaction passing through ni . Since the round leader and also intermediary
nodes after ni will receive one of the paths, they do not have any choice but accept the
path sent by ni .

· · · · · ·

cT

f k
[1] f k

[i−1] f k
[i] f k

[i+1] f k
[k−1] f k

[k]

n1 ni−1 ni ni+1 nk−1 nk

· · · · · ·f k+1
[1] f k+1

[i−1] f k+1
[i] f k+1

[i+2] f k+1
[k] f k+1

[k+1]

n′i

f k+1
[i+1]

Figure 2.1: The fee sharing before and after a Sybil node ni ′ added by ni

Now, we investigate the share of a node ni with and without a Sybil node. As given
in Figure 2.1, ni is the i th node in the original propagation path and his corresponding
fee shares are f k

[i ] and f k+1
[i ] + f k+1

[i+1]. In order to demotivate ni , f k
[i ] should be greater

than or equal to f k+1
[i ] + f k+1

[i+1]. Since the position of the node would change for different
transactions and rounds, the condition should hold for all positions:

∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, f k
[i ] ≥ f k+1

[i ] + f k+1
[i+1]

(summing for all i ’s) =⇒
k∑

i=1
f k

[i ] ≥
k∑

i=1
f k+1

[i ] +
k∑

i=1
f k+1

[i+1]

(Definition of F ) =⇒ F ≥ F − f k+1
[k+1] +F − f k+1

[1]

=⇒ f k+1
[k+1] + f k+1

[1] ≥ F

(Definition of F ) =⇒ f k+1
[k+1] + f k+1

[1] = F .

Therefore, other than the first propagating node and the round leader, there is no reward
for the rest of the propagating nodes which contradicts with rational behavior.

Eclipse and partitioning. Note that this monopolized behavior is similar to the eclipse
and partitioning attacks where the adversary separates the network into two distinct
group and controls all the connections between them [26, 27]. Indeed, Lemma 2.2 can be
generalized to the case where the adversary is able to control all the outgoing connections
of a client. In that case, there is no way to deviate the adversary from creating Sybil nodes
for that specific transaction. We assume that client nodes are able to defend against the
eclipse attacks using the countermeasures defined in [26].
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In a 2- or more connected network, there are multiple paths between any two nodes.
Therefore, we can immediately focus on the multiple paths case where there are com-
peting paths for the same transaction and the round leader includes one of them to the
block.

A node can profit from a fee by either being an intermediary node who propagates it
or being the round leader who creates the block. We investigate the Sybil-proof conditions
of intermediary nodes and the round leader separately.

Intermediary nodes An intermediary node can be deviated by the actions of the nodes
who receive the transaction afterwards. Since there are multiple paths, the round leader
will receive the same transaction from at least two different paths. In other words, the
round leader would decline all but one of the paths (for each transaction). An intermedi-
ary node will be demotivated if introducing a Sybil node would increase the chance of
rejection of his path.

If the share of the round leader decreases as the propagation path length increases,
then he will choose the shortest path for each transaction. In that case, introducing Sybil
nodes will decrease his chance to be included in the block. Therefore, providing larger
gain to the leader for choosing the shortest path is sufficient and can be formulated as
f k

[k] > f k+1
[k+1].

Round leader In some cases, round leader is determined before the block is created
or even several rounds earlier [18–20]. Since the round leader is guaranteed to be in
the propagation path, it is needed to be taken into account separately. In addition,
an intermediary node can propagate righteously to his neighbors and then add Sybil
nodes for his own mining process. Therefore, in any case (predefined leader or not), it is
necessary to make an additional policy for the round leader.

In the case of s Sybil nodes, share of the round leader will change from f k
[k] to∑s

i=0 f k+s
[k+i ] for some k. In order to deviate the round leader, f k

[k] ≥
∑s

i=0 f k+s
[k+i ] is required.

Since the latter condition includes the former one (as f k+1
[k] > 0), Sybil proofness

condition can be formulated as:

∀k ≥ 1,∀ s ≥ 1, f k
[k] ≥

s∑
i=0

f k+s
[k+i ] . (2.1)

2.4.2. INCENTIVE COMPATIBILITY
The decision of the propagation of a transaction can be analyzed as a simultaneous move
game where each party takes action without knowing strategies of the others. All players
(nodes in our case) are assumed to be rational and they decide their actions deducing that
the others will also act rationally. Some nodes may cooperate with each other. We assume
that colluding neighboring nodes already share every transaction with each other and
take actions as one. In other words, they act as a single combined node in the network
which can be seen as Sybil nodes.

Here, we investigate the propagation decision by comparing the change in the ex-
pected rewards for a transaction T . In the beginning, each transaction is shared with
some nodes, at least with the neighbors of the client. We will find the required condition
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to propagate through the whole network. We first investigate the propagation decision by
comparing the change in the expected rewards immediately after the action. Then, we
extend our analysis with a permanence condition which guarantees that the ones who
propagate will not suffer from any future actions.

We show that the sharing decision of a node is independent of the probability of his
neighboring nodes being the round leader. Instead, it depends on his own probability
against the rest who knows the transaction.

Lemma 2.3 (Equity Lemma). Propagation decision of a node is independent from the
neighbors’ capacities. A rational node would propagate to either all of its neighbors or
none of them.

Proof. Let a transaction T with fee F is known by a node n, and its distance to the cT is k.
The expected reward of node n can be defined as a function R(·) whose input corresponds
to the capacities of the nodes who received T from n, then

R(X ) =
f k

[k] ·π(n)+ f k+1
[k] ·X

π(N n,T
K )+X

.

We show that R(·) is a monotone function. In order to show that a function is a
monotone, it is enough to show that the sign of its derivative does not change in the
domain range. For our case, it can be seen that the sign is independent of the input:

R ′(X ) =
f k+1

[k]

(
π(N n,T

K )+X
)
−

(
f k

[k]π(n)+ f k+1
[k] X

)
(
π(N n,T

K )+X
)2

=
f k+1

[k] π(N n,T
K )− f k

[k]π(n)(
π(N n,T

K )+X
)2 .

Since R(·) is a monotone function, then it achieves the maximum value at one of the
boundary values. In our case, the boundary values are X = 0 where no neighbors received

the transaction and X =π
(
N n,T

N K

)
where all neighbors received it. Here, we omit the fact

that π(·) is also a monotone function. Thus, we can say that a rational node maximizes
his profit by propagating to either all of its neighbors or none of them.

Lemma 2.3 simplifies to evaluate interfering multiple node decisions which is dis-
cussed in the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.4 (Propagation Lemma). Let a node n ∈ N T
K , N n,T

N K 6= ; where the distance
between n and cT is k. All neighbors of n will be aware of T if

f k+1
[k]

f k
[k]

> π(n)

π(N n,T
K )

.

Proof. Assume that some of the neighbors of n are not aware of T , i.e., N n,T
N K 6= ;. From

Lemma 2.3, we know that n did not propagate the transaction to any of his neighbors.
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Table 2.1: The expected reward of n from T regarding possible decisions of n and the rest of N
n,T

K .

N n,T
K (excluding n)

Decision Not Propagate (some) Propagate

n

Not Propagate
f k

[k]·π(n)

π(N n,T
K )

f k
[k]·π(n)

π(N n,T
K )+π(C N )+π(NC N2)

Propagate
f k

[k]·π(n)+ f k+1
[k] ·π(N n,T

N K )

π(N n,T
K )+π(N n,T

N K )

f k
[k]·π(n)+ f k+1

[k] ·π(NC N1)+α f k+1
[k] ·π(C N )

π(N n,T
K )+π(N n,T

N K )+π(NC N2)

Therefore, at the moment, the only way that n profits from T is being the round leader
with a reward f k

[k].
Table 2.1 presents expected reward of n with respect to each possible action of n

and N n,T
K . The propagation decision of N n,T

K may not include all its members, thereby
all possible decisions are taken into account. Here, C N corresponds to the common
neighbors of n and N n,T

K , NC N1 distinct neighbors of n and NC N2 distinct neighbors

of N n,T
K (who decide to propagate), i.e., C N

⋃
NC N1 =N n,T

N K . Since C N is received the

transaction from both n and the rest of the N n,T
K , α represents the percentage of the ones

in C N decided to continue with the one including n.
If all nodes of N n,T

K decide not to propagate with their neighbors, then n will benefit
from propagating T in the case of

f k
[k] ·π(n)+ f k+1

[k] ·π(N n,T
N K )

π(N n,T
K )+π(N n,T

N K )
>

f k
[k] ·π(n)

π(N n,T
K )

⇐⇒
f k+1

[k]

f k
[k]

> π(n)

π(N n,T
K )

.

If (some) nodes in N n,T
K decide to propagate T , then n will benefit from propagating

T in the case of

f k
[k] ·π(n)+ f k+1

[k] ·π(NC N1)+α f k+1
[k] ·π(C N )

π(N n,T
K )+π(N n,T

N K )+π(NC N2)
>

f k
[k] ·π(n)

π(N n,T
K )+π(C N )+π(NC N2)

⇐=
f k+1

[k]

f k
[k]

> π(n)

π(N n,T
K )+π(C N )+π(NC N2)

and NC N1 6= ;.

Note that NC N1 = ; means that all the neighbors of n are also neighbors of N n,T
K

who decide to propagate. In addition, the sufficiency condition is independent of α.

Therefore, in any case, if
f k+1

[k]

f k
[k]

> π(n)
π(N n,T

K )
is satisfied, then all neighbors of n will be aware

of the transaction.

Corollary 2.5. Let f k+1
[k] ≥C · f k

[k] for some constant C ∈ (0,1). N T
K will continue to expand

until there is no more node n ∈ N T
K having neighbors in N T

N K and satisfying π(n) <
C ·π(N n,T

K ).
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Remark I. Here, it is possible to define different Ck values for each distance k, i.e., f k+1
[k] ≥

Ck · f k
[k]. One might argue that, as the distance increases, it could be possible to find nodes

satisfying π(n)
π(N n,T

K )
<Ck for smaller Ck values. However, as seen in Section 2.6, this is not

always the case. In addition, the intermediate node may not know the exact distance,
thus using the same C value would make the decision simpler.
Remark II. Note that the propagation decision is based on N n,T

K instead of N T
K since

the latter one may not be available. This could lead to better consequences for propaga-
tion because nodes may predict N T

K greater than its actual size and decide accordingly.
Nonetheless, a carefully chosen C value will lead the nodes to share it with an overwhelm-
ing probability.
Remark III. Being the round leader should be more appealing than being an intermediary
node, thus the round leader would try to fulfill the round block capacity to maximize his
profit. The system may not work at full capacity if the nodes gain the same reward from
propagating instead of validating (as the round leader) transactions. In Corollary 2.5, the
propagation condition is given as f k+1

[k] ≥C · f k
[k]. We fix the condition in favor of the round

leader:

∀k, f k+1
[k] =C · f k

[k] . (2.2)

Permanence condition. In the simultaneous move analysis, we investigated one step at
a time, i.e., what will happen immediately after the decision of propagation. However,
all possible future actions should be taken into account. For example, the sender of a
transaction should consider the possibility of the further propagation done by the receiver.
From Lemma 2.3, capacities of the neighboring nodes do not have any influence on the
sharing decision. Unless the processing fee share decreases, which is caused by some
possible future actions like increased path length, the same lemma will be satisfied. If the
share of a propagating node is non-decreasing with respect to the path length, then the
ones who propagate will not suffer from any future actions. This can be formulated as

∀ i < k, f k
[i ] ≥ f k+1

[i ] . (2.3)

2.4.3. FEE SHARING FUNCTION
With the equations obtained from the required conditions, we can uniquely determine
the fee sharing function and conclude Theorem 2.1. First, using permanence condition
(2.3), Sybil-proofness condition (2.1), can be reduced to f k

[k] ≥ f k+1
[k+1] + f k+1

[k] :

∀k ≥ 1, f k
[k] ≥ f k+1

[k+1] + f k+1
[k] ≥ f k+2

[k+2] + f k+2
[k+1] + f k+1

[k]

≥ f k+3
[k+3] + f k+3

[k+2] + f k+2
[k+1] + f k+1

[k] ≥ ·· ·

∀ s ≥ 1, ≥ f k+s
[k+s] +

s−1∑
i=0

f k+i+1
[k+i ] ≥ f k+s

[k+s] +
s−1∑
i=0

f k+s
[k+i ].

Therefore, we can update the Sybil-proofness condition as:

∀k ≥ 1, f k
[k] ≥ f k+1

[k+1] + f k+1
[k] . (2.4)
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Then, we can obtain the following equations:

Using (2.4)
k∑

i=1
f i

[i ] ≥
k∑

i=1
f i+1

[i+1] +
k∑

i=1
f i+1

[i ]

=⇒ F = f 1
[1] ≥ f k+1

[k+1] +
k∑

i=1
f i+1

[i ]

Using (2.3) =⇒ F ≥ f k+1
[k+1] +

k∑
i=1

f k+1
[i ] = F

=⇒ f k
[i ] = f k+1

[i ] and f k
[k] = f k+1

[k+1] + f k+1
[k] . (2.5)

After all, we can finalize the fee sharing function which corresponds to Theorem 2.1.
Using (2.2) and (2.5), the share of the round leader can be computed:

f k
[k] = f k−1

[k−1](1−C ) = ·· · = F · (1−C )k−1. (2.6)

Using (2.5) and (2.6), the share of an intermediary node can be computed:

∀ i < k, f k
[i ] = f i+1

[i ] = F ·C (1−C )i−1 .

2.4.4. DISCUSSION
Integration. Implementation of the incentive mechanism should take into account the
security and efficiency concerns. The propagation path should be immutable in a way
that an adversary cannot add or subtract any node neither in the propagation process nor
after the block generation. At the same time, storage efficiency is also essential since these
path logs are needed to be stored in the ledger by every node. Both existing incentive-
compatible blockchain solutions [16, 17] adopted a signature chaining mechanism where
each propagated message includes the public key of the receiver and signature of the
sender. This protocol prevents any manipulation over the path and thereby secures the
shares of each contributor. It requires additional storage which is the signatures of the
contributors. Although signature chaining solution requires the knowledge of the public
key of the receiver and stores signatures of each sender, it is generic and can be applied to
any blockchain. In Section 2.6, we present a novel and storage-efficient solution which
is feasible for FLTB blockchains. It is embedded into routing mechanism and does not
require the knowledge of the public keys of the neighboring nodes.
Determining C parameter. C value plays an important role to make sure that there will
be incentive to propagate a transaction for some nodes until it reaches to the whole
network. On the one hand, as the choice for the C value increases, it will be easier to
satisfy the propagation condition since there will be more chance to find nodes satisfying
π(n) <C ·π(N T

K ). On the other hand, the higher C value, the lower fee remains for the rest
of the propagation path. It significantly reduces the fee of the round leader, thereby the
incentive. For these reasons, it is required to choose a moderate C value, e.g., a reasonable
choice would be C = 2

Ncon
where Ncon denotes default number of connections of a node.

For example, in Bitcoin network where Ncon = 8, nodes will propagate unless they assume
that their mining power is greater than 25% of the ones having the transaction. Even at the
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very beginning, at least Ncon nodes have the transaction, C = 2
Ncon

setting would provide
overwhelming probability to have nodes willing to propagate according to Corollary 2.5.
Client (0−capacity) nodes. The main goal of the propagation incentive mechanism is to
make sure that the transactions are received by the nodes who are capable of validating
transactions as well as creating blocks. For that reason, we mainly focused on the nodes
having a capacity greater than zero, i.e., π(·) > 0. Nevertheless, a client node can be seen
as a potential capacity node because of the possible propagation of the client. Regarding
Lemma 2.3 and permanence condition (2.3), a rational node, who decided to propagate,
would benefit from propagating to the client nodes as well. At the same time, a client
node will always benefit from propagating any transaction since otherwise it will not have
any chance to gain a fee.
Decentralization effect. In the conventional permissionless blockchains, all rewards
including block reward and transaction fees are given to the block owner. In other words,
nodes have only one incentive to participate in the network: being round leader. The
less chance individual nodes have to be the round leader, the more they are motivated to
join into centralized forms (e.g. mining pools) [13, 28]. Conversely, the transaction fee
is shared with all propagators nodes. In addition, since many transactions are included
in a single block, aiming processing fees of (some) transactions has significantly more
chance than being the round leader. Thereby, it is reasonable to conclude that incentive
mechanism would have a positive impact on the decentralization of the permissionless
blockchains.

2.5. ROUTING MECHANISM
As a non-hierarchical peer-to-peer network, the blockchain ledger is validated by all nodes
(miners) individually. This requires broadcasting every data and blocks over the network
since every node needs to keep a record of the chain to validate new blocks. In existing
permissionless blockchains, every transaction is broadcast throughout the network by
the client, then the new block including (some of) these is constructed and broadcast by
the round leader. Hence, each transaction is broadcast at least twice. Even more (inv)
messages are sent to check the awareness of the neighbors on the transaction.

In Nakamoto-like consensus protocols, the round leader is validated simultaneously
with his proposed block where the redundant propagation of the client is inevitable. In
FLTB protocols, on the other hand, it is possible to validate the round leader before the
block is proposed. It enables to determine a direct route between each client and the
round leader. Our routing mechanism in Algorithm 1 finds the shortest paths between
clients and the round leader for each round. Instead of sending each transaction to all
nodes in the network, it is relayed over the shortest path between the client and the
leader. The distance between (almost) any two nodes in a connected graph is dramatically
smaller than the size of the network [29]. This is equivalent to cost reduction from O(N )
to O(ln N ) in a random network of size N [30, 31].

The treat model of routing mechanism we present in this section considers a malicious
adversary rather than a rational one. In the routing mechanism, a malicious adversary
may try to block or censor some of the transaction propagations.

Our protocol can be divided into two parts: Recognition Phase where the routes are
determined and Transaction Phase where the transactions are propagated (see Figure 2.2).
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Algorithm 1 The Routing Algorithm

Recognition Phase
Leader provides his credential L r to his neighbors.
for Node n1 to nN do

if First time receiving L r then
Store ID of the sender (gradient) node n j , i.e., g ni ← n j

Propagate L r to neighbors.
end if

end for

Transaction Phase
Client provides transaction T to his neighbors.
for Each node ni receiving T do

if First time receiving T then
Send it to the g ni

end if
end for

First, in the recognition phase, the round leader is recognized throughout the network
and his credential is propagated with a standard gossip protocol. Each node ni learns
his closest node towards the round leader, gradient node (g ni ), who is the first node
forwarding the credential. In the transaction phase, each client forwards his transaction
to (some of) his neighbors. Then, each node, receiving a transaction for the first time,
directly transmits to his gradient node. Here, the reason for clients to broadcast to more
than one neighbor is that one path could yield a single point of failure. It could be caused
by the nodes who fail or maliciously censor some of the transactions. As presented in
the experimental results, forwarding transaction to a few of the neighbors (precisely
Ncon) is sufficient. Note that, the routing mechanism works under asynchronous network
assumptions since a client does not have to wait for all nodes but Ncon of his neighbors.
Similarly, for an intermediary node, waiting for the first credential message is enough to
propagate received transactions.
Locational privacy. There have been several papers investigating anonymity in the per-
missionless blockchain networks, especially for the Bitcoin network [32–34]. It is found
out that matching public keys and IP addresses can be done by eavesdropping. In this
manner, FLTB-based blockchains may expose to DoS (denial-of-service) attacks against
to the round leader. We want to stress that our routing mechanism does not leak any
more locational information about the position of the leader other than the original FLTB
protocols do. It just takes advantage of the announcement of the leader which is done
exactly in the same manner with the FLTB protocols. Therefore, our routing mechanism
does not cause any additional vulnerabilities for DoS-like attacks against the round leader.
Yet, it is possible to improve the locational privacy via anonymity phase where the mes-
sage is first forwarded in a line of nodes, then diffused from there [35]. The extra cost of
anonymity would be a few nodes on the line which is still proportional to the logarithmic
size of the network.
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Figure 2.2: The Routing Mechanism. The left one illustrates the Recognition Phase and connections to the
gradient nodes are shown with bold solid lines. On the right, three clients and their transaction paths are
presented.

2.5.1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this experiment, we use Barabási-Albert (BA) graph model [30] which simulates peer
discovery in a peer-to-peer network. It starts with a well-connected small graph and each
new node is connected to some of the previous nodes with a probability proportional to
their degrees.

Barabási-Albert (BA) [30] and Erdős-Rényi (ER) [31] graph models have been used to
simulate permissionless blockchains [36, 37]. In our setting, we combine both models
where the network starts with a small ER graph and grows according to BA model. We
start with 50 nodes in ER model [31] with edge probability of 1/2, meaning that on average
each node has 25 connections. Then, each new node is added by connecting with Ncon

nodes in the network. For each (N , Ncon) pair analyzed, we generated various graphs
using Python graph library [38].
Bandwidth gain. In [39], the average shortest path length between any two nodes, i.e.,
the average path length, of a BA graph is shown to be in the order of ln N

lnln N . Hence, our
routing protocol reduces the communication cost of a message transaction from O(N ) to
O(Ncon · ln N

lnln N ). The communication gain is up to 99% for scaled networks (see Figure 2.3),
which can be verified by counting the average number of nodes visited per transaction.
Here, we assume that the first arriving credential is coming from the node which is closest
to the leader with respect to the number of nodes in between. In other words, the delay
between any two nodes is computed by the node-distance.

In Figure 2.3, we count only one redundant communication for each transaction.
Even more redundancy is caused by the flooding of each transaction because the same
transaction is received from different neighboring nodes. In other words, the total re-
dundancy is not N , but on average Ncon ·N . In the existing blockchains, this additional
redundancy is reduced by the sending the hash of the transaction to check whether the
neighbor has it or not. If storage size of the transaction is relative to the size of the hash,
then the total number of relays of a transaction would be significantly more than double
of the network size. For example, Statoshi info [40], a block explorer of Bitcoin, shows
that average incoming bandwidth usage for the transactions (tx) is, 2.87 KBps, less than
for the checking messages (inv), 4.12 KBps (measurements taken between 02:00 AM and
14:00 PM in 13 of Feb. 2018). To conclude, since our mechanism does not suffer from the
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flooding effect, the actual communication gain would be much higher than the result in
Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Communication cost for advertisement of a transaction.

Failing transmissions. Since each transaction is propagated among a small set of nodes,
we need to take into account the possibility of propagation failure which can be caused
by the nodes who fail or censor the transaction. The failure probability of a transaction

can be approximated by
(
1− (1−h)

ln N
lnln N −1

)Ncon
where h denotes the probability of a node

in the network who fails or censors the transaction. These failing nodes are the ones
who were present at the recognition phase and failed just afterwards. Long-term offline
nodes can be ignored since they will not be chosen as gradient nodes. Thus, Figure
2.4 demonstrates that our routing is robust against instant network fluctuations. For a
blockchain network with N = 10000 and Ncon = 8, similar to Bitcoin network, if 30% of the
active nodes fail after the recognition phase, only 9% of the transactions will be affected.
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2.6. COMBINED PROPAGATION MECHANISM

In this section, we show how to deploy both of the incentive and routing mechanisms for
any blockchain having a FLTB consensus protocol. At first glance, they seem to conflict
with each other because the incentive mechanism is used to encourage propagation
while the routing mechanism helps to reduce redundant propagation. We combine them
in a way that rational nodes are encouraged to propagate only the transactions which
are coming from the predefined paths of the routing mechanism. As demonstrated in
Algorithm 2, we use the same infrastructure with the routing mechanism, and we include
proofs of the intermediary nodes such that their contributions cannot be denied. Each
transaction path is defined and secured by a path identifier which includes the public keys
of the propagating nodes. Blocks consist of transactions as well as their path identifiers
used to claim processing fee shares.

In the recognition phase, each intermediary node conveys the leader credential and
the path identifier. Incoming and outgoing path identifiers of a node n are denoted
by I Nn and OU Tn , which are used to validate and secure the propagation path. The
round leader ` produces the initial identifier, OU T` = H(L r ,PK`), and propagates to
his neighbors. Each node n updates the identifier coming from the gradient node by
OU Tn = H (I Nn ,PKn). This operation is done just for the gradient node (first one sending
L r ), then updated identifier and the credential are forwarded to the neighbors. Nodes

Algorithm 2 The Combined Propagation Algorithm

Recognition Phase
Leader l propagates L r

for Each node ni do
if First time receiving L r and I Nn′ then

if L r is valid then
Assign I Nni ← I Nn′ and gradient node as n′
Compute OU Tni = H(I Nni ,PKni )
Propagate L r and OU Tni to neighbors.

end if
end if

end for

Transaction Phase
Client cT provides Si g ned(T, I NcT ) (and P K =;) to the first Ncon gradient nodes.
for Each node ni receiving Si g ned(T, I NcT ) and P K do

if First time receiving T then
if Signature path holds then

Update P K ←P K
⋃

{PKni }
Send Si g ned(T, I NcT ) and P K to the gradient node.

end if
end if

end for
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may ignore the subsequent identifiers except a client who stores the first Ncon ones for
the transaction phase.

After the routing paths are determined, each client delivers the signed transaction
and the incoming identifier to his Ncon neighbors. The first receiving nodes, check the
signature, then add their public keys to the transaction and forward it to their gradient
nodes. From that point, each intermediary node in the path first checks the validity of the
path via the public keys included and his own identifier, then forwards the transaction
including his public key to the gradient node.

Once transactions are received by the round leader, he includes the valid ones into
the block. The block consists of the credential, hash of the previous block and valid
transactions with their paths. Then, the block is propagated throughout the network.
Incentive for block propagation. As a consequence of the incentive and routing mecha-
nisms, intermediary nodes also have incentives to propagate the block since they share
processing fees. Even more, the ones who are closer to the leader would have higher
motivation since they probably gain from more transactions.
Storage efficiency. Any propagation incentive mechanism requires additional data stor-
age than the data itself to keep track of the propagation path. Previous works having
incentive [16, 17] utilize signature chains where each node signs the transaction and
the public key of the receiver. Therefore, additional to the transaction, the signature
package of each propagating node is included. On the other hand, our solution with
the path identification benefits from the recognition phase of the routing protocol, and
its additional storage requirement is only the public keys of propagating nodes and a
signature of the client. Since the ability to claim propagation reward and the validation
of the path need to be available, our propagation mechanism demands minimal storage
components.
Privacy of the intermediary nodes. Signature chains and the proposed path identifier
yield a direct connection between nodes network ID and their public keys. Unlike signa-
ture chains, our solution consists of two phases and the propagating nodes validate it by
checking whether their input is preserved or not. This enables us to tackle the privacy
issue by replacing plain public keys with commitments. Instead of directly including a
public key, each node can obscure it in a simple commitment with a random number
(C Ti = H(PKi ,Ri )). All verifications can be handled with the commitments while claim-
ing propagation reward requires to reveal it. The commitment version uses the same
network structure without compromising the identities of the nodes except clients and
the round leader. The location of the round leader and clients will be known to their
neighbors. They may need to update their key pairs or replace their connections for the
next rounds.

2.7. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated two transaction propagation related problems of blockchains:
incentive and bandwidth efficiency. We presented an incentive mechanism encourag-
ing nodes to propagate messages, and a routing mechanism reducing the redundant
communication cost.

We analyzed the necessary and sufficient conditions providing an incentive to propa-
gate messages as well as to deviate participants (nodes) from introducing Sybil nodes. We
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studied different types of network topologies and we showed the impossibility result of
the Sybil-proofness for the 1-connected model. We formulated the incentive-compatible
propagation mechanism and proved that it obeys the rational behavior.

We presented a new aspect of the consensus algorithms, namely first-leader-then-
block protocols. We proposed a smart routing mechanism for these protocols, which
reduces the redundant transaction propagation from the size of the network to the scale
of average shortest path length. Finally, we combined incentive and routing mechanisms
in a compatible and memory-efficient way.
Future work and open questions. In Section 2.4.4, we mentioned the parameter choice
and possible outcomes of the incentive mechanism. Detailed effect of incentive model
and parameter choice are left as a future work. Another open question is the effect of
the incentive mechanism on the topology of the network. Nodes would benefit from
increasing their connection to contribute more transaction propagations, i.e., it would
increase the connectivity of the network. Using that result, a rigorous analysis on the
choice of the C parameter can be done. Finally, there are open problems regarding the
economics of the transaction fee: analyzing the accuracy of the de facto formulas in the
existing cryptocurrencies with respect to the cost of the propagation and validation and
investigating the possible impacts of the sharing fee like decentralization effect.
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3
HOW TO PROFIT FROM PAYMENT

CHANNELS

Payment channel networks like Bitcoin’s Lightning network are an auspicious approach for
realizing high transaction throughput and almost-instant confirmations in blockchain
networks. However, the ability to successfully conduct payments in such networks relies
on the willingness of participants to lock collateral in the network. In Lightning, the key
financial incentive to lock collateral are low fees for routing payments of other participants.
While users can choose these fees, real-world data indicates that they mainly stick to default
fees. By providing insights on beneficial choices for fees, we aim to incentivize users to lock
more collateral and improve the effectiveness of the network.

In this paper, we consider a node A that given the network topology and the channel details
establishes channels and chooses fees to maximize its financial gain. Our contributions
are i) formalization of the optimization problem, ii) proving that the problem is NP-hard,
and iii) designing and evaluating a greedy algorithm to approximate the optimal solution.
In each step, our greedy algorithm establishes a channel that maximizes the increase to
A’s total reward, which corresponds to maximizing the number of shortest paths passing
through A. Our simulation study leveraged real-world data sets to quantify the impact of
our gain optimization and indicates that our strategy is at least a factor two better than
other strategies.

This chapter is based on the paper "How to Profit from Payments Channels" by Ersoy, O., Roos, S., and Erkin, Z.
in Financial Cryptography 2020, pp. 284–303.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
Payment channel networks [1] overcome the need to globally agree on every transaction
in a blockchain. Instead, nodes can open and close channels that they can use to transfer
coins directly. In the absence of disputes, transactions only require local communication
between the parties involved in a transaction. Nodes without a direct payment channel
can route payments via intermediaries to avoid the transaction fees and delays of channel
opening. Thus, by moving transactions off-chain, payment channels have the potential
to drastically increase the transaction throughput while reducing the confirmation times
from tens of minutes to sub-seconds. The most notable examples of payment channel
networks are Bitcoin’s Lightning [2] and Ethereum’s Raiden [3].

When opening a payment channel, nodes need to lock coins that they cannot use
outside of the channel during the lifetime of the channel. This opportunity cost makes
it unattractive to maintain payment channels. However, routing payments in a network
requires that the network has well-funded channels [1]. The key incentives for locking
collateral in a channel are i) frequent transaction with the other party [4] and ii) financial
gain through routing fees [5], i.e., fees that nodes charge for routing payments as interme-
diaries. Our analysis of the Lightning network shows that the fees charged for routing are
currently low and mainly equal to the default value [6]. We conjecture that the current
payment channel networks primarily rely on the first incentive. However, research on the
Lightning network suggests that this incentive entails networks of a low resilience with
a few central hubs [7]. Analyzing the second incentives and show-casing that payment
channels can entail financial profit is the most promising avenue of research to incentivize
the participation in payment channel networks and fully leverage the potential of this
promising blockchain scalability approach.

In this paper, we adapt a payment channel network (PCN) model based on Lightning.
We assume a known topology and fees. Nodes select the cheapest path to conduct a
payment. A node A aims to maximize its profit through routing fees by choosing both its
payment channels and fees. The problem is challenging as higher fees indicate a higher
profit if the node routes the payment but also a lower probability to be chosen for routing
due to the transactions taking the cheapest path.

Despite the importance of fees in payment channel networks, the issue has been
mainly ignored in past research. The majority of papers deal with cryptographic protocols
for channel establishment and multi-hop payments (e.g., [4, 8–11]) as well as algorithms
for routing payments (e.g., [12–14]). There is some work on comparing routing fees to
the on-chain fees of blockchains and presenting an economical analysis of the relation
between the two fee types [5, 15]. It is interesting to note that routing fees are related
to the payment value whereas on-chain blockchain fees usually relate to the size of the
transactions. In contrast, Di Stasi et al. [16] evaluated the impact of routing fees on
keeping channels balanced, i.e., ensuring that a channel is not used exclusively in one
direction. The authors suggest a novel linear fee policy for each channel to improve
channel balances. Most similar to our work, Avarikioti et al. [17] studied the optimal fee
assignment of channels from the point of view of a payment service provider (PSP). The
authors analyzed optimal channel fees of the whole network that maximizes the total
reward of the PSP instead of focusing on a node, which defines our problem. However, the
authors can only solve for tree-structured networks, which does not make the approach
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useful in practice.

We are hence the first to cover the aspect of maximizing fees in payment channel
networks. More precisely, we formalize the problem of maximizing fees in a Lightning-
inspired system model. We present an algorithm for solving the defined optimization
problem heuristically. Our greedy algorithm iteratively i) adds channels and ii) selects fees
such that each added channel increases the profit maximally for the previously selected
channels. For this purpose, we leverage the concept of (edge) betweenness centrality, i.e.,
the fraction of cheapest paths a vertex or edge is contained in. We evaluate our algorithm
for real-world data sets of the Lightning network. Our evaluation strongly indicates that
our approach does not only greatly improve the profit in comparison to default fees but
also that leveraging betweenness centrality for selecting channels offers considerably
better results than other network centrality measures. More preciously, our algorithm
increases the profit by a factor 4 in comparison to default fee values and is at least a
factor 2 better than other strategies. Our evaluation further demonstrates that nodes with
already established channels can increase their profit by utilizing only our fee selection
algorithm without establishing new channels.

3.2. BACKGROUND
This section summarizes key concepts from the field of payment channels. Furthermore,
as our algorithm relies on graph centrality metrics, this section defines these metrics and
gives some intuition on their role.

3.2.1. PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS

Payment channel networks are one key approaches to scaling blockchains by moving
transactions off-chain [1]. Two parties open a payment channel through an initial funding
transaction on the blockchain that locks coins such that they can only be used for trans-
actions between the two parties. After this initial funding transaction, the two parties can
conduct payments without directly interacting with the blockchain. They commit to the
latest balance of the channel, i.e., the distribution of the total number of locked coins
over the two parties. For instance, let nodes u and v open a payment channel such that u
locks x coins and v locks y coins. The initial balance of the channel is (x, y) and its total
capacity is x + y . If u sends one coin to v , the balance changes to (x −1, y +1).

In case of a dispute about the channel balance, the signed commitments documenting
the state changes are published on the blockchain. The blockchain consensus then
assigns the coins according to the latest valid channel state. Once the two parties decide
to close their channel, they have to conduct a closing transaction on the blockchain.
Afterward, they receive the coins locked in the channel with the number of coins per
party corresponding to the channel balance at the time of the closure. In the absence of
disputes, the intermediary transactions are almost instant and the number of transaction
is merely bound locally by the bandwidth and latency of nodes.

Establishing a payment channel does not make sense if parties do not trade with
each other regularly due to i) the on-chain fees for establishing the channel and ii) the
opportunity cost caused by locking coins to the channel. Thus, most nodes will only
establish a few channels with frequent trading partners. Routing payments via a path
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consisting of multiple channels nevertheless allows nodes to trade without having a direct
channel. For instance, a node s can make a payment to a node r via two intermediary
nodes u and v , meaning that the payment is routed via three payment channels: s to
u, u to v , and v to r . The balances along all these channels change according to the
transaction value.

The intermediary nodes charge fees for the use of their channels. For a channel C hi

from u to v , these fees consist of a basic fee BFC hi for using the channel and fee rate
F RC hi per transferred unit. The overall fee of a transaction t x for the channel is hence

f(C hi , t x) = BFC hi +F RC hi · |t x|, (3.1)

where |t x| denotes the transaction amount. The fees are determined by and paid to u.
The sender s has to pay the fees. Note that the fee calculation formula given in Equation
3.1 is specific to the Lightning network [18]. Still, the other payment or state channel
networks have a similar structure.

3.2.2. GRAPH CENTRALITY METRICS
In this work, we model a PCN network as a directed graph. In this manner, each node in
the payment channel represents a vertex in the graph and each channel is represented
by two directional edges between the nodes (one for each direction). The channel fees
correspond to the weights of the edges.

As a consequence, we can make use of graph metrics that characterize the importance
of certain nodes in a weighted directed graph. Our key metrics are (vertex) betweenness
centrality and edge betweenness centrality.

Definition 3.1 (Betweenness Centrality). The betweenness centrality of a vertex [19] v is
proportional to the total number of shortest paths that pass through that vertex, i.e.,

bc(v) = ∑
s 6=t 6=v
σst 6=0

σst v

σst
,

where σst denotes the number of shortest paths between s and t and σst v is the number
of such shortest paths containing the vertex v .

Similarly, the edge betweenness centrality [20] of an edge relates to the total number
of shortest paths that pass through that edge, i.e.,

e([v1v2]) = ∑
s 6=t
σst 6=0

σst [v1v2]

σst
,

where σst [v1v2] is the number of shortest paths passing through the edge [v1v2].

The analysis of this paper makes use of the following result about vertex betweenness
centrality to assess the suitability of our greedy heuristic for selecting channel fees.

Theorem 3.2 ([21]). For each vertex v , betweenness centrality function bc(v) is a mono-
tone function for the set of edges incident to v .
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An important problem concerning the betweenness centrality is the maximum be-
tweenness improvement (MBI) problem.

Definition 3.3 (MBI problem [21]). Maximum Betweenness Improvement problem: Given
a directed graph G and a vertex v , find k edges incident to node v such that bc(v) is
maximal.

With the help of the following theorem concerning the MBI problem, we prove that
our problem of maximizing the reward (MRI) is NP-hard.

Theorem 3.4 ([21]). MBI problem cannot be approximated in polynomial time within a
factor greater than 1− 1

2ε ,unless P = N P .

3.3. OUR PCN MODEL
There are a number of PCNs with Lightning [2], Raiden [3], Perun [22] and Celer [23] being
key examples. All of them use slightly different assumptions and properties. We base our
system model on Bitcoin’s Lightning network.

In the following, we first describe our PCN model LN. In this model, we then define
the problem of an individual participant aiming to maximize their gain. We summarize
the notation used in the paper in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Notation and Abbreviation Table

Symbol Explanation

CSF The channel selection function.

CFF The channel fee function.

LN The payment channel network.

c(X ) The total amount of coins of X .

f(C h, t x)1 The charging fee of the channel C h for a transaction of value t x.

bc(n,N)1 The betweenness centrality of the node n in a network N.

e(C h,N)1 The edge betweenness centrality of the channel C h in a network N.

s(C hi ), r(C hi ) The source and destination nodes of the channel C hi .

C hCost The channel opening and closing on-chain cost.

3.3.1. NETWORK TOPOLOGY, FEES, AND ROUTING
Nodes open and close payment channels through blockchain transactions. For simplicity,
we assume that the cost C hCost of opening and closing remains constant over time.

In Lightning, the complete topology of the network is known to every node. Nodes
publicly announce on the blockchain that they establish or close a channel. Furthermore,

1For brevity in the notation, t x and N can be omitted unless they alter with time.
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nodes willing to route payments announce their channels and fees to the complete
network. Thus, we assume in our model that both the topology and the fees of all nodes
are publicly known. For simplicity, we assume that the topology and routing fees of the
nodes that do not strategically change them remain fixed over time. Otherwise, our fee
selection strategy would require a model to anticipate the expected changes. Current
research on payment channel networks does not provide such a model. Our analysis
of the Lightning network data from 1ml .com indicates that fees are indeed usually the
default value. As topology changes require on-chain transactions, which are costly in
both time and on-chain fees, the topology also should not change considerably. Moreover,
we assume that nodes apply source routing to find one cheapest path from source to
destination, as is the case in the current implementation of Lightning.

3.3.2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We represent a network LN as a graph G = (V ,E) of vertices V and edges E . A node A
aims to maximize its revenue in running a node in a payment channel network. For this
purpose, A opens channels with other nodes in the network, each channel having a total
cost of C hCost for opening and closing. We assume that A can strategically select the
nodes it establishes channels with from all nodes in the network. After all, these nodes
do not need to invest anything into the channel as A completely funds them and they
will likely receive additional monetary gains through routing fees. Furthermore, A has a
budget of c(A) coins to use as collateral for the channels in total.

Formally, let C be the set of channels established by A. For each channel C hi ∈ C ,
we have the coins allocated to the channel c(C hi ) and the channel fee f(C hi , t x) for a
transaction value t x. Wlog, transaction values are integers between 1 and Tmax following
a distribution T . Let Xi (t x,S,R) be the event that a transaction of value t x going from
a node S to a node R passes through the channel C hi . Then the expected fee from that
transaction is f(C hi , t x)Pr [Xi (t x,S,R)]. Last, we require the distribution M that returns a
sender-receiver pair. A’s objective is to find C , f , and c() such that the overall expected
gain of one transaction

∑
∀S,R∈V
S 6=R 6=A

Pr (M = (S,R))
Tmax∑
j=1

Pr (T = j )
∑

C hi∈C
f(C hi , j ) ·Pr [Xi ( j ,S,R)] (3.2)

is maximized while adhering to the constraint that
∑

C hi∈C c(C hi ) ≤ c(A). Equation 3.2
computes the expected gain over the involved variables T and M . If the capacity of the
channel c(C hi ) is less than the transaction amount t x, Pr [Xi (t x,S,R)] = 0. Similarly, if
there does not exist a shortest path from S to R that passes through C hi , Pr [Xi (t x,S,R)] =
0. Otherwise, Pr [Xi (t x,S,R)] is equal to the number of shortest paths from S to R passing
through C hi divided by the total number of shortest paths from S to R.

Note that Equation 3.2 ignores the cost of opening C channels, |C | ·C hCost . The
impact of this cost depends on the number of transactions K that occur during the
lifetime of a channel. Let max be the maximal value for Equation 3.2. The overall gain
of the node is then the difference: K ·max −|C | ·C hCost . By increasing the lifetime of
the channel arbitrarily, the impact of |C | ·C hCost diminishes, which is why we disregard
it for Equation 3.2. Our model furthermore disregards the opportunity cost caused by
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locking coins due to the absence of suitable models for such a cost.

3.4. OUR FEE STRATEGY
We start by showing that maximizing the objective function given in Equation 3.2 is NP-
hard. Afterwards, we present our greedy algorithm for approximating a solution. As our
algorithm contains an equation for choosing channel fees without a closed-form solution,
the last part of the section demonstrates a method for solving the equation numerically.

Our proof and algorithm act on a version of Equation 3.2 for specific distributions T
and M . In the absence of real-world data for these distributions, we utilize two straight-
forward distributions. Concretely, our work considers a fixed transaction value, i.e., the
random variable T only takes one value t x. For the distribution M , which characterizes
the likelihood of two nodes to trade, assuming that all nodes are equally likely to trade
with each other is the most natural choice in the absence of a concrete alternative model.
Thus, M is a uniform distribution over all pairs of nodes in the following.

For the design of our algorithm, we furthermore bound the maximal channel fee by
fmax . Assuming a maximal channel fee does not reduce the generality of our approach.
As nodes send payments along the path with the lowest fee, any channel fee that entails
the channel is not contained in any such path can be disregarded.

3.4.1. NP-HARDNESS OF THE PROBLEM
Before presenting the actual proof, we rephrase Equation 3.2 to relate it to the concept of
(edge) betweenness centrality.

Choosing M to be a uniform distribution implies that Pr (M = (S,R)) = 1
(|V |−1)(|V |−2)

2

is a constant, which can disregarded for the optimization. Furthermore, choosing a
constant transaction value t x removes the second sum in Equation 3.2. Hence our
modified objective function is∑

C hi∈C
f(C hi , t x) ·Pr [Xi (t x,S,R)]. (3.3)

The next step relates Pr [Xi (tx,S,R)] in Equation 3.3 to the betweenness centrality.
There are two important quantities to consider: the number of shortest paths including
the channel and total fee reward gained from these paths. Maximizing the number of
shortest paths passing through a channel or node corresponds to the edge or vertex
betweenness centrality (BC), respectively, as defined in Section 3.2. However, maximizing
the BC does not necessarily imply maximal revenue. As fees represent edge weights, the
shortest path here is a path whose edges have the minimal sum of weights. Choosing low
fees hence increases the probability to be contained in the shortest path but low fees also
indicate a low gain from each transaction.

Rather, the expected reward of a channel C hi is equal to the probability of the transac-
tion passing through that channel times the fee. Note that each channel needs to have a
capacity of at least t x for the payment to choose this path. Thus, an optimal solution for
Equation 3.3 will only create channels of sufficient capacity and we can exclude the capac-
ity aspect from Pr [Xi (t x,S,R)]. With e(C hi ) denoting the edge betweenness centrality of

2(|V |−1)(|V |−2) is the number of pairs of nodes when not including A
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a channel C hi with fees f(C hi )3, the formal expression for the expected reward of C hi is

ER(C hi ) = f(C hi ) ·e(C hi ). (3.4)

As a consequence, the total expected reward of A from Equation 3.3 is

ER(A) = ∑
C hi∈C

ER(C hi ). (3.5)

Now, we can formally define the problem from Equation 3.2 as the maximum reward
improvement (MRI) problem.

Definition 3.5 (MRI Problem). Maximum Reward Improvement problem: For a payment
channel network L N and a node n, find k channels incident to node n such that ER(n)
is maximized.

The following theorem states that it is not possible to design an algorithm CSF that
finds the optimum solution within polynomial time, unless P = N P .

Theorem 3.6 (MRI Approximation Theorem). MRI problem cannot be approximated in
polynomial time within a factor greater than 1− 1

2ε , unless P = N P .

Proof. To prove this theorem, we reduce our MRI problem to the MBI problem presented
in Definition 3.3. Using Equation 3.5, we can formulate the MRI problem as follows:

MRI(LN,n,k) →C H M = argmax
|C H |≤k
s(C hi )=n

f(C hi )∈[1, fmax ]

(
ER(n) = ∑

C hi∈C H

ER(C hi )

)
.

We introduce a subproblem, namely MRI_FF, where the upper limit of the fee fmax is
equal to 1, which means that all the channel fee are equal to 1. Using the Equation 3.4,
MRI_FF can be formulated as:

MRI_FF(LN,n, Nc ) →C H M = argmax
|C H |≤k
s(C hi )=n

( ∑
C hi∈C H

e(C hi )

)
(3.6)

(∗)= argmax
|C H |≤k

s(C hi )||r(C hi )=n

(bcn)
(∗∗)= MBI(LN,n,k),

which reduces to the MBI problem. Here, the first equality (∗) holds because the summa-
tion of the all shortest paths passing from out-going edges is equal to the total number
of shortest paths passing through that node. In other words, the summation of edge
betweenness centrality of all out-going edges of a node is equal to betweenness centrality
of that node. The second equality (∗) follows from the definition of the MBI problem
given in Definition 3.3.

3For the rest of section, we drop the transaction amount t x from the channel fee formula f(C hi ) as it is fixed.
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Now, we can prove our theorem by contradiction. Let assume there exists an approxi-
mation to MRI problem within a factor greater than 1− 1

2ε . Then, the same approximation
would hold for the subproblem of MRI, MRI_FF with a certain maximal fee, namely 1.
However, in Equation 3.6, we showed that MRI_FF problem is equivalent to the MBI
problem. This contradicts Theorem 3.4. Therefore, MRI problem cannot be polynomially
approximated within a factor greater than 1− 1

2ε , unless P = N P .

3.4.2. CHANNEL SELECTION FUNCTION
We present a greedy algorithm CSF to approximate the MRI problem. CSF takes the PCN
and the requested number of channels as input and outputs the set of nodes to whom
channels are created. It internally calls CFF, the algorithm for deciding the fee of a channel.
Formally, we have

CFF(C H ∪C h) → RC h :

RC h =TotalER(C H ∪C h, f ) where f = argmax
fi∈[1, fmax ]

(
TotalER(C H ∪C h, fi )

)
,

TotalER(C H ∪C h, fi ) =ER(C h)f(C h)= fi +
∑

C h j ∈C H

ER(C h j ). (3.7)

As detailed in Algorithm 3, our greedy algorithm for CSF consists of the following five
key steps:

1. Start with an initial PCN of nodes and channels.

2. At each step, try all possible channels between our node and other nodes.

3. Compute the maximum reward of the channel by using CFF.

4. Connect to the node who gives the maximum reward and update the PCN.

5. Go to step (2) until the desired number of channels is established.

Next, we ascertain that channel additions cannot reduce the expected revenue, indi-
cating that nodes should add all channels they can fund. Here, it is important to note
that we do not take into account the channel opening cost C hCost . Thus, if the marginal
reward improvement of a new channel is zero, there is no point in add the channel.

Theorem 3.7 (Monotonicity). The objective function of Algorithm 3 is a monotone non-
decreasing function.

Proof. A function F :Ω→R is a monotone function if it satisfies the following condition:

∀S ⊆ T ⊆Ω, F (S) ≤F (T ). (3.8)

In our case, we have to show that CFF(C H ∪ [n,ni ]) ≥ CFF(C H ) for any solution C H

and node ni such that [n,ni ] ∉C H where C H is the current channel list of node n.
Note that CFF checks for all possible fee values to maximize the total reward. In that

sense, it would be enough to show that for the maximum fee value fmax , which can be
formulated by using Equation 3.7 (with LN0 = LN∪C H and LNi = LN∪C H ∪ [n,ni ]):
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Algorithm 3 Channel Selection Function

Input: LN and Nc

Output: C H

1: function CSF(LN, Nc )
2: C H ←;
3: while |C H | < Nc do
4: maxRew ← 0, sel ectednode = None
5: for Each node ni ∈ LN do
6: Create a channel between (n,ni ): LNi ← AddE d g es(LN, [n,ni ])
7: Calculate the reward Rni ← CFF(LNi ,C H ∪ [n,ni ])
8: if maxRew ≤ Rni then
9: maxRew = Rni

10: sel ectednode = ni

11: end if
12: end for
13: C H ←C H

⋃
{sel ectednode}

14: LN ← AddE d g es(LN, [n, sel ectednode])
15: end while
16: return C H

17: end function

CFF(LN,C H ∪ [n,ni ]) ≥TotalER(LN,C H ∪ [n,ni ], f = fmax )
?≥ CFF(LN,C H )

⇐⇒ ER(C h,LNi ) f = fmax +
∑

∀C h j ∈C H

ER(C h j ,LNi )
?≥ ∑
∀C h j ∈C H

ER(C h j ,LN0)

⇐⇒ ER(C h,LNi ) f = fmax

?≥ ∑
∀C h j ∈C H

ER(C h j ,LN0)−ER(C h j ,LNi )

⇐⇒ e([n,ni ],LNi ) · fmax
?≥ ∑
∀C h j ∈C H

(
e(C h j ,LN0)−e(C h j ,LNi )

) · f(C h j )

(∗)⇐= e([n,ni ],LNi )
?≥ ∑
∀C h j ∈C H

(
e(C h j ,LN0)−e(C h j ,LNi )

)
⇐⇒ e([n,ni ],LNi )+ ∑

∀C h j ∈C H

e(C h j ,LNi )
?≥ ∑
∀C h j ∈C H

e(C h j ,LN0)

(∗∗)⇐⇒ bc(n,LNi )
?≥ bc(n,LN0).

Here, (∗) condition is true since for all channels f(C hi ) ≤ fmax by the definition. Also,
each term e(C h j ,LN0)−e(C h j ,LNi ) is non-negative as new channels of node n cannot
increase the number of shortest paths passing through existing channels of the same
node. Thus, the multiplication with a positive number preserves the inequality. (∗∗) is
satisfied since the summation of edge betweenness centrality of all out-going edges of a
node is equal to betweenness centrality of that node. At the end, bc(n,LNi ) ≥ bc(n,LN0)
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holds because betweenness centrality is a monotone function, see Theorem 3.2.

3.4.3. EFFICIENT SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR THE CHANNEL FEE FUNCTION
No closed-form formula finds the best fee amount maximizing the expected reward
due to the term e(C h) for a channel C h. Here, we analyze Equation 3.4 to minimize
the computational cost by discarding some parts of the search space. First of all, since
e(LN) is not affected by changes to the fees of channels, the denominator is irrelevant for
optimizing the ER(C h). Therefore, CFF can be seen as a function of the edge betweenness
centrality of the channel e(C h) and its fee f(C h). Secondly, e(C h) is negatively affected by
f(C h) because increasing the fee means an increase in the weight of the edge that results
in a lower chance of being in the shortest paths (see Figure 3.1 for an illustrative example).

Two observations give rise to an efficient search algorithm for finding the most suitable
fee. The first observation utilizes the fact that edge betweenness centrality is a monotone
decreasing function concerning the channel fee. Let the expected reward of a channel for
chosen fees f3 > f1 be r1 = e1 · f1 and r3 = e3 · f3, respectively. If r3 > r1, let

f2 = f1 · r3

r1
= f3 · e3

e1
. (3.9)

It can be seen that the expected reward rα for any fee fα where f1 < fα ≤ f2 is at most r3:

rα = eα · fα ≤ e1 · fα ≤ e1 · f2 = e3 · f3 = r3. (3.10)

In other words, there is no need to compute the expected reward values for the fees in
between f1 and f2 as they cannot be optimal values.

The second observation is that increasing the fee of an out-going channel C h cannot
decrease the edge betweenness of another out-going channel C h′ of the same node.
Such an increase can only reduce the edge betweenness of channels that are on a path
containing C h by removing the path from the set of shortest paths. However, as shortest

fee

EBC

e1

e2

f1 f2

e3

f3

Figure 3.1: Illustrative example of the EBC vs. fee relationship of a channel.
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paths cannot have loops, two out-going channels of the same node cannot be on the
same shortest path. Now, let C H be the set of previously selected channels. Let r ′

1 and r ′
3

be the sum of the expected fees of all channels C h′ ∈C H for fees f1 and f3 with f3 > f1.
By the above observation, we have r ′

3 ≥ r ′
1.

Our recursive algorithm divides the space of all possible fee values from 1 to fmax into
d intervals. For each interval i , let ri =ER(C h, f(C h) = fi ) be the expected reward of C h
and r ′

i ←
∑

C h′∈C H ER(C h′, f(C h′)) be the total reward of the other channels. By the first

observation, the maximal increase in ri is fi+1
fi

and by the second observation r ′
i+1 ≥ r ′

i as

fi+1 > fi . Thus, the maximum possible reward value for interval i is R̃i = ri · fi+1
fi

+r ′
i+1. If R̃i

is greater than the current maximum reward value, the algorithm recursively searches for
a maximum in the interval, otherwise discards the interval. Algorithm 4 is the pseudocode
of our recursive algorithm.

This completes the description of our algorithm, which we evaluate in the following
in comparison to other approaches based on common centrality metrics.

3.5. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our proposed fee strategy for a real-world topology. Our
evaluation quantifies the total reward gained by A when using our greedy algorithm.

To emphasize the high effectiveness of our solution, we compared it with other chan-
nel and fee selection algorithm. For the channel selection, we considered random nodes
as well as connecting to nodes with a high centrality for three centrality metrics: i) degree,
i.e., connecting to the nodes with the most connections, ii) betweenness centrality, and
iii) pagerank [24]. For the fee strategy, we compute the results for both cases where the
channel fees are the default values and they are determined by CFF.

3.5.1. MODEL
In Lightning Network, the upcoming transactions and current balances of channels are
not known. Thus, we need to model the network and transactions.

Transactions. Like Section 3.4, our evaluation assumes that all source-destination pairs
are equally likely. Furthermore, we categorize the transactions into three groups based on
the amounts:

• Micro payments are the transactions involving a very small amount of coins. To
represent this category, we use the transaction amount of 100 Satoshi, which is
about one cent4. An example of a use case would be the streaming services where
you pay small amounts per service.

• Medium payments: are the transactions spent for daily living expenses like buying a
coffee, which is represented with 10000 Satoshi.

• Macro payments: are transactions of high amounts, which is represented with
1000000 Satoshi. The amount of these transactions are in the order of 100 Euros.

4https://awebanalysis.com/en/convert-satoshi-to-euro-eur/
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Algorithm 4 Channel Fee Function

Input: LN, C H and C h
Output: Rmax and fmax

1: function CFF(LN,C H ∪C h, fl , fh)
2: % Initialization: fl ← 1, fh ←C hCost ,Rmax ← 0, fmax ← 1
3: % d is the division parameter
4: if fh − fl ≤ d then % Anchor step:
5: for f ∈ { fl , . . . , fh} do
6: [r,r ′] ←TotalER(C H ∪C h, f )
7: Calculate the reward R ← r + r ′
8: if R ≥ Rmax then
9: Rmax ← R

10: fmax ← f
11: end if
12: end for
13: return
14: else % Recursion step:
15: for i ∈ {1, . . . ,d} do
16: fi ← i · fh− fl

d + fl

17: end for
18: for i ∈ {1, . . . ,d} do
19: [ri ,r ′

i ] ←TotalER(C H ∪C h, fi )
20: Calculate the reward Ri = ri + r ′

i
21: if Ri ≥ Rmax then
22: Rmax ← Ri

23: fmax ← fi

24: end if
25: end for
26: for i ∈ {1, . . . ,d} do
27: Calculate the possible maximum reward R̃i = ri · fi+1

fi
+ r ′

i+1

28: if R̃i > Rmax then
29: fl ← fi , fh ← fi+1

30: return CFF(LN,C H ∪C h, fl , fh)
31: else
32: % Do nothing - Discard this interval
33: end if
34: end for
35: end if
36: end function
37:

38: function TotalER(C H ∪C h, f )
39: r ←ER(C h, f(C h) = f )
40: r ′ ←∑

∀C h j ∈C H ER(C h j , f(C h j ))
41: return [r,r ′]
42: end function
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From these categories, it is most likely that micro payments are usually restricted to
nodes that have a direct channel. Otherwise, the base fee for the payment greatly exceeds
the actual payment value. Therefore, our target transactions are medium and macro
payments, which are analyzed separately.

Network. Following our system model in Section 3.3, networks are represented as
weighted directed graphs. The weights of the edges in the graph model are calculated
according to the fee rate and base fees of the channels. Since the fee rate depends on the
transaction amount, the weights of the same edges for medium and macro payments will
be different. The graph generated for the medium (macro) payments is called medium
(macro) graph.

3.5.2. SETUP

We obtained a snapshot of the Lightning Network (LN) data from r omper t .com5 on July
10 2019, which contains 4618 nodes and 68729 edges in total. When we delete the edges
with insufficient capacity, the medium graph has 68697 edges and the macro graph has
32193 edges.

As a node requires at least two connections to be contained in any shortest paths, we
first connected A to the two nodes with the highest degree (, which happen to have the
highest pagerank as well). For these two connections, we use the default fee rate and base
fee values in both directions of the edges. Based on this initial scenario, we now connect
A to additional nodes.

The experiments use C hCost = 8192 Satoshi, which reflects the fluctuating Bitcoin
transaction fee estimates6. When establishing a new channel, our simulation added edges
in both directions. The base fee and the fee rate of the in-coming edge corresponded to
the default value to model that i) most users currently stick to the default values and ii)
A has no control over the in-coming channel fees as they are determined by the other
party. For the outgoing edges, we utilize either CFF to determine the best fee value or use
default values. When using CFF, we set fmax =C hCost . Otherwise, the total fee cost of
the transaction in the payment network is higher than the cost in the Bitcoin network and
the sender is hence unlikely to proceed with the payment.

3.5.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the performance of our greedy algorithm in comparison to the
other approaches in terms of the total reward improvement per new channel connections.
The x-axis shows the number of connections added and the y-axis represents the total
reward of node A. Since, for each case, we started with the same two connections, the
total reward values have the same offset.

Figure 3.2 displays the result for the medium graph. When using default values, the
reward was consistently lower than for our fee selection algorithm. More precisely, for
centrality-based selection of channels, fee optimization increased the reward by a factor
of roughly 2. Selecting channels strategically doubled the gain further in comparison

5The data source is corrected in the thesis.
6https://bitcoinfees.info/
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to using Pagerank centrality, which was the most beneficial one of the centrality-based
selection methods. Figure 3.3 shows the results of macro graph. The results were similar
to the case of medium payments, though the overall gain was slightly higher.

In terms of fee computation efficiency, our experimental results show that the recur-
sive algorithm described in Section 3.4.3 reduced the search space of fees in the magnitude
of 10–100.
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Figure 3.2: Total fee reward of our node in medium graph. The bottom figure excludes the greedy results to
present a clear comparison of the rest.

3.5.4. DISCUSSION

From the experimental results, it can be seen that our greedy algorithm outperformed
other centrality metrics. Furthermore, the beneficial effect of the fee selection function
was evident when comparing the results with and without it.

Note that adding new connections to the nodes with the highest centrality metrics
did not increase the total reward in comparison to random selection much, in particular
for betweenness centrality. The reason here is that connecting to nodes with many
shortest path passing them does not imply that the newly added channels offer shorter
paths. Instead, directly focusing on the betweenness centrality of A results in larger
improvements.

Figure 3.2 and 3.3 furthermore show few but notable differences between medium
and macro payments. First, the overall gain was higher for macro payments as expected
due to the higher transaction value and hence increased revenue for a similar fee rate.
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Figure 3.3: Total fee reward of our node in macro graph. The bottom figure excludes the greedy results to present
a clear comparison of the rest.

However, the base rate, which is 1000 Satoshi by default7 in comparison to a default rate
of 0.001, dominates the fee value, so that the 100-fold increase in the transaction value
does not translate to a similar increase in gain. Secondly, the differences between various
centrality measures are more distinct for macro payments, see Figure 3.3.

Overall, our greedy algorithm promises higher fees for individual nodes. Even if nodes
cannot or do not desire to select their channels, they can still gain an advantage by using
our more sophisticated fee selection algorithm for already established channels.

One key limitation of our design is that it does not consider channel capacities as such.
When all transactions have the same known value, A will only establish channels with
sufficient collateral. However, in practice, A does not have such information and routing
may fail due to a lack of capacity. Thus, integrating capacity information into both our
model and our evaluation is clearly necessary in the future.

3.6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formalized an optimization problem for maximizing fees in payment
channel networks, presented a heuristic algorithm for solving the problem, and evaluated
our algorithm on real-world data sets. Our work demonstrates that routing fees can be
a strong incentive for locking coins in payment channels. Fees as incentive hence have

7The default fee values may change regarding the imported implementation. Our analysis on dataset shows
that 33177 out of 68733 edges use the defaults we adopted.
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the potential to motivate rational users to fund payment channel and hence increase the
ability of these networks to route payments.

In this work, we focused on one individual node aiming to optimize its profit. Future
work should design a game-theoretical framework for networks containing only rational
nodes aiming to maximize their profit. For the continued usage of payment channel net-
works, incentives should ensure that strategies for optimizing profit locally also optimize
the overall network health in terms of the availability of cost-effective paths. It remains
an open question if the current fee model is a suitable incentive to further collaboration
and network health.
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4
BITCOIN-COMPATIBLE VIRTUAL

CHANNELS

Current permissionless cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin suffer from a limited transaction
rate and slow confirmation time, which hinders further adoption. Payment channels are
one of the most promising solutions to address these problems, as they allow the parties
of the channel to perform arbitrarily many payments in a peer-to-peer fashion while
uploading only two transactions on the blockchain. This concept has been generalized
into payment channel networks where a path of payment channels is used to settle the
payment between two users that might not share a direct channel between them. However,
this approach requires the active involvement of each user in the path, making the system
less reliable (they might be offline), more expensive (they charge fees per payment), and
slower (intermediaries need to be actively involved in the payment). To mitigate this issue,
recent work has introduced the concept of virtual channels (IEEE S&P’19), which involve
intermediaries only in the initial creation of a bridge between payer and payee, who can
later on independently perform arbitrarily many off-chain transactions. Unfortunately,
existing constructions are only available for Ethereum, as they rely on its account model and
Turing-complete scripting language. The realization of virtual channels in other blockchain
technologies with limited scripting capabilities, like Bitcoin, was so far considered an open
challenge.

In this work, we present the first virtual channel protocols that are built on the UTXO-
model and require a scripting language supporting only a digital signature scheme and
a timelock functionality, being thus backward compatible with virtually every cryptocur-
rency, including Bitcoin. We formalize the security properties of virtual channels as an
ideal functionality in the Universal Composability framework and prove that our protocol
constitutes a secure realization thereof. We have prototyped and evaluated our protocol
on the Bitcoin blockchain, demonstrating its efficiency: for n sequential payments, they

This chapter is based on the paper "Bitcoin-Compatible Virtual Channels" by Aumayr, L., Ersoy, O., Erwig, A.,
Faust, S., Hostáková, K., Maffei, M., Moreno-Sanchez, P. and Riahi, S. in IEEE Symposium on Security and
Privacy 2021 (in press).
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require an off-chain exchange of 9+2 ·n transactions or a total of 3524+695 ·n bytes, with
no on-chain footprint in the optimistic case. This is a substantial improvement compared
to routing payments in a payment channel network, which requires 8 ·n transactions with
a total of 3026 ·n bytes to be exchanged.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
Permissionless cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [1] have spurred increasing interest over
the last years, putting forward a revolutionary, from both a technical and economical
point of view, payment paradigm. Instead of relying on a central authority for transac-
tion validation and accounting, Bitcoin relies on its core on a decentralized consensus
protocol for these tasks. The consensus protocol establishes and maintains a distributed
ledger that tracks every transaction, thereby enabling public verifiability. This approach,
however, severely limits the transaction throughput and confirmation time, which in the
case of Bitcoin is around ten transactions per second, and confirmation of an individ-
ual transaction can take up to 60 minutes. This is in stark contrast to central payment
providers that offer instantaneous transaction confirmation and support orders of mag-
nitude higher transaction throughput. These scalability issues hinder permissionless
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin from serving a growing base of payments.

Within other research efforts [2–4], payment channels [5] have emerged as one of
the most promising scalability solutions. The most prominent example that is currently
deployed over Bitcoin is the so-called Lightning network [6], which at the time of writing
hosts deposits worth more than 60M USD. A payment channel enables an arbitrary
number of payments between users while committing only two transactions onto the
blockchain. In a bit more detail, a payment channel between Alice and Bob is first created
by a single on-chain transaction that deposits Bitcoins into a multi-signature address
controlled by both users. The parties additionally ensure that they can get their Bitcoins
back at a mutually agreed expiration time. They can then pay to each other (possibly
many times) by exchanging authenticated off-chain messages that represent an update of
their share of coins in the multi-signature address. The payment channel is finally closed
when a user submits the last authenticated distribution of Bitcoins to the blockchain (or
after the channel has expired).

Interestingly, it is possible to leverage a path of opened payment channels from the
sender to the receiver with enough capacity to settle their payments off-chain, thereby
creating a payment channel network (PCN) [6, 7]. Assume that Alice wants to pay Bob, and
they do not have a payment channel between each other but rather are connected through
an intermediary user Ingrid. Upon a successful off-chain update of the payment channel
between Alice and Ingrid, the latter would update her payment channel with Bob to make
the overall transaction effective. The key challenge is how to perform the sequence of
updates atomically in order to prevent Ingrid from stealing the money from Alice without
paying Bob. The standard technique for constructing PCNs requires the intermediary
(e.g., Ingrid in the example from above) to be actively involved in each payment. This has
multiple disadvantages, including (i) making the system less reliable (e.g., Ingrid might
have to go offline), (ii) increasing the latency of each payment, (iii) augmenting its costs
since each intermediary charges a fee per transaction, and (iv) revealing possibly sensitive
payment information to the intermediaries [8–10].

An alternative approach for connecting multiple payment channels was introduced
by Dziembowski et al. [11]. They propose the concept of virtual channels – an off-chain
protocol that enables direct off-chain transactions without the involvement of the inter-
mediary. Following our running example, a virtual channel can be created between Alice
and Bob using their individual payment channels with Ingrid. Ingrid must collaborate
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with Alice and Bob only to create such virtual channel, which can then be used by Alice
and Bob to perform arbitrarily many off-chain payments without involving Ingrid. Virtual
channels offer strong security guarantees: each user does not lose money even if the
others collude. A salient application of virtual payment channels is so-called payment
hubs [11]. Since establishing a payment channel requires a deposit and active monitoring,
the number of channels a user can establish is limited. With payment hubs [11], users
have to establish just one payment channel with the hub and can then dynamically open
and close virtual channels between each other on demand. Interestingly, since in a virtual
channel the hub is not involved in the individual payments, even transactions worth
fractions of cents can be carried out with low latency.

The design of secure virtual channels is very challenging since, as previously men-
tioned, it has to account for all possible compromise and collusion scenarios. For this
purpose, existing virtual channel constructions [11] require smart contracts programmed
over an expressive scripting language and the account model, as supported in Ethereum.
This significantly simplifies the construction since the deposit of a channel, and its dis-
tribution between the end-points are stored in memory and can programmatically be
updated. On the downside, however, these requirements currently limit the deployment
of virtual channels to Ethereum.

It was an open question until now if virtual channels could be implemented at all in
UTXO-based cryptocurrencies featuring only a limited scripting language, like Bitcoin
and virtually all other permissionless cryptocurrencies. We believe that answering this
question is important for several reasons. First, by limiting the trusted computing base
(i.e., the scripting functionality supported by the underlying blockchain), we reduce the
on-chain complexity of the virtual channel protocol. As bugs in smart contracts are
manifold and notoriously hard to fix, our construction eliminates an additional attack
vector by moving the complexity to the protocol level (rather than on-chain as in the
construction from [11]). Second, investigating the minimal functionality that is required
by the underlying ledger to support complex protocols is scientifically interesting. One
may view this as a more general research direction of building a lambda calculus for
off-chain protocols. Concretely, our construction shows that virtual channels can be built
with stateless scripts, while earlier constructions required stateful on-chain computation.
Finally, from a practical perspective, our construction can be integrated into the Lightning
Network (the by far most prominent PCN), and thus our solution can offer the benefits of
virtual payment channels/hubs to a broad user base.

4.1.1. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

In this work, we develop the first protocols for building virtual channel hubs over cryp-
tocurrencies that support limited scripting functionality. Our construction requires only
digital signatures and timelocks, which are ubiquitously available in cryptocurrencies
and well characterized. We also provide a comprehensive formal analysis of our construc-
tions and benchmarks of a prototype implementation. Concretely, our contributions are
summarized below.

• We present the first protocols for virtual channel hubs that are built for the UTXO-
model and require a scripting language supporting only digital signature verification
and timelock functionality, being thus compatible with virtually every cryptocurrency,
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including Bitcoin. Since in the Lightning network currently only 10 supernodes are
involved in more than 25% of all channels, our technique can be used to reduce the load
on these nodes, and thereby help to reduce latency.

• We offer two constructions that differ on whether (i) the virtual channel is guar-
anteed to stay off-chain for an encoded validity period, or (ii) the intermediary Ingrid
can decide to offload the virtual channel (i.e., convert it into a direct channel between
Alice and Bob), thereby removing its involvement in it. These two variants support differ-
ent business and functionality models, analogous to non-preemptible and preemptible
virtual machines in the cloud setting, with Ingrid playing the role of the service provider.

• We formalize the security properties of virtual channels as an ideal functionality
in the UC framework [12], and prove that our protocols constitute a secure realization
thereof. Since our virtual channels are built in the UTXO-model, our ideal functionality
and formalization significantly differs from earlier work [11].

• We evaluate our protocol over two different PCN constructions, the Lightning Net-
work (LN) [6] and Generalized channels (GC) [13], which extend LN channels to support
functionality other than one-to-one payments. We show that for virtual channels on
top of GC, n sequential payment operations require an off-chain exchange of 9+2 ·n
transactions or a total of 3524+695 ·n bytes, as compared to 8 ·n transactions or 3026 ·n
bytes when Ingrid routes the payment actively through the PCN. This means a virtual
channel is already cheaper if two or more sequential payments are performed. For virtual
channels over LN, n transactions require an off-chain exchange of 6292+2824 ·n bytes,
compared to 4776·n bytes when routed through an intermediary. We have interacted with
the Bitcoin blockchain to store the required transactions, demonstrating the compatibility
of our protocol.

To summarize, for the first time in Bitcoin, we enable off-chain payments between
users connected by payment channels via a hub without requiring the continuous pres-
ence of any intermediary. Hence, our solution increases the reliability and, at the same
time, reduces the latency and costs of Bitcoin PCNs.

4.2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first introduce notation and preliminaries on UTXO-based blockchains.
We then overview the basics of payment and virtual channels, referring the reader to [7,
11, 14, 15] for further details. We finally discuss the main technical challenges one needs
to overcome when constructing Bitcoin-compatible virtual channels.

4.2.1. UTXO-BASED BLOCKCHAINS
We adopt the notation for UTXO-based blockchains from [13], which we shortly review
below.

Attribute tuples Let T be a tuple of values, which we call in the following attributes.
Each attribute in T is identified by a unique keyword, e.g., attr and referred to as T.attr.

Outputs and transactions We focus on blockchains based on the Unspent Transaction
Output (UTXO) model, such as Bitcoin. In the UTXO model, coins are held in outputs
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of transactions. Formally, an output θ is an attribute tuple (θ.cash,θ.ϕ), where θ.cash
denotes the amount of coins associated with the output and θ.ϕ denotes the conditions
that need to be satisfied in order to spend the output. The condition θ.ϕ can contain any
set of operations (also called scripts) supported by the considered blockchain. We say
that a user P controls or owns an output θ if θ.ϕ contains only a signature verification
w.r.t. the public key of P .

In a nutshell, a transaction in the UTXO model, maps one or more existing outputs to
a list of new outputs. The existing outputs are called transaction inputs. Formally, a trans-
action tx is an attribute tuple and consists of the following attributes (tx.txid,tx.Input,
tx.Output,tx.TimeLock,tx.Witness). The attribute tx.txid ∈ {0,1}∗ is called the identifier
of the transaction. The identifier is calculated as tx.txid :=H ([tx]), where H is a hash
function which is modeled as a random oracle and [tx] is the body of the transaction
defined as [tx] := (tx.Input,tx.Output,tx.TimeLock). The attribute tx.Input is a vector of
strings which identify the inputs of tx. Similarly, the outputs of the transaction tx.Output
is the vector of new outputs of the transaction tx. The attribute tx.TimeLock ∈N∪ {0} de-
notes the absolute time-lock of the transaction, which intuitively means that transaction
tx will not be accepted by the blockchain before the round defined by tx.TimeLock.
The time-lock is by default set to 0, meaning that no time-lock is in place. Lastly,
tx.Witness ∈ {0,1}∗ called the transaction’s witness, contains the witness of the trans-
action that is required to spend the transaction inputs.

We use charts in order to visualize the transaction flow in the rest of this work. We
first explain the notation used in the charts and how they should be read. Transactions
are shown using rectangles with rounded corners. Double edge rectangles are used
to represent transactions that are already published on the blockchain. Single edge
rectangles are transactions that could be published on the blockchain, but they are
not yet. Each transaction contains one or more boxes (i.e., with squared corners) that
represent the outputs of that transaction. The amount of coins allocated to each output is
written inside the output box. In addition, the output condition is written on the arrow
coming from the output.

In order to be concise, we use the following abbreviations for the frequently used
conditions. Most outputs can only be spent by a transaction that is signed by a set of
parties. In order to depict this condition, we write the public keys of all these parties below
the arrow. We use the command One–Sig and Multi–Sig in the pseudocode. Other
additional spending conditions are written above the arrow. The output script can have a
relative time lock, i.e., a condition that is satisfied if and only if at least t rounds are passed
since the transaction was published on the blockchain. We denote this output condition
writing the string “+t” above the arrow (and CheckRelative in the pseudocode). In
addition to relative time locks, an output can also have an absolute time lock, i.e., a
condition that is satisfied only if t rounds elapsed since the blockchain was created and
the first transaction was posted on it. We write the string “> t” above the arrow for this
condition. Lastly, an output’s spending condition might be a disjunction of multiple
conditions. In other words it can be written as ϕ=ϕ1 ∨·· ·∨ϕn for some n ∈Nwhere ϕ is
the output script. In this case, we add a diamond shape to the corresponding transaction
output. Each of the subconditions ϕi is then written above a separate arrow. An example
is given in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: (Left) Transaction tx is published on the blockchain. The output of value x1 can be spent by a
transaction signed w.r.t. pkB after round t2, and the output of value x2 can be spent by a transaction signed w.r.t.
pkA and pkB but only if at least t3 rounds passed since tx was accepted by the blockchain. (Right) Transaction
tx′ is not published on the ledger. Its only output, which is of value x, can be spent by a transaction whose
witness satisfies the output condition ϕ1 ∨ϕ2 ∨ϕ3.

4.2.2. PAYMENT CHANNELS
A payment channel enables arbitrarily many transactions between users while requiring
only two on-chain transactions. The first step when creating a payment channel is to
deposit coins into an output controlled by two users. Once the money is deposited, the
users can authorize new balance updates in a peer-to-peer fashion while having the
guarantee that all coins are refunded at a mutually agreed time. In a bit more detail, a
payment channel has three operations: open, update and close. We necessarily keep the
description short and refer to [2, 13] for further reading.

Open Assume that Alice and Bob want to create a payment channel with an initial
deposit of xA and xB coins, respectively. For that, Alice and Bob agree on a funding
transaction (that we denote by TXf) that sets as inputs two outputs controlled by Alice
and Bob holding xA and xB coins respectively, and transfers them to an output controlled
by both Alice and Bob. When TXf is added to the blockchain, the payment channel is
effectively open.

Update Assume now that Alice wants to pay α≤ xA coins to Bob. For that, they create a
new commit transaction TXc representing the commitment from both users to the new
balance of the channel. The commit transaction spends the output of TXf into two new
outputs: (i) one holding xA −α coins controlled by Alice; and (ii) the other holding xB +α
coins controlled by Bob. Finally, parties exchange signatures on the commit transaction,
which serve as valid witnesses for TXf. At this point, Alice (resp. Bob) could add TXc to the
blockchain. Instead, they keep it locally in their memory and overwrite it when they agree
on another commitment transaction TXc representing a newer balance of the channel.
This, however, leads to the problem that there exist several commitment transactions
that can possibly be added to the blockchain. Since all of them are spending the same
output, only one can be accepted by the blockchain. Since it is impossible to prevent
a malicious user from publishing an outdated commit transaction, payment channels
require a mechanism that punishes such malicious behavior. This mechanism is typically
called revocation and enables that an honest user can take all the coins locked in the
channel if the dishonest user publishes an outdated commitment transaction.

Close Assume finally that Alice and Bob no longer wish to use the channel. Then, they
can collaboratively close the channel by submitting the last commitment transaction
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TXc that they have agreed on to the blockchain. After it is accepted, the coins initially
locked at the channel creation via TXf are redistributed to both users according to the last
agreed balance. As aforementioned, if one of the users submits an outdated commitment
transaction instead, the counterparty can punish the former through the revocation
mechanism.

The Lightning Network [6] defines the state-of-the-art payment channel construction
for Bitcoin.

4.2.3. GENERALIZED CHANNELS
The recent work of Aumayr et al. [13] proposes the concept of generalized channels. Gen-
eralized channels improve and extend payment channels (see Fig. 4.2 for details) in two
ways. First, they extend the functionality of payment channels by offering off-chain ex-
ecution of any script that is supported by the underlying ledger. Hence, one may view
generalized channels as state channels for blockchains with restricted scripting func-
tionality. Second, and more important for our work, generalized channels significantly
improve the on-chain and off-chain communication complexity. More concretely, this
efficiency improvement is achieved by introducing a so-called split transaction (that we
denote as TXs) along with a punish-then-split paradigm. In contrast to regular payment
channels that require one revocation process per output in the commit transaction, the
punish-then-split approach decouples the revocation process from the number of out-
puts in the commit transaction. This allows moving from revocation for each output to a
single revocation for the entire channel. As shown in Figure 4.2, the commit transaction
(TXc) is only responsible for the punishment, while the split transaction (TXs) holds the
actual outputs of the channel.

The efficiency of generalized channels is further improved since they only require a
single commit transaction per channel. This is in contrast to the payment channels used
by Lightning, which require two distinct commit transactions for each channel user. We
will discuss in Section 4.3.5 why the punish-then-split paradigm (and requiring only one
commit transaction) is useful in order to improve the efficiency of our virtual channels
for Bitcoin.

To simplify terminology, we will use the term ledger channel for all channels that are
funded directly over the blockchain.

4.2.4. CHANNEL NETWORKS
The aforementioned payment and generalized channels allow two parties to issue transac-
tions between each other while having to communicate with the blockchain only during
the creation and closure of the channel. This on-chain communication can further be
reduced by using channel networks.

Payment Channel Networks (PCNs) A PCN is a protocol that allows parties to connect
multiple ledger channels to form a payment channel network. In this network, a sender
can route a payment to a receiver as long as both parties are connected by a path in the
network. Suppose that Alice and Bob are not directly connected via a ledger channel, but
instead both maintain a channel with an intermediary party (Ingrid). In a nutshell, Alice
can pay Bob by sending her coins to Ingrid who then forwards them in her ledger channel
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Figure 4.2: A generalized channel in the state ((x1,ϕ1), . . . , (xn ,ϕn )). The value of ∆ upper bounds the time
needed to publish a transaction on a blockchain. The condition %A represents the verification of A’ revocation
secret and %B represents the verification of B ’ revocation secret.

Alice Ingrid Bobα β

γ

Figure 4.3: A virtual channel γ built over ledger channels α, β.

to Bob. Importantly, the protocol must achieve atomicity, i.e., either both transfers
from Alice to Ingrid and from Ingrid to Bob happen, or neither of them goes through.
Current PCNs such as the Lightning network use the HTLC-technique (hash-time-lock
transaction), which comes with several drawbacks as mentioned in the introduction: (i)
low reliability because the success of payments relies on Ingrid being online; (ii) high
latency as each payment must be routed through Ingrid; (iii) high-cost as Ingrid may
charge a fee for each payment between Alice and Bob; and (iv) low privacy as Ingrid can
observe each payment that happens between Alice and Bob. To mitigate these issues,
virtual channels have been proposed.

Virtual Channels An alternative solution to connect two payment channels with each
other is offered by the concept of virtual channels [11]. Virtual channels allow Alice and
Bob to send payments between each other without the involvement of the intermediary
Ingrid. In some sense, they thus mimic the functionality offered by ledger channels, with
the difference that they are not created directly over the blockchain but instead over two
ledger channels. More concretely, as shown in Figure 4.3, a virtual channel γ between
Alice and Bob with intermediary Ingrid is constructed on top of two ledger channels α
and β. Ingrid is required to participate in the initial creation and final closing of the virtual
channel. But importantly, Ingrid is not involved in any balance updates that occur in
the virtual channel. This overcomes the four drawbacks mentioned above. While these
advantages over PCNs make virtual channels an attractive off-chain solution, their design
is far from trivial. Previous work showed how to construct virtual channels over a ledger
that supports Turing complete smart contracts [11, 16, 17]. The smart contract acts in
the protocol as a trust anchor that parties can fall back to in case of malicious behavior.
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Through a rather complex protocol and careful smart contract design, existing virtual
channel constructions guarantee that honest parties in the virtual channel will always get
the coins they rightfully own. Unfortunately, most cryptocurrencies (including Bitcoin)
do not offer Turing complete smart contracts, and hence the constructions from prior
work cannot be used. In this work, we present a novel construction of virtual channels
that makes only minimal assumptions on the underlying scripting functionality offered
by the ledger.

4.3. VIRTUAL CHANNELS
In this section, we first give some notation before presenting the necessary properties for
virtual channels and discussing design challenges. Finally, we present our protocol.

4.3.1. DEFINITIONS

We briefly recall some notation and definition for generalized channels [13] and extend
the definition to generalized virtual channels. In order to make the distinction between
the two types of channels clearer, we call the former generalized ledger channel (or ledger
channels for short).

A generalized ledger channel as defined in [13] is a tupleγ := (γ.id,γ.Alice,γ.Bob,γ.cash,
γ.st), where γ.id ∈ {0,1}∗ is the identifier of the channel, γ.Alice,γ.Bob ∈P are the identi-
ties of the parties using the channel, γ.cash ∈R≥0 is a finite precision real number that rep-
resents the total amount of coins locked in this channel and γ.st= (θ1, . . . ,θn) is the state of
the channel. This state is composed of a list of outputs. Recall that each output θi has two
attributes: the output value θi .cash ∈R≥0 and the output condition θi .ϕ : {0,1}∗×N×N→
{0,1}. For convenience, we define a set γ.endUsers := {γ.Alice,γ.Bob} and a function
γ.otherParty : γ.endUsers → γ.endUsers, which on input γ.Alice outputs γ.Bob and on
input γ.Bob returns γ.Alice.

A generalized virtual channel (or for short virtual channel) is defined as a tuple
γ := (γ.id,γ.Alice,γ.Bob,γ.cash,γ.st,γ.Ingrid,γ.subchan,γ.fee,γ.val). The attributes γ.id,
γ.Alice,γ.Bob,γ.cash,γ.st are defined as in the case of ledger channels. The additional
attribute γ.Ingrid ∈ P denotes the identity of the intermediary of the virtual channel
γ. The set γ.endUsers and the function γ.otherParty are defined as before. Additionally,
we also define the set γ.users := {γ.Alice,γ.Bob,γ.Ingrid}. The attribute γ.subchan is a
function mapping γ.endUsers to a channel identifier; namely, the value γ.subchan(γ.Alice)
refers to the identifier of the channel between γ.Alice and γ.Ingrid (i.e., the id of α from
the description above); similarly, the value γ.subchan(γ.Bob) refers to the identifier of
the channel between γ.Bob and γ.Ingrid (i.e., β from the description above). The value
γ.fee ∈R≥0 represents the fee charged by γ.Ingrid for her service of being an intermediary
of γ. Finally, we introduce the attribute γ.val ∈N∪{⊥}. If γ.val 6= ⊥, then we call γ a virtual
channel with validity and the value of γ.val represents the round number until which γ
remains open. Channels with γ.val=⊥ are called virtual channels without validity.

4.3.2. SECURITY AND EFFICIENCY GOALS

We briefly recall the properties of generalized channels as defined in [13] and state the
additional properties that we require from virtual channels.
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Security goals Generalized ledger channels must satisfy three security properties, name-
ly (S1) Consensus on creation, (S2) Consensus on update and (S3) Instant finality with
punish. Intuitively, properties (S1) and (S2) guarantee that successful creation of a new
channel as well as successful update of an existing channel happens if and only if both
parties agree on the respective action. Property (S3) states that if a channelγ is successfully
updated to the state γ.st and γ.st is the last state that the channel is updated to, then an
honest party P ∈ γ.endUsers can either enforce this state on the ledger or P can enforce a
state where she gets all the coins locked in the channel. We say that a state st is enforced
when a transaction with this state appears on the ledger.

Since virtual channels are generalized channels whose funding transaction is not
posted on the ledger yet, the above stated properties should hold for virtual channels
as well with two subtle but important differences: (i) the creation of a virtual channel
involves three parties (Alice, Ingrid and Bob) and hence consensus on creation for virtual
channels can only be fulfilled if all three parties agree on the creation; (ii) the finality (i.e.,
offloading) of the virtual channel depends on whether Alice is expected to offload the
virtual channel within a predetermined validity period (virtual channel with validity VC-V)
or the offload task is delegated to the intermediary Ingrid without having a predefined
validity period (virtual channel without validity VC-NV). In order to account for these two
differences, virtual channels should also satisfy the following properties:

(V1) Balance security: If γ is a virtual channel and γ.Ingrid is honest, she never loses
coins, even if γ.Alice and γ.Bob collude.

(V2) Offload with punish: If γ is a virtual channel without validity (VC-NV), then γ.Ingrid
can transform γ to a ledger channel. Party P ∈ γ.endUsers can initiate the transformation
which either completes or P can get financially compensated.

(V3) Validity with punish: If γ is a virtual channel with validity (VC-V), then γ.Alice can
transform γ to a ledger channel. If γ is not transformed into a ledger channel or closed
before time γ.val, γ.Ingrid and γ.Bob can get financially compensated.

We first note that the instant finality with punish property (S3) does not provide
any guarantees for Ingrid 6∈ γ.endUsers, which is why we need to define (V1) for virtual
channels. Properties (V2) and (V3) point out the main difference between VC-NV and VC-
V. In a VC-NV γ, Ingrid is able to free her collateral from γ at any time by transforming the
channel between Alice and Bob from a virtual channel to a ledger channel. Furthermore,

L-Security V-Security Efficiency
S1 – S3 V1 V2 V3 E1 E2 E3

L 3 - - - 7 3 7

VC-V 3 3 7 3 3 3 3

VC-NV 3 3 3 7 3 3 3

Table 4.1: Comparison of security and efficiency goals for ledger channels (L), virtual channels with validity
(VC-V) and virtual channels without validity (VC-NV).
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in case Alice and Bob transform the virtual channel to a ledger channel or even misbehave,
honest Ingrid is guaranteed that she will receive the collateral back. In a VC-V γ, Ingrid
cannot transform a virtual channel into a ledger channel at any time she wants. Instead,
there is a pre-agreed point in time, defined by γ.val, until when γ.endUsers have to close
the virtual channel or transform it into a ledger channel (Ingrid’s collateral is freed in both
cases). If γ.endUsers fail to do so, Ingrid can get her collateral back through a punishment
mechanism. Hence, γ.endUsers have a guarantee that their VC-V will remain a virtual
channel until a certain round, after which they must ensure its closure or transformation
to avoid punishments.

Efficiency goals Lastly, we define the following efficiency goals, which describe the
number of rounds certain protocol steps require:

(E1) Constant round creation: Successful creation of a virtual channel takes a constant
number of rounds.

(E2) Optimistic update: For a channel γ, this property guarantees that in the optimistic
case when both parties in γ.endUsers are honest, a channel update takes a constant
number of rounds.

(E3) Optimistic closure: In the optimistic case when all parties in γ.users are honest, the
closure of a virtual channel takes a constant number of rounds.

Let us stress that property (E2) is common for all off-chain channels (i.e., both ledger and
virtual channels). The properties (E1) and (E3) capture the additional property of virtual
channels that in the optimistic case when all parties behave honestly, the entire life-cycle
of the channel is performed completely off-chain.

We compare the security and efficiency goals for different types of channels in Ta-
ble 4.1. Now, we formalize these properties as a UC ideal functionality.

4.3.3. IDEAL FUNCTIONALITY FOR VIRTUAL CHANNELS
Here we define the ideal functionality FV that describes the ideal behavior of both ledger
and virtual channels. The full description of the ideal functionalities can be found in the
full version of this paper [18].

FV can be viewed as an extension of the ledger channel functionality FL defined in
[13]. The functionality FV is parameterized by a parameter T which upper bounds the
maximum number of off-chain communication rounds between two parties required for
any of the operations in FL . The ideal functionality FV communicates with the parties
P , the simulator S and the ledger L̂ . It maintains a channel space Γ where it stores all
currently opened ledger channels (together with their funding transaction tx) and virtual
channels. Before we define FV formally, we describe it at a high level.

Messages related to ledger channels For any message related to a ledger channel, FV

behaves as the functionality FL . That is, the corresponding code of FL is executed when
a message about a ledger channel γ is received. For the rest of this section, we discuss the
behavior of FV upon receiving a message about a virtual channel.
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Create The creation of a virtual channel is equivalent to synchronously updating two
ledger channels. Therefore, if all parties, namely γ.Alice, γ.Bob and γ.Ingrid, follow the
protocol, i.e., update their ledger channels correctly, a virtual channel is successfully cre-
ated. This is captured in the “All agreed” case of the functionality. Hence, if all parties send
the CREATE message, the functionality returns CREATED to γ.users, keeps the underlying
ledger channels locked and adds the virtual channel to its channel space Γ.

On the other hand, the creation of the virtual channel fails if after some time at least
one of the parties does not send CREATE to the functionality. There are three possible
situations: (i), the update is peacefully rejected and parties simply abort the virtual
channel creation, (ii) both channels are forcefully closed, in order to prevent a situation
where one of the channels is updated and the other one is not, (iii) if γ.Ingrid has not
published the old state of one of her channels to the ledger after ∆ rounds, it forcefully
closes the ledger channels using the new state i.e., where γ.Ingrid behaves maliciously
and can publish both the old and new states, while γ.Alice or γ.Bob can only publish the
new state.

Update The update procedure for the virtual channel works in the same way as for
ledger channels except in case of any disputes during the execution, the functionality
calls V–ForceClose instead of L–ForceClose.

Offload We consider two types of offloading depending on whether the virtual channel
is with or without validity. In the first case, offloading is initiated by one of the γ.endUsers
before round γ.val, while for channels without validity, Ingrid can initiate the offloading
at any time. Since offloading a virtual channel requires closure of the underlying subchan-
nels, the functionality merely checks if either funding transaction of γ.subchan has been
spent until round T1+∆. If not, the functionality outputs a message (ERROR). As in to [13],
the ERROR message represents an impossible situation which should not happen as long
as one of the parties is honest.

Close - channels without validity Upon receiving (CLOSE, id) from all parties in γ.users
within T1 ≤ 6T rounds (where the exact value of T1 is specified by S ), all parties have
peacefully agreed on closing the virtual channel, which is indicated by the “All Agreed”
case. In this case the final balance of the parties is reflected on their underlying channels.
When the update of Γ is completed, the ideal functionality sends CLOSED to all users. Due
to the peaceful closure in this “All Agreed” case, the functionality defines property (E3).

If one of the (CLOSE, id) messages was not received within T1 rounds (“Wait for others”
case), the closing procedure fails. The following cases my happen: (i) the update proce-
dure of an underlying ledger channel was aborted prematurely by γ.Alice or γ.Bob which
would cause the virtual channel to be forcefully closed. (ii) γ.Ingrid refuses to revoke
her state during the update of either one of the underlying ledger channels where the
functionality waits ∆ rounds and if γ.Ingrid has not published the old state to the ledger
the functionality forcefully closes the ledger channels using the new state.

Close - channels with validity. This procedure starts in round γ.val− (4∆+7T ) to have
enough time to forcefully close the channel if necessary. If within T1 ≤ 6T rounds (where
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the exact value of T1 is specified by S ) all γ.users agreed on closing the channel or if the
simulator instructs the functionality to close the channel, the same steps as in the all
agreed case for channels without validity are executed. Otherwise, after T1 rounds, the
functionality executes the forceful closure of the virtual channel.

Punish The punishment procedure is executed at the end of each round. It checks
for every virtual channel γ if any of γ.subchan has just been closed and distinguishes if
the consequence of closure was offloading or punishment. If after T1 rounds (T1 is set
by S ) two transactions tx1 and tx2 are published on the ledger, where tx1 refunds the
collateral γ.cash+γ.fee to γ.Ingrid and tx2 funds γ on-chain, then the virtual channel has
been offloaded and the message (OFFLOADED) is sent to γ.users. If after T1 rounds, only
one transaction tx is on the ledger, which assigns γ.cash coins to a single honest party
P and spends the funding transaction of only one of γ.subchan, the functionality sends
(PUNISHED) to P . Otherwise, the functionality outputs (ERROR) to γ.users.

Notation In the functionality description, we use the notion of rooted transactions that
we now explain (see Figure 4.4 for a concrete example). UTXO based blockchains can
be viewed as a directed acyclic graph, where each node represents a transaction. Nodes
corresponding to transactions txi and tx j are connected with an edge if at least one of the
outputs of txi is an input of tx j , i.e, txi is (partially) funding tx j . We denote the transitive
reachability relation between nodes, which constitutes a partial order, as ≤. We say that a
transaction tx is rooted in the set of transactions R if

1. ∀txi ≤ tx.∃tx j ∈ R.tx j ≤ txi ∨ txi ≤ tx j ,

2. ∀txi ,tx j ∈ R.txi 6= tx j ,txi 6≤ tx j and

3. tx ∉ R.

tx1 tx3

tx2

tx4

tx5

tx6

tx8

tx7

Figure 4.4: The root sets of transaction tx8 are {tx1}, {tx2,tx3,tx4}, {tx5,tx6}, {tx4,tx5} and {tx2,tx3,tx6}.

Moreover, in order to simplify the notation in the functionality description, we write

m
t
,−→ P as a short hand form for “send the message m to party P in round t .” and m

t←−- P
for “receive a message m from party P in round t”.

Ideal Functionality FV (T )

Below we abbreviate A := γ.Alice, B := γ.Bob, I = γ.Ingrid. For P ∈ γ.endUsers, we denote
Q := γ.otherParty(P ).
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For messages about ledger channels, behave as FL(T,1).

Create

Upon (CREATE,γ)
τ←−- P , let S define T1 ≤ 8T . If P ∈ γ.endUsers, then define a set S, where S :=

{idP } := γ.subchan(P ), otherwise define S as S := {idP , idQ } := γ.subchan. Lock all channels in
S and distinguish:

All agreed: If you already received both (CREATE,γ)
τ1←−- Q1 and (CREATE,γ)

τ2←−- Q2, where
Q1,Q2 ∈ γ.users \ {P } and τ−T1 ≤ τ1 ≤ τ2, then in round τ3 := τ1 +T1 proceed as:

1. Let S define ~θA and ~θB and set (idA , idB ) := γ.subchan.

2. Execute UpdateState(idA , ~θA), UpdateState(idB , ~θB ), set Γ(γ.id) := γ, send (CREATED,γ)
τ3
,−→ γ.endUsers, stop.

Wait for others: Else wait for at most T1 rounds to receive (CREATE,γ)
τ1≤τ+T1←−−−−−−- Q1 and

(CREATE,γ)
τ2≤τ+T1←−−−−−−-Q2 where Q1,Q2 ∈ γ.users \ {P } (in that case option “All agreed” is exe-

cuted). If at least one of those messages does not arrive before round τ+T1, do the following.
For all idi ∈ S, let (γi ,txi ) := Γ(idi ) and distinguish the following cases:

• If S sends (peaceful–reject, idi ), unlock idi and stop.

• If γ.Ingrid is honest or if instructed by S , execute L–ForceClose(idi ) and stop.

• Otherwise wait for ∆ rounds. If txi still unspent, then set~θold := γi .st, γi .st := {~θold ,~θ}
and Γ(idi ) := (γi ,txi ). Execute L–ForceClose(idi ) and stop.

Update

Upon (UPDATE, id,~θ, tstp)
τ0←−- P , where P ∈ γ.endUsers, behave as FL(T,1) yet replace the calls

to L–ForceClose in FL(T,1) with calls to V–ForceClose.

Offload

Upon (OFFLOAD, id)
τ0←−- P , execute Offload(id).

Close

Channels without validity:

Upon (CLOSE, id)
τ←−- P , where γ(id).val =⊥, let S define T1 ≤ 6T . If P ∈ γi .endUsers, define

a set S, where S := {idP } := γi .subchan(P ), else define S as S := {idP , idQ } := γi .subchan and
distinguish:

All agreed: If you received both messages (CLOSE, id)
τ1←−-Q1 and (CLOSE, id)

τ2←−-Q2, where
Q1,Q2 ∈ γ.users \ {P } and τ−T1 ≤ τ1 ≤ τ2, then in round τ3 := τ1 +T1 proceed as follows:

1. Let γ := Γ(id), (idA , idB ) := γ.subchan.
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2. Parse γ.st= {(cA ,One–SigA), (cB ,One–SigB )} and set

~θA := ((cA ,One–SigA), (cB +γ.fee/2,One–SigI )),

~θB := ((cA +γ.fee/2,One–SigI ), (cB ,One–SigB )),

3. Unlock both subchannels and execute UpdateState(idA , ~θA) and UpdateState(idB , ~θB ).

Set Γ(id) :=⊥ and send (CLOSED,γ)
τ3
,−→ γ.endUsers.

Wait for others: Else wait for at most T1 rounds to receive (CLOSE,γ)
τ1≤τ+T1←−−−−−−-Q1 and (CLOSE,γ)

τ2≤τ+T1←−−−−−−-Q2 where Q1,Q2 ∈ γ.users \ {P } (in that case option “All agreed” is executed). For
all idi ∈ S let (γi ,txi ) := Γ(idi ), if such messages are not received until round τ+T1, set
~θold := γ′.st and distinguish:

• If γ.Ingrid is honest or if instructed by S , execute V–ForceClose(idi ) and stop.

• Else wait for ∆ rounds. If txi still unspent, set γi .st := {~θold ,~θ} and Γ(idi ) := (γi ,txi ).
Execute L–ForceClose(idi ) and stop.

Channels with validity:
For every γ ∈ Γ s.t. γ.val 6= ⊥, in round τ0 := γ.val− (4∆+7T ) proceed as follows: let S set
T1 ≤ 6T and distinguish:

Peaceful close: If all parties in γ.users are honest or if instructed by S , execute steps (1)–(3)
of the “All agreed” case for channels without validity with τ3 := τ0 +T1.

Force close: Else in round τ3 execute V–ForceClose(γ.id).

Punishment (executed at the end of every round)

For every id, where γ := Γ(id) is a virtual channel, set (idA , idB ) := γ.subchan. If this is the first
round when Γ(idA) = (⊥,txA) or Γ(idB ) = (⊥,txB ), i.e., one of the subchannels was just closed,
then let S set t1 ≤ T ′, where T ′ := τ0+T +5∆ if γ.val=⊥ and T ′ := γ.val+3∆ if γ.val 6= ⊥, and
distinguish the following cases:

Offloaded: Latest in round t1 the ledger L̂ contains both

• a transaction tx1 rooted at {txA ,txB } with an output (γ.cash+γ.fee,One–SigI ). In this

case (OFFLOADED, id)
τ1
,−→ I , where τ1 is the round tx1 appeared on L̂ .

• a transaction tx2 with an output of valueγ.cash and rooted at {txA ,txB }, ifγ.val=⊥, and
rooted at {txA}, if γ.val 6= ⊥. Let τ2 be the round when tx2 appeared on L̂ . Then output

(OFFLOADED, id)
τ2
,−→ γ.endUsers, set γ′ = γ, γ′.Ingrid=⊥, γ′.subchan=⊥, γ.val=⊥ and

define Γ(id) := (γ′,tx2).

Punished: Else for every honest party P ∈ γ.users, check the following: the ledger L̂ contains
in round τ1 ≤ t1 a transaction tx rooted at either txA or txB with (γ.cash+γ.fee/2,One–SigP )

as output. In that case, output (PUNISHED, id)
τ1
,−→ P . Set Γ(id) = ⊥ in the first round when

PUNISHED was sent to all honest parties.

Error: If the above case is not true, then (ERROR)
t1
,−→ γ.users.
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V–ForceClose(id): Let τ0 be the current round and γ := Γ(id). Execute subprocedure
Offload(id). Let T ′ := τ0 +2T +8∆ if γ.val =⊥ and T ′ := γ.val+3∆ if γ.val 6= ⊥. If in round
τ1 ≤ T ′ it holds that Γ(id) = (γ,tx), execute subprocedure L–ForceClose(id).
Subprocedure Offload(id): Let τ0 be the current round, γ := Γ(id), (idα, idβ) := γ.subchan,
(α,txA) := Γ(idα) and (β,txB ) := Γ(idβ). If within ∆ rounds, neither txA nor txB is spent, then

output (ERROR)
τ0+∆
,−−−−→ γ.users.

Subprocedure UpdateState(id,~θ): Let (α,tx) := Γ(id). Set α.st := ~θ and update Γ(id) :=
(α,tx).

4.3.4. DESIGN CHALLENGES FOR CONSTRUCTING VIRTUAL CHANNELS

The main challenges that arise when constructing Bitcoin-compatible virtual channels
stem from the need to ensure the security properties (V1) - (V3) as presented in the
previous section. Namely, to guarantee balance security to the intermediary, we need
to ensure that the virtual channel creation and closure is reflected symmetrically and
synchronously on both underlying ledger channels. We identify this as a challenge (C1).
As we discuss in more detail below, this can be solved by giving the intermediary the
right of a “last say” in the virtual channel creation and closure procedures. However,
a malicious intermediary could abuse such power and block virtual channel closure
indefinitely. Therefore, the second challenge (C2) is to design a punishment mechanism
that allows virtual channel users to either enforce closure or claim financial compensation.
We provide some further details below.

Synchronous create and close (C1) The creation and closure of a virtual channel are
done by updating the underlying ledger channels. In order to guarantee balance security
for the intermediary, we must ensure that updates on both ledger channels are symmetric
and either both of them succeed or both of them fail. That is, if the intermediary Ingrid
loses coins in one ledger channel as a result of the virtual channel construction, then she
has the guarantee of gaining the same amount of coins from the other ledger channel.
Such an atomicity property can be achieved by allowing Ingrid to be the reacting party in
both ledger channel update procedures. Namely, Ingrid has to receive symmetric update
requests from both Alice and Bob before she confirms either of them.

As a result, Ingrid has the power to block a virtual channel creation and closure. For a
virtual channel creation, this is not a problem. It simply represents the fact that Ingrid
does not want to be an intermediary, and hence Alice and Bob have to find a different
party. However, for virtual channel closing, this power of the intermediary results in a
violation of the instant finality property for Alice and Bob, and requires a more involved
mechanism.

Enforcing virtual channel state (C2) In contrast to standard ledger channels that rely
on funding transactions that are published on the ledger, the funding transactions of a
virtual channel are, in the optimistic case (i.e., when parties are honest), kept off-chain.
In case of misbehavior (e.g., when malicious Ingrid refuses to close the virtual channel),
however, honest parties must be able to publish the virtual channel funding transaction to
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the blockchain in order to enforce the latest state of the virtual channel. Unfortunately, the
funding transactions can only be published if both of the underlying channels are closed
in a state which funds the virtual channel. The fact that the virtual channel participants,
Alice and Bob, respectively have control over just one of the underlying ledger channels
further complicates this situation. For instance, one of the underlying ledger channels
may be updated or closed maliciously at any time which would prevent the publishing of
the funding transaction on the ledger.

4.3.5. VIRTUAL CHANNEL PROTOCOL
We now show how to build virtual channels on top of generalized channels. We later
discuss how our construction can be built over other channels such as Lightning and why
generalized channels offer better efficiency.

As mentioned in the previous section, virtual channels are created and closed through
an update of the underlying ledger channels. Hence, let us recall the update process
of ledger channels, depicted as UpdateChan in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, before explaining our
construction in more detail. The update procedure consists of 4 steps, namely (1) the
Initialization step, during which parties agree on the new state of the channel, (2) the
Preparation step, where parties generate the transactions with the given state, (3) the
Setup during which parties exchange their application-dependent data (e.g., for building
virtual channels), and finally (4) the Completion step where parties commit to the new
state and revoke the old one. We refer the reader to [13] for more details.

HIGH LEVEL PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

We are now prepared to present a high-level description of our modular virtual channel
protocol and explain how to solve the main technical challenges when designing virtual
channels. In a nutshell, this modular protocol gives a generic framework on how to design
virtual channels. Afterwards, we show how to instantiate this modular protocol with our
virtual channel constructions without validity and with validity. We present the formal
pseudocode for the modular protocol in Figure 4.5.

Create Let γ be a virtual channel that A := γ.Alice and B := γ.Bob want to create, using
their generalized ledger channels with I := γ.Ingrid. At a high level, the creation procedure
of a virtual channel is a synchronous update of the underlying ledger channels. Given the
ledger channels, we proceed as follows (see Fig. 4.6).

As a first step, each party P ∈ {A,B} initiates an update of the respective ledger channel
with I (step 1©) who, upon receiving both update requests, checks if the requested states
(i.e., θA and θB ) are consistent. The parties use the identifiers tidA and tidB of their
subchannels in order to build the virtual channel (step 2©). Next, all three parties engage
in a setup phase, in which the structure of the virtual channel is built (step 3©). More
concretely, all three parties agree on a funding transaction of the virtual channel which
when published on the blockchain transforms the virtual channel to a ledger channel.
When the setup phase is completed, i.e., the virtual channel structure has been built,
the parties complete the ledger channel update procedures (step 4©). It is crucial for the
intermediary I to have the role of a reacting party during both channel updates. This
gives her the power to wait until she is sure that both updates will complete successfully
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Create virtual channel for P ∈ {A,B}

// Initiate creation of γ with funding source tidA , tidB

Let γP be the channel with id γ.subchan(P ).

Compute θP := GenVChannelOutput(γP ,P )

Assign Setup← SetupVChannelP (γ, tidA , tidB )

if UpdateChanP (γP ,θP ,Setup) returns

UPDATE–OK Creation successful.

Close virtual channel for P ∈ {A,B}

// Initiate closure of γ

Let γP be the channel with id γ.subchan(P ).

Parse γ.st=
(
(cP ,One–SigpkP

),

(cQ ,One–SigpkQ
)
)

Compute~θP := {(cP ,One–SigpkP
),

(cQ + γ.fee
2

,One–SigpkI
)}

if UpdateChanP (γP ,~θP ,⊥) returns UPDATE–OK

Close successful.

else Execute OffloadP (γ) and stop.

Update virtual channel for P ∈ {A,B}

// Initiate update of γ with state~θ

if UpdateChanP (γ,~θ,⊥) returns UPDATE–OK

Update successful.

else Execute OffloadP (γ) and stop.

SetupVChannel(γ, tidA , tidB )

// Return the setup procedure Setup required for the setup

// of the virtual channel γ. The funding transaction and

// initial versions of split and commit transactions of γ

// are created. Moreover, the punishment and refund

// transactions are generated to be used in malicious cases.

GenVChannelOutput(γP ,P )

// Return output θ of γP that will fund the virtual channel

Create virtual channel for I

// React to creation of γ with funding source tidA , tidB

For P ∈ {A,B},

Let γP be the channel with id γ.subchan(P ).

Compute θP := GenVChannelOutput(γP ,P )

Assign Setup← SetupVChannelI (γ, tidA , tidB )

if UpdateChanSyncI (γA ,~θA ,γB ,~θB ,Setup)

returns UPDATE–OK Creation successful.

Close virtual channel for I

// React to closure of γ for some cP ,cQ s.t. cP + cQ = γ.cash

For P ∈ {A,B},

Let γP be the sub-channel γ.subchan(P ).

Compute~θP = {(cP ,One–SigpkP
),

(cQ + γ.fee
2

,One–SigpkI
)}for P ∈ {A,B}.

if UpdateChanSyncI (γA ,~θA ,γB ,~θB ,⊥) returns

UPDATE–OK Close successful.

else Execute OffloadI (γ).

Punish for all parties

// In every round check the ledger and punish misbehavior

for every open channel γ execute Punish(γ)

UpdateChanP (γ,~θ,Setup) from [13]

// Initiate update of γ with state~θ with Setup.

UpdateChanSyncI (γ1,~θ1,γ2,~θ2,Setup)

// Initiate update of γi with state~θi with Setup for i = 1,2

// simultaneously using the same steps of UpdateChan.

// At each step, wait for both channels before continuing.

// If one of them fails at any step, act as both failed.

PreCreateChan(TXγf) from [13]

// Creates a channel γ with initial versions of split and

// commit transactions. It follows the channel creation

// procedure given in [13], expect that

// the funding transaction is not published in the end.

Figure 4.5: Protocol for virtual channels. The protocol utilizes the generalized channel protocols from [13].
Specifically, the channel update protocol UpdateChan is used in a black-box fashion while also defining a
synchronized version called UpdateChanSync. Moreover, the channel creation protocol PreCreateChan is
used with the difference of not publishing the channel funding transaction of the virtual channel. The gray parts
of the protocol differ between our tow constructions with and without validity and are specified in the protocol
pseudocode and description.
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Figure 4.6: Modular creation procedure of a virtual channel on top of two ledger channels α and β.

and only then give her the final update agreement (step 5©). Upon a successful execution,
parties consider the channels as updated (step 6©), which implies that the virtual channel
γ was successfully created.

Update Updating the virtual channel essentially works in the same way as the update
procedure of a ledger channel. As long as the update is successful or peacefully rejected
(meaning that the reacting party rejects the update), the parties act as instructed in the
ledger channel protocol. The situation is more delicate when the update fails because
one of the parties misbehaved and aborted the procedure.

We note that aborts during a channel update might cause a problematic asymmetry
between the parties. For instance, when one party already signed the new state of the
channel while the other one did not; or when one party already revoked the old state of
the channel but the other one did not. In a standard ledger channel, these disputes are
resolved by a force close procedure, meaning that the honest party publishes the latest
valid state on the blockchain, thereby forcefully closing the channel. Hence, within a finite
number of rounds, the dispute is resolved and the instant finality property is preserved.
We apply a similar technique for virtual channels. The main difference is that a virtual
channel is not funded on-chain. Hence, we first need to offload the virtual channel to the
ledger. In other words, we first need to transform a virtual channel into a ledger channel
by publishing its funding transaction on-chain. This process is discussed later in this
section. Once the funding transaction is published, the dispute is handled in the same
way as for ledger channels.

Close The closure of a virtual channel is done by updating the underlying ledger chan-
nels α and β according to the latest state of the virtual channel γ.st. To this end, each
party P ∈ {A,B} computes the new state for the ledger channel~θP := {(cP ,One–SigpkP

),
(γ.cash−cP ,One–SigpkI

)} where cP is the latest balance of P in γ. All parties update their
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Figure 4.7: Modular close procedure of a virtual channel on top of two ledger channels α and β. For P ∈ {A,B},
~θP := {(cP ,One–SigpkP

), (cQ + γ.fee
2 ,One–SigpkI

)} where γ.st=
(
(cP ,One–SigpkP

), (cQ ,One–SigpkQ
)
)
.

ledger channels according to this state.
In a bit more detail, the closing procedure of a virtual channel proceeds as follows

(see Figure 4.7). Each party P initiates an update of the underlying ledger channel with
state~θP (step 1©). Since both ledger channels must be updated synchronously, I waits for
both parties to initiate the update procedure. Upon receiving the states from both parties
(step 2©), I checks that the states are consistent and if so, she agrees to the update of both
ledger channels (step 3©). Finally, after all parties have successfully revoked the previous
ledger channel state, the virtual channel is considered to be closed.

In the pessimistic case (if the states~θA and~θB are inconsistent, revocation fails or I
remains idle), parties must forcefully close their virtual channel by publishing the funding
transaction (offloading) and closing the resulting ledger channel. This, together with the
fact that I plays the role of the reacting party in its interactions with A and B , addresses
the challenge (C1) as mentioned in Section 4.3.4.

Offload During the offload procedure, parties try to publish the funding transaction
of the virtual channel γ which effectively transforms the virtual channel into a ledger
channel. In a nutshell, during this procedure, parties try to publish the commit and split
transactions of both underlying ledger channels and afterward the funding transaction of
the virtual channel. In case offloading is prevented by some form of malicious behavior,
parties can engage in the punishment procedure to ensure that they do not lose any
funds.

Punish The concept of punishment in virtual channels is similar to that in ledger chan-
nels; namely in case that the latest state of a channel cannot be posted on the ledger,
honest A or B are compensated by receiving all coins of the virtual channel while honest
I will not lose coins. If the funding transaction of the virtual channel is posted on the
ledger, the virtual channel is transformed into a ledger channel and parties can execute
the regular punishment protocol for ledger channels. In addition to the ledger channel’s
punishment procedure, parties can punish if the funding transaction of γ cannot be
published. Since this punishment, however, differs for each concrete instantiation, we
will explain it in more detail for our protocols without validity and with validity in the
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following sections.
The offloading and punishment procedure together tackles challenge (C2) from Sec-

tion 4.3.4.

CONCRETE INSTANTIATION WITHOUT VALIDITY

We now describe how the modular protocol explained above can be concretely instanti-
ated with our construction for virtual channels without validity.

Create In our construction without validity, A and B must “prepare” the virtual channel
during the setup procedure (step 3© in create of the modular protocol). This is done by
executing the creation procedure of a regular ledger channel, i.e., they create a funding
transaction with inputs tidA and tidB , as well as a commit and split transactions that
spend the funding transaction. Once all three transactions are created, A and B sign
them and exchange their signatures. Note that this corresponds to a normal channel
opening, with the mere difference that the funding transaction is not published to the
blockchain. In order to complete the virtual channel setup, A and B send the signed
funding transaction to I who, upon receiving both signatures, sends her own signature on
the transaction back to A and B . At this stage, the virtual channel is prepared, however,
the creation is not completed yet. In order to finish the creation procedure, A, I , and B
have to finish the update of their respective ledger channels. Once this is done, the virtual
channel has been successfully created.

We illustrate the transaction structure prepared during the creation process in Fig. 4.8.
The funding transaction of the virtual channel TXf, which is generated during the create
procedure, takes as input coins from both, the ledger channel α (represented by TXA

s)
and the ledger channel β (represented by TXB

s). Both ledger channels jointly contribute
a total of 2c + f coins so that c coins are later used to setup the virtual channel and the
remaining c + f coins are I ’s collateral and the fees paid to I for providing the service for
A and B .1 I ’s collateral and fees in the funding transaction TXf are the reason why I has
to proactively monitor the virtual channel as she has an incentive to publish TXf in case
any party misbehaves.

TXf

c

c + f

pkA ,pkB

I
pkI

c + f /2

TXA
s

pkA ,pkB ,pkI

A
+(T +4∆)

pkA

c + f /2

TXB
s

pkA ,pkB ,pkI

B
+(T +4∆)

pkB

Figure 4.8: Funding of a virtual channel γ without validity. T upper bounds the number of off-chain communi-
cation rounds between two parties for any operation in the ledger channel.

1For simplicity we assume each of the parties contributes f /2 coins to I ’s total fees in addition to c/2 coins for
funding the virtual channel.
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TXB
s

pkA ,pkB ,pkI

Figure 4.9: Transactions published after a successful offload.

Offload I is always able to offload the virtual channel by herself (i.e., without having to
cooperate with another party) which guarantees that I can redeem her collateral at any
time. We note that P ∈ {A,B} can also initiate the offloading by publishing the commit and
split transaction of their respective ledger channels. This forces I to publish the commit
and split transactions of the respective other ledger channel, since I loses her collateral to
P otherwise.

More precisely, if I wishes to offload the virtual channel γ and retrieve her collateral
and fees, she can close both of her ledger channels with A and B (i.e.,α andβ) and publish
the funding transaction of the virtual channel i.e., TXf. This is possible as I is part of both
ledger channels. A or B , on the other hand, are respectively part of only one ledger channel
and hence they cannot offload the virtual channel individually. However, they can force
I to offload by publishing the commit and split transactions of their respective channel
with I (we will elaborate on this in the description of the punishment mechanism). Figure
4.9 illustrates the transactions that are posted on the blockchain in case of a successful
offload. The figure shows that the split transactions of both underlying ledger channels
have to be published such that eventually the funding transaction of the virtual channel
can be published which completes the offloading procedure.

Punish Party P ∈ {A,B} can punish I by taking all the coins on their respective ledger
channels if the funding transaction of the virtual channel γ is not published on the ledger.
In other words, it is I ’s responsibility to ensure that the state of her ledger channels with A
and B are not updated while γ is open. Furthermore, upon one of the subchannels being
closed, I must close the other subchannel in order to guarantee that both parties can post
TXf.

Let us now get into more details. Assume that A’s ledger channel with I is closed, but
the funding transaction TXf cannot be published on the blockchain. This means that I ’s
channel with B (i.e., β) is still open or has been closed in a different state such that TXf
cannot be published. In other words, Ingrid acted maliciously by wrongfully closing β in
a different state or by not closing β at all. In this case, A must be able to get all the coins
from her channel with Ingrid. This punishment works as follows: After A publishing the
split transaction of α, I is given a certain time period to close her channel with B and
publish the virtual channel’s funding transaction TXf. If I fails to do so in the prescribed
time period, A receives all coins in her channel with I .
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s

Figure 4.10: Transactions published after A successfully executed the punishment procedure. The grayed
transaction TXB

s indicates that this transaction has not been published.

We note that in this scenario, B (instead of I ) might have been the malicious party
by closing β in an outdated state, thereby leaving I no option to publish TXf. However,
in this case, I can punish B via the punishment mechanism of the underlying ledger
channel and earn all the coins in β. Therefore, I will remain financially neutral as she
gets punished by A but simultaneously compensated by B . Figure 4.10 illustrates the
transactions that are posted on the blockchain in the case of A successfully executing
the punishment mechanism. The case where B executes the punishment mechanism is
analogous.

Note that so far we described our protocol without validity where the virtual channel
can be offloaded by the intermediary whenever she wants. The drawback of this con-
struction is that Ingrid needs to be proactive during the lifetime of the virtual channel,
i.e., she has to constantly monitor the channel for potential misbehavior of Alice or Bob.
This might be undesirable in scenarios where Ingrid plays the role of the intermediary
in not just one but many different virtual channels at the same time (e.g. if Ingrid is a
channel hub). For this reason, we developed an alternative solution which we call virtual
channels with validity. In this solution each virtual channel has a predetermined time
(which we call validity) which indicates until when the channel has to be closed again. If
the channel is still open after this time, Ingrid has to become proactive in order to receive
her collateral back. The obvious advantage of this approach is that Ingrid can remain
inactive until the validity of a channel expires.

CONCRETE INSTANTIATION WITH VALIDITY

We now briefly present our virtual channel protocol with validity. We focus mainly on the
creation of the virtual channel as this illustrates the main structural differences to our
construction without validity.

Create Unlike the without validity case, the structure of the construction with validity is
not symmetric (see Fig. 4.11). The output of the ledger channel between A and I is used
as the input for the funding transaction of the virtual channel TXf, whereas the output of
the channel between B and I is used for the so-called refund transaction TXrefund.

A can create TXf on her own from the last state of her ledger channel with I . As a
second step, A and B can already create the transactions required for the virtual channel
γ. Additionally, I and B create the refund transaction which returns I ’s collateral if the
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Figure 4.11: Funding of a virtual channel γ with validity γ.val.

virtual channel is offloaded. Finally, the created transactions are signed in reverse order.
In particular, B signs TXrefund so that I is ensured that she can publish it and receive
her collateral and fees. Then, I signs TXf and provides the signature to A, effectively
authorizing her to publish TXf, thereby allowing A to offload the virtual channel.

Offload In our virtual channel with validity, only A can offload the virtual channel γ by
publishing the commit and split transaction of her ledger channel with I . Although I and
B are not able to offload the virtual channel, they have the guarantee that after round
γ.val either the channel is offloaded or closed or they can punish A and get reimbursed.

Punish Recall that after a successful offload, the punishment mechanisms of general-
ized channels apply. We now discuss other malicious behaviors specific to this construc-
tion. In this protocol, only A can post the funding transaction of the virtual channel. If
the virtual channel is not closed or offloaded by γ.val, A is punished. A loses her coins
to I and I loses her coins to B . Therefore, though B cannot offload the channel, he will
get reimbursed from his ledger channel with I and I will get reimbursed regardless of
whether the virtual channel is offloaded or not. At the time val, if the virtual channel is
not honestly closed or the funding is not published, I submits the punishment transac-
tion to reimburse her collateral. Therefore, at time val+∆, either the punishment or the
funding transaction is posted. If the virtual channel is offloaded, I can publish the refund
transaction within ∆ to get her coins back.

FURTHER DISCUSSION REGARDING OUR CONSTRUCTIONS

In the following, we present further considerations regarding our protocol, including
remarks on concurrency, a discussion on how the protocol can be built on top of Lightning
channels.

Concurrency When creating a virtual channel, we need to lock the underlying ledger
channels α and β (i.e., no further updates can be made on the ledger channels as long
as the virtual channel is open). This, however, is undesirable, because in most cases the
ledger channels will have more coins available than what is needed for funding the virtual
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channel. We emphasize that this issue can be easily addressed (and hence supporting full
concurrency) by using the channel splitting technique discussed in [13]. This means that
before constructing the virtual channel Alice-Bob, parties would first split each underlying
ledger channel off-chain in two channels: (i) one would contain the exact amount of coins
for the virtual channel and (ii) the other one would contain the remaining coins that can
be used in the underlying ledger channel.

Virtual channels over Lightning We will now discuss how our virtual channel con-
structions can be built on top of any ledger channel infrastructure that uses a revoca-
tion/punishment mechanism such as the Lightning Network [6]. The main complication
arises from the fact that ledger channel constructions other than generalized channels
require two commit transactions per channel state (one for each party). As depicted
in Figure 4.12 (and unlike generalized channels in Figure 4.2), Alice and Bob each have
a commit transaction TXA

c and TXB
c which spends the funding transaction TXf and dis-

tributes the coins. Therefore, in such channel constructions, it is a priori unclear which of
these commit transactions will be posted and accepted on the blockchain (note that only
one of them can be successfully published) and hence building applications (e.g., virtual
channels) on top of such ledger channels becomes complex.

TXf
xA +xB

publishable by A

publishable by B

TXA
c

xA

xB

TXB
c

xB

xA

Punishment for A

Punishment for B

pkA ,pkB
pkB

+∆
pkA

%A

pkB

pkA

+∆
pkB

%B

pkA

Figure 4.12: A Lightning style payment channel where A has xA coins and B has xB coins. ∆ upper bounds the
time needed to publish a transaction on a blockchain. condition %A represents the verification of A’ revocation
secret and h represents the verification of B ’ revocation secret.

In more detail, assume Alice and Bob want to build a virtual channel γ on top of their
respective Lightning ledger channels with Ingrid, where both ledger channels consist of
two commit transactions respectively (i.e., (TXA

c,TXIA
c ) for the channel between Alice and

Ingrid and (TXB
c,TXIB

c ) for the channel between Bob and Ingrid). All three parties now have
to make sure that the virtual channel can be funded (i.e., that the funding transaction of γ
can be published to the blockchain) even in case of malicious behavior. To ensure this,
parties have to prepare the funding transaction of γ with respect to all possible combina-
tions of the commit transactions of the respective underlying ledger channels. Since there
are four such combinations ((TXA

c,TXB
c), (TXA

c,TXIB
c ), (TXIA

c ,TXB
c) and (TXIA

c ,TXIB
c )), parties

have to prepare four funding transactions for γ. Hence, updating such a virtual channel
requires repeating the update procedure for all four funding transactions.
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As generalized channels require only a single commit transaction per channel state
building virtual channels on top of generalized channels offers a significant efficiency
improvement in terms of off-chain communication complexity (see Section 4.5 for the
detailed comparison).

4.4. SECURITY MODEL AND ANALYSIS
In order to model and prove the security of our virtual channel protocols, we use the
global UC framework (GUC) [19] as in [13]. This framework allows for a global setup which
we utilize to model a public blockchain. More precisely, our protocol uses a global ledger
functionality L̂ (∆,Σ), where ∆ upper bounds the blockchain delay, i.e., the maximum
number of rounds required to publish a transaction, and Σ is the signature scheme used
by the blockchain. In this section, we only give a high-level idea behind our security
analysis in the UC framework and refer the readers to the full version of the paper [18] for
more details.

As a first step, we define the expected behavior of a virtual channel protocol in the
form of an ideal functionality FV . The functionality defines the input/output behavior of
a protocol, its impact on the global setup (e.g., ledger) and the possible ways an adversary
can influence its execution (e.g., delaying messages). In order to prove that a concrete
protocol is a secure virtual channel protocol, one must show that the protocol emulates
the ideal functionality FV . This means that any attack that can be mounted on the
protocol can also be mounted on the ideal functionality, hence the protocol is at least as
secure as the ideal specification given by FV .

The proof of emulation consists of two steps. First, one must design a simulator,
which simulates the actions of an adversary on the real-world protocol by interacting
with the ideal functionality. Second, it must be shown that the execution of the real-world
protocol being attacked by a real-world adversary is indistinguishable from the execution
of the ideal functionality communicating with the constructed simulator. In UC, the ppt
distinguisher who tries to distinguish these two executions is called the environment.

The main challenge when designing a simulator is to make sure that the environment
sees transactions being posted on the ledger in the same round in both worlds. In
addition, our simulator needs to ensure that the ideal functionality outputs the same set
of messages in the same round as the protocol. We reduce the indistinguishability of the
two executions to the security of the cryptographic primitives used in our protocol.

One of the advantages of using UC is its composability. In other words, one can use
an ideal functionality in a black-box way in other protocols. This simplifies the process
of designing new protocols as it allows to reuse existing results and enables modular
protocol designs. We utilize this nice property of the UC framework and use the ideal
functionality of the generalized channel from [13] when designing our virtual channel
protocol.

Due to lack of space, we only mention the main security theorem and provide a high-
level proof sketch here. We refer the reader to the full version of this paper [18] for the full
proof.

Theorem 4.1. Let Σ be a signature scheme that is strongly unforgeable against chosen
message attacks. Then for any ledger delay ∆ ∈N, the virtual channel protocol without
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validity as described in Section 4.3.5 working in FpreL(3,1)-hybrid, UC-realizes the ideal
functionality FV (2).

We now give a proof sketch to show that the two properties (V1) Balance security and
(V2) Offload with punish hold for honest parties. To this end, we analyze all possible cases
in which the underlying ledger channels are maliciously closed, i.e., the cases when the
virtual channel cannot be offloaded anymore. Note that if the virtual channel is offloaded,
it is effectively transformed into a generalized ledger channel and satisfies the security
properties of generalized channels.

If all parties behave honestly (V1) and (V2) hold trivially as I is always able to offload
the virtual channel by publishing all transactions TXA

s, TXB
s and TXf. Furthermore, neither

A nor B would ever lose their coins. Now consider the case where one of the underlying
channels, e.g., the channel between B and I is closed in a different state such that TXf
cannot be posted on the blockchain anymore (the case for the channel between A and I
is analogous). As an honest A would not update her channel with I as long as the virtual
channel is open, there are only two possible situations: (i) A is able to post TXA

s which
allows her to punish I (see Fig. 4.10), or (ii) I has maliciously closed her channel with A in
an outdated and revoked state. In this case, A is able to punish I according to property
(S3), i.e., instant finality with punish, of the underlying ledger channel (see Section 4.2
and Fig. 4.2 for more details on the punishment of the underlying channel). Therefore,
(V2) is satisfied for A, since she can punish I and get financially compensated. Now let
us analyze the maliciously closed channel between B and I , let us denote it β. If both
parties are malicious, we do not need to prove anything as (V1) and (V2) should only hold
for honest parties. In case B is honest, I must have closed β in an old state which would
allow B to punish I . Hence (V2) holds and we do not need to prove (V1) as I is malicious.
Analogously, if I is honest, malicious B must have closed β in an old state and hence I can
punish B . Hence (V1) holds and we do not need to prove (V2) for malicious B). Hence,
(V1) and (V2) hold for all honest parties.

4.5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first study the storage overhead on the blockchain as well as the
communication overhead between users to use virtual channels. For each of these aspects,
we evaluate both constructions (i.e., with and without validity) built on top of both
generalized channels as well as Lightning channels and compare them. Finally, we
evaluate the advantages of virtual channels over ledger channels in terms of routing
communication overhead and fee costs. As testbed [20], the transactions are created
in Python using the library python-bitcoin-utils and the Bitcoin Script language. To
showcase compatibility and feasibility, we deployed these transactions successfully on
the Bitcoin testnet.

4.5.1. COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD
We analyze the communication overhead imposed by the different operations, such as
CREATE, UPDATE, OFFLOAD and CLOSE, by measuring the byte size of the transactions that
need to be exchanged as well as the cost in USD necessary for posting the transactions
that need to be published on-chain. The cost in USD is calculated by taking the price
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of 18803 USD per Bitcoin, and the average transaction fee of 104 satoshis per byte all of
them at the time of writing. We detail in Table 4.2 the aforementioned costs measured for
both virtual channel constructions building on top of generalized channels and on top of
Lightning channels.

Generalized Channels Lightning Channels
VC-NV VC-V VC-NV VC-V

Operations on-chain off-chain on-chain off-chain on-chain off-chain on-chain off-chain
# txs size cost # txs size # txs size cost # txs size # txs size cost # txs size # txs size cost # txs size

CREATE 0 0 0 7 2829 0 0 0 8 2803 0 0 0 16 7704 0 0 0 14 5722
UPDATE 0 0 0 2 695 0 0 0 2 695 0 0 0 8 2824 0 0 0 4 1412
OFFLOAD 5 2134 41.73 0 0 6 2108 41.22 0 0 3 1800 35.20 0 0 4 1778 34.77 0 0
CLOSE (opt) 0 0 0 4 1390 0 0 0 4 1390 0 0 0 4 1412 0 0 0 4 1412
CLOSE (pess) 7 2829 55.32 0 0 8 2803 54.81 0 0 4 2153 42.10 0 0 5 2131 41.67 0 0

Table 4.2: Evaluation of the virtual channels. For each operation we show: the number of on-chain and off-chain
transactions (# txs) and their size in bytes. For on-chain transactions, cost is in USD and estimates cost of publish
them on the ledger.

Perhaps the most relevant difference to ledger channels in practice is, in the CREATE
and the optimistic CLOSE case, we do not have any on-chain transactions. This implies
no on-chain fees for the opening and closing of virtual channels.

Virtual channels over generalized channels For the creation of a virtual channel (in Ta-
ble 4.2, CREATE operation) on top of generalized channels, we need to update both ledger
channels to a new state that can fund the virtual channel, requiring to exchange 2 ·2
transactions with 1494 (VC-NV) or 1422 (VC-V) bytes. Additionally, we need 640 bytes
for TXf (VC-NV) or 309 + 377 bytes for TXf and TXrefund (VC-V). Finally, for both VC-NV
and VC-V, we need the transactions representing the state of the the virtual channel itself
which requires 431 bytes for TXc and 264 bytes for TXs. This complete process results in 7
(VC-NV) or 8 (VC-V) transactions with a total of 2829 (VC-NV) or 2803 (VC-V) bytes. Force-
fully closing (CLOSE(pess) operation) and offloading (OFFLOAD operation) requires the
same set of transactions as with CREATE, minus the commitment and the split transaction
(695 bytes) of the virtual channel in the latter case, both on-chain. Finally, we observe that
the UPDATE and the optimistic CLOSE(opt) operation require 2 transactions (695 bytes)
for both constructions, as they are designed as an update of a ledger channel.

Virtual channels over Lightning channels Building virtual channels on top of Light-
ning channels yields the following results. Instead of one commitment and one split
transaction per ledger channel, we now need two commitment transactions per ledger
channel, each of size 580 (VC-NV) or 546 (VC-V) bytes. Due to the fact that in both ledger
channels, either commitment transaction can be published, we now need four TXf of 640
bytes each (VC-NV) or two TXf of 309 and four TXrefund of 377 bytes (VC-V). For every TXf,
we need two commitment transactions of 353 bytes (in total, 8 ·353 in VC-NV or 4 ·353 in
VC-V). For OFFLOAD, only one commitment transaction per ledger channel needs to be
published, along with one TXf (for VC-NV) and TXf plus TXrefund (for VC-V). CLOSE(pess),
needs to publish a commitment transaction in addition to OFFLOAD, resulting in 2153
(VC-NV) or 2131 (VC-V) bytes.
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4.5.2. COMPARISON TO PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS

In this section we compare virtual channels to multi-hop payments in a payment channel
network (PCN). In a PCN, users route their payments via intermediaries. During the
routing of a transaction tx, each intermediary party locks tx.cash coins as a “promise to
pay” in their channels, a payment commitment that can technically be implemented as a
Hash-Time Lock Contract (HTLC), e.g. as in the Lightning Network [6]. We now evaluate
the difference in communication overhead and fee costs compared to virtual channels,
summarize them in Table 4.3 and illustrate them in Fig. 4.13.

Routing communication overhead When performing a payment between Alice and
Bob via an intermediary Ingrid in a multi-hop payment over generalized channels, the
participants need to update both generalized channels with a “promise to pay”, which
require 2 transactions or 818 bytes per channel when implemented as HTLC. If they
are successful, both generalized channels need to be updated again to “confirm the
payment” (again, 2 transactions or 695 bytes per channel). This whole process results
in 8 transactions or 2 · 818+ 2 · 695 = 3026 off-chain bytes that need to be exchanged.
Generically, if the parties want to perform n sequential payments, they need to exchange
8 ·n transaction with a total of 3026 ·n bytes.

Assume now that Alice and Bob were to perform the payment over a virtual channel
without validity instead and that this virtual channel is not yet created. As shown in Ta-
ble 4.2, they need to open the virtual channel for 2829 bytes, where they set the balance of
the virtual channel already to the correct state after the payment, and then close it again
for 1390 bytes, resulting in a total of 4219 off-chain bytes. However, if we again consider
n sequential payments, the result would be 9+2 ·n transactions or 3524+695 ·n bytes,
which supposes a reduction of 2331 ·n −3524 bytes with respect to relying on generalized
channels only. This means that a virtual channel is already cheaper if only two (or more)
sequential transactions are performed. We obtain similar results if we consider virtual
channels with validity instead. For Lightning channels, the overhead is larger for both the
multi-hop payment and the VC setting (Table 4.3).

Fee costs In a multi-hop payment tx in a PCN, the intermediary user Ingrid charges a
base fee (BF) for being online and offering the routing service and relative fee (FR) for
locking the amounts of coins (tx.cash) and changing the balance in the channel, so that

Overhead in bytes fees
1 paym. 2 paym. n payments tx.cash in k payments

GC: PCN 3026 6052 3026 ·n BF ·k +FR · tx.cash
GC: VC-NV 4219 4914 3524+695 ·n BF+FR · tx.cash
GC: VC-V 4193 4888 3498+695 ·n
LN: PCN 4776 9552 4776 ·n BF ·k +FR · tx.cash
LN: VC-NV 9116 11940 6292+2824 ·n
LN: VC-V 5722 7134 4310+1412 ·n

BF+FR · tx.cash

Table 4.3: Comparison of virtual channels (VC) to multi-hop payments (PCN) showing the overhead in bytes for
a different number of payments and the difference in fees.
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Figure 4.13: Pictorial illustration of Table 4.3.

fee(tx) :=BF+FR ·tx.cash. Note that at the time of writing, the fees are BF= 1 satoshi and
FR= 0.000001.

In a virtual channel setting, γ.Ingrid can charge a base fee to collaborate to open
and close the virtual channel, and also a relative fee to lock collateral coins in the virtual
channel. However, no fees per payment are charged by Ingrid as she does not participate in
them (and even does not know how many end-users performed)1. Let us now investigate
the case of paying tx.cash in k micropayments of equal value. In PCN case, the total
cost would be

∑k
i=1 BF+FR · tx.cash

k = BF ·k +FR · tx.cash. Whereas, in the virtual case,
the parties first create a virtual channel γ with balance tx.cash, and they will handle the
micropayments in γ. Thereby, the cost would be only the opening cost of the virtual
channel, for which we assumed BF+FR·tx.cash. Thus, if Alice and Bob would make more
than one transaction, i.e., k > 1, it is beneficial to use virtual channels for reducing the fee
costs by BF · (k −1).

Summary We find that the best construction in practice is the combination of virtual
channels on top of generalized channels, as this yields the least overhead after only two
or more sequential payments. However, building virtual channels over LN channels also
yields less overhead than multi-hop PCN payments over LN.

4.6. RELATED WORK
In this section, we position this work in the landscape of the literature for off-chain
payments protocols.
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Payment Channels Started from the Lightning Channels construction [6], the idea of
2-party payment channels has been largely used in academia and industry as a building
block for more complex off-chain payment protocols. More recently, Aumayr et al. [13]
have proposed a novel construction for 2-party payment channels that overcome some
of the drawbacks of the original Lightning channels. While their benefit in terms of
scalability is out of any doubt by now, payment channels are limited to payments between
two users and consequently its overall utility.

A concurrent work [21] has also proposed a virtual channel construction over Bitcoin.
However, their construction uses decreasing time-locks instead of a punishment mech-
anism in order to guarantee that only the latest state can be posted on the blockchain.
As a consequence, their construction only allows a fixed number of transactions to be
made during the lifetime of the virtual channel. This is quite restrictive as it requires
users to close and open new virtual channels more frequently which goes against the
purpose of virtual channels. Note that one cannot simply increase the time-lock as this
would essentially lock the coins of the users for a longer period of time. Furthermore, our
constructions are generalized virtual channels, i.e., they are not limited to just payments,
but rather allow to run any Bitcoin script off-chain. In addition, we propose a modular
approach compared to the monolithic construction in [21]. Finally, our work proposes
two protocols, which each have their advantages in different use cases.

Payment Channel Networks (PCN) and Payment Channel Hub (PCH) A PCN allows
a payment between two users that do not share a payment channel but are however
connected through a path of payment channels. The notion of PCN started with the
deployment of Lightning Network [6] for Bitcoin and Raiden Network [22] for Ethereum
and has been widely studied in academia to research into different aspects such as
privacy [7, 15], routing of payments [23], collateral management [24] and others. Similar
to PCN, different constructions for PCH exist [25–27] that allow a payment between two
users through a single intermediary, the payment hub. PCNs and PCHs, however, share
the drawback that each payment between two users require the active involvement of the
intermediary (or several intermediaries in the case of PCH), which reduces the reliability
(e.g., the intermediary can go offline) and increases the cost of the payment (e.g., each
intermediary charges a fee for the payment).

State Channels Several works [16, 17, 28, 29] have shown how to leverage the highly
expressive scripting language available at Ethereum to construct (multi-party) state chan-
nels. A state channel allows the involved parties to carry out off-chain computations,
possibly other than payments. Closer to our work, Dziembowski et al. [11] showed how
to construct a virtual channel leveraging two payment channels defined in Ethereum.
These approaches are, however, highly tight to the functionality provided by the Ethereum
scripting language and their constructions cannot be reused in other cryptocurrencies. In
this work, we instead show that virtual channels can be constructed from digital signa-
tures and timelock mechanism only, which makes virtual channels accessible for virtually
any cryptocurrency system available today.
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4.7. CONCLUSION
Current PCNs route payments between two users through intermediate nodes, making the
system less reliable (intermediaries might be offline), expensive (intermediaries charge a
fee per payment), and privacy-invasive (intermediate nodes observe every payment they
route). To mitigate this, recent work has introduced the concept of virtual channels, which
involve intermediaries only in the creation of a bridge between payer and payee, who can
later on independently perform arbitrarily many off-chain transactions. Unfortunately,
existing constructions are only available for Ethereum, as they rely on its account model
and Turing-complete scripting language.

In this work, we present the first virtual channel constructions that are built on the
UTXO-model and require a scripting language supported by virtually every cryptocur-
rency, including Bitcoin. Our two protocols provide a tradeoff on who can offload the
virtual channel, similar to the preemptible vs. non-preemptible virtual machines in the
cloud setting. In other words, our virtual channel construction without validity is more
suitable for intermediaries who can monitor the blockchain regularly, such as payment
channel hubs, but can also close the virtual channel at anytime if desired. Our virtual
channel protocol with validity however, is more suitable for light intermediaries who do
not wish to be active during the lifetime of the virtual channel but cannot close the virtual
channel before its validity has expired. We formalize the security properties of virtual
channels in the UC framework, proving that our protocols constitute a secure realization
thereof. We have prototyped our protocols and evaluated their efficiency: for n sequential
payments in the optimistic case, they require 9+2 ·n off-chain transactions for a total of
3524+695 ·n bytes, with no on-chain footprint.

As mentioned in the introduction of this work, the task of designing secure virtual
channels has been proven to be challenging even on a cryptocurrency like Ethereum [11]
which supports smart contract execution. Unsurprisingly, this task becomes even more
complex when building virtual channels for blockchains that support only a limited script-
ing language as it is not possible to take advantage of the full computation power of Turing
complete smart contracts. Due to these significantly differing underlying assumptions
(smart contracts vs. limited scripting languages), the virtual channel protocols based on
Ethereum [11] and the protocols presented in this work are incomparable. We emphasize
that we view our virtual channel constructions as complementary to the one presented
in [11], as we do not aim to improve the construction of [11] but rather extend the concept
of virtual channels to a broader class of blockchains.

We conjecture that it is possible to recursively build virtual channels on top of any
two underlying channels (either ledger, virtual or a combination of them), requiring to
adjust the timings for offloading channels: users of a virtual channel at layer k should
have enough time to offload the (virtual/ledger) channels at layers 1 to k −1. Additionally,
we envision that while virtual channels without validity might serve as a building block
at any layer of recursion, virtual channels with validity period may be more suitable for
the top layer as they have a predefined expiration time after which they would require
to offload in any case all underlying layers. We plan to explore the recursive building of
virtual channels in the near future. Additionally, we conjecture that virtual channels help
with privacy, but we leave a formalization of this claim as interesting future work, as it
involves a quantitative analysis that falls off the scope of this work.
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5
POST-QUANTUM ADAPTOR

SIGNATURES AND PAYMENT

CHANNEL NETWORKS

Adaptor signatures, also known as scriptless scripts, have recently become an important
tool in addressing the scalability and interoperability issues of blockchain applications
such as cryptocurrencies. An adaptor signature extends a digital signature in a way that a
complete signature reveals a secret based on a cryptographic condition. It brings about var-
ious advantages such as (i) low on-chain cost, (ii) improved fungibility of transactions, and
(iii) advanced functionality beyond the limitation of the blockchain’s scripting language.

In this work, we introduce the first post-quantum adaptor signature, named LAS. Our
construction relies on the standard lattice assumptions, namely Module-SIS and Module-
LWE. There are certain challenges specific to the lattice setting, arising mainly from the
so-called knowledge gap in lattice-based proof systems, that makes the realization of an
adaptor signature and its applications difficult. We show how to overcome these technical
difficulties without introducing additional on-chain costs.

Our evaluation demonstrates that LAS is essentially as efficient as an ordinary lattice-based
signature in terms of both communication and computation. We further show how to
achieve post-quantum atomic swaps and payment channel networks using LAS.

This chapter is based on the paper "Post-Quantum Adaptor Signatures and Payment Channel Networks" by
Esgin, M. F., Ersoy, O., and Erkin, Z. in ESORICS 2020, pp. 378–397.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
Blockchains are decentralized platforms run by miners, where each transaction on the
blockchain can be seen as an application formed of some script(s). The scripting language
of a blockchain defines potential functionalities that can be implemented on blockchain.
Bitcoin, for example, consists of very few scripts, which restricts its use mainly into coin
transactions. Ethereum, on the other hand, has a Turing-complete scripting language
that enables users to run more advanced and complicated applications.

A user who wants to deploy and execute a transaction needs to pay a fee to the miners.
The fee is determined by the storage and computational costs of running each script
of the transaction. Thus, it is beneficial to handle some operations off-chain to reduce
the on-chain fee paid to the miners. In this manner, Poelstra introduced the notion of
scriptless scripts [1], which is later named as adaptor signatures [2, 3].

Adaptor signatures can be seen as an extension over a digital signature, where first
a “pre-signature” is generated and its completion to a (full) signature reveals a secret
based on a cryptographic condition. The conditions are defined over a hard relation
such as the discrete log problem, and the complete signature reveals a witness matching
with the statement embedded into the pre-signature. The verification of the signature
is done in the same way as the original signature scheme. Thus, while the miners verify
only the signature, parties involved in the signature generation can embed an additional
condition.

The main advantages of adaptor signatures can be summarized as follows: (i) A
significant reduction in on-chain costs, (ii) improved fungibility of transactions, and
(iii) ability to incorporate complex conditions, which may otherwise be impossible to
execute due to the limitation of the blockchain’s scripting language. More specifically, if
the condition is published on-chain separately, then it would incur additional storage and
verification costs. At the same time, since the condition is embedded inside a signature,
for the outsiders and miners the signature with a condition is indistinguishable from
a regular one. This fungibility property is especially useful to hide payment channel
network transactions among any other transactions [4]. Moreover, adaptor signatures
enhance the functionality of blockchains with a limited scripting language. Since the
condition embedded within the signature is not verified by miners, it is not limited by the
blockchain’s scripting language. These advantages have been utilized in payment channel
networks [2, 4], atomic swaps [5], and discrete log contracts [6].

None of these works, however, provide security against powerful quantum computers
as they rely on discrete-log-related assumptions. As evident, e.g., from NIST’s efforts for
standardization of post-quantum (i.e., quantum-resistant) algorithms [7], there is a major
need for designing quantum-secure alternatives of currently deployed schemes. In fact,
in the blockchain community, there are already significant efforts and considerations
towards migrating to post-quantum cryptography. For example, Ethereum 2.0 Serenity
upgrade [8] is planned to have an option for a post-quantum signature, Zcash developers
plan to update their protocol with post-quantum alternatives when they are mature
enough [9], and Hcash is building a post-quantum privacy-preserving blockchain [10].

Lattice-based cryptography, studied extensively in the last decades, is a promising
candidate for post-quantum security. For example, Dilithium [11], which is based on
standard lattice assumptions, is among the 2nd round signature candidates in NIST’s
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post-quantum standardization process. Beyond basic cryptographic schemes such as en-
cryption and signature, lattice-based cryptography also supports advanced schemes such
as zero-knowledge proofs (ZKP), which play a crucial role in blockchain applications. For
example, advanced ZKPs have recently been studied in [12, 13] and there are even recent
efforts in constructing blockchain-specific applications based on lattice assumptions
[14, 15].

Our contributions. In this work, we introduce the first post-quantum adaptor signature,
LAS, in support of the efforts towards migration to post-quantum cryptography. Our
construction relies on standard lattice assumptions, namely Module-LWE and Module-
SIS, and is essentially as efficient as an ordinary lattice-based signature scheme based on
the same assumptions. In particular, the signature scheme underlying LAS is a simplified
version of Dilithium [11].

We further show how to realize post-quantum payment channel networks and atomic
swaps using LAS. Our results show that these applications can be realized in the post-
quantum setting without incurring an additional on-chain cost. The on-chain cost is
effectively the cost of an ordinary lattice-based signature.

The main technical difficulties in constructing lattice-based adaptor signatures, as
well as atomic swaps and payment channel networks, stem from the following two related
facts. First, hard-to-find pre-images of lattice-based one-way functions, and in general
user’s secret keys, are required to have small coefficients in comparison to the system
modulus q . In this case, a common technique used to hide user’s secrets is rejection
sampling, which is applied depending on the secret. As a result, in the setting of a payment
channel network where a multi-party interaction is required with each user having his/her
own secret, the realization of a secure construction demands a more careful analysis.

Secondly, efficient lattice-based zero-knowledge proofs underlying the (ordinary) sig-
nature scheme we employ have an inherent knowledge (soundness) gap (see, for example,
[12, 16, 17]). That is, a witness extracted from a protocol interaction satisfies an extended
relation R ′ whereas an honest user’s secret satisfies a stronger relation R such that R ⊆ R ′.
Therefore, we need to adjust the security model carefully and also show that the extended
guarantees are still meaningful and sufficient for practical applications. To this end, we
extend the formal model of adaptor signatures introduced recently in [2], and show how
to overcome the technical difficulties in our applications.

Organization of the paper. In Section 5.2, we present our security assumptions, lattice-
based signatures and the rejection sampling technique as well as our extended formal
definition for adaptor signatures. We introduce LAS, our adaptor signature, in Section
5.3, where the security and performance analyses and the effect of the knowledge gap
are also given. We discuss the application of LAS to atomic swaps and payment channel
networks in Section 5.4.

5.2. PRELIMINARIES

We define Rq =Zq [X ]/(X d +1) to be a cyclotomic ring of power-of-2 degree d for an odd
modulus q . We denote by Sc the set of polynomials in Rq whose maximum absolute
coefficient is at most c ∈Z+. Similarly, R =Z[X ]/(X d +1).

We denote by~In the n-dimensional identity matrix. Vectors and matrices over R are
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denoted by lower-case and capital bold letters such~a and ~A, respectively. For a polynomial

f = f0+ f1X +·· ·+ fd−1X d−1 ∈R, we define the norms in the typical way:
∥∥ f

∥∥=
√∑d−1

i=0 f 2
i ,

‖ f ‖∞ = maxi | fi | and ‖ f ‖1 =
∑d−1

i=0 | fi |. For a vector ~v = (v0, . . . , vs−1) ∈Rs of polynomials

with s ≥ 1, we further define ‖~v‖ =
√∑s−1

i=0 ‖vi‖2, ‖~v‖1 =
∑s−1

i=0 ‖vi‖1 , ‖~v‖∞ = maxi ‖vi‖∞ .

5.2.1. SECURITY ASSUMPTIONS: MODULE-SIS AND MODULE-LWE
The security assumptions on which our constructions rely are the two well-known lattice
problems, namely Module-SIS (M-SIS) and Module-LWE (M-LWE) [18]. They are gen-
eralizations of SIS [19] and LWE [20] problems, respectively. These problems are widely
believed to resist attacks against powerful quantum adversaries. As in [11–13], we define
below M-SIS in “Hermite normal form”, which is as hard as M-SIS with a completely
random matrix ~A.

Definition 5.1 (M-SISn,m,q,βSIS ). Let ~A′ $← Rn×(m−n)
q and ~A = [~In ‖~A′ ]. Given ~A, M-SIS

problem with parameters m > n > 0 and 0 <βSIS < q asks to find a short non-zero ~v ∈Rm
q

such that ~A~v =~0 over Rq and ‖~v‖ ≤βSIS.

We use a standard variant of M-LWE where both the error and secret coefficients
are sampled uniformly from {−1,0,1}. This variant is commonly used in many recent
proposals such as [12–14].

Definition 5.2 (M-LWE`,m,q ). M-LWE problem with parameters `,m > 0 asks to distin-

guish between the following two cases: 1) (~A,~b)
$← Rm×`

q ×Rm
q , and 2) (~A,~A~s +~e) for

~A
$←Rm×`

q , a secret vector~s
$←S`1 and an error vector~e

$←Sm
1 .

It is well-known that if the error and the secret coefficients are sampled from Sγ for
γ> 1, then M-LWE problem gets harder. Therefore, M-LWE`,m,q hardness assumption

implies that~t = ~A~s +~e is (computationally) indistinguishable from a uniformly random

element of Rm
q when~s

$←S`γ and~e
$←Sm

γ for any γ≥ 1.

5.2.2. LATTICE-BASED SIGNATURE AND REJECTION SAMPLING
The (ordinary) signature part of our construction can be seen as a simplified version of
Dilithium [11], which is a 2nd round signature candidate in NIST’s post-quantum stan-
dardization process. This signature scheme itself is based on Lyubashevsky’s signatures
[16, 17]. In our construction, we do not employ the optimizations in Dilithium in order to
simplify the presentation.

To make sure that the signature does not leak information about the secret key, we
employ the rejection sampling technique from [16] as also done in Dilithium. The idea
for this works as follows. Let~s ∈ Rk

q be a secret-dependant vector with ‖~s‖∞ ≤ p ∈ Z+.
In order to tie the security to M-SIS, we require the masked vector~z =~y +~s to be short
relative to q . Therefore,~y cannot be sampled uniformly at random from Rk

q . Instead, we

sample~y
$←Sk

γ for γ≈ kd ·p. Then, we restart signing (i.e., reject~z =~y +~s) if ‖~z‖∞ > γ−p.
It is easy to see that conditioned on~z being accepted, the distribution of~z is identical to
the uniform distribution on Sk

γ−p . That is, the distribution of~z is forced to be uniform in
a box, and thus is (perfectly) simulatable using public information.
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5.2.3. ADAPTOR SIGNATURES
In [2], an adaptor signatureΠR,Σ is defined with respect to a hard relation R and a signature
scheme Σ= (KeyGen,Sign,Verify). A relation R with a language LR := {Y | ∃y : (Y , y) ∈ R}
is said to be hard [21] if: (i) there exists a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT ) generator
Gen(1n) that outputs (Y , y) ∈ R, (ii) for every PPT algorithm A , given Y ∈ LR , the proba-
bility of A outputting y is negligible. A signature scheme Σ is defined by three algorithms:
(i) KeyGen generates a public-secret key pair (pk,sk), (ii) Sign produces a signature σ
using the key (pk,sk) and message M , (iii) Verify verifies the correctness of a signature
σ on a message M using a public key pk. Our underlying signature, Dilithium [11], is
SUF-CMA (Strong existential unforgeability under chosen message attacks) secure.

In the lattice setting, we need to define two relations R,R ′ with R ⊆ R ′. Here, R
constitutes the relation for the statement-witness pairs output by Gen (i.e., those used
by honest users) whereas R ′ is an extended relation that defines the relation for extracted
witnesses. The reason for this extension is detailed in Section 5.3, and stems from the
knowledge/soundness gap inherent in efficient lattice-based zero-knowledge proofs (see,
e.g., the soundness definition in [13, Section 2.3]). We denote an adaptor signature scheme
in this setting by ΠR,R ′,Σ, which extends the definition given in [2], and elaborate further
below the reason why this extension is necessary.

Definition 5.3 (Adaptor Signature Scheme). An adaptor signature schemeΠR,R ′,Σ consists
of four algorithms (PreSign,PreVerify,Adapt,Ext) defined below.

PreSign((pk,sk),Y , M): on input a key pair (pk,sk), a statement Y ∈ LR and a message
M ∈ {0,1}∗, outputs a pre-signature σ̂.

PreVerify(Y ,pk, σ̂, M): on input a statement Y ∈ LR , a pre-signature σ̂, a public key pk
and a message M ∈ {0,1}∗, outputs a bit b.

Adapt((Y , y),pk, σ̂, M): on input a statement-witness pair (σ̂, y), a public key pk, a pre-
signature σ̂ and a message M ∈ {0,1}∗, outputs a signature σ.

Ext(Y ,σ, σ̂): on input a statement Y ∈ LR , a signature σ and a pre-signature σ̂, outputs a
witness y such that (Y , y) ∈ R ′, or ⊥.

Note that an adaptor signature ΠR,R ′,Σ also inherits KeyGen, Sign and Verify algo-
rithms from the signature scheme Σ. The authors in [2] define the security properties
for an adaptor signature: aEUF-CMA security, pre-signature adaptability and witness
extractability. In addition, they extend the standard correctness definition of signature
algorithms with pre-signature correctness, which states that an honestly generated pre-
signature of a statement Y ∈ LR passes PreVerify and can be completed into a signature
where the witness y can be extracted. We extend further the formal definitions of the
security properties in [2], where R = R ′ yields the setting in [2].

Definition 5.4 (aEUF-CMA security). An adaptor signature schemeΠR,R ′,Σ is aEUF-CMA
secure if for every PPT adversary A there exists a negligible function ν[λ] such that
Pr[aSignForgeA ,ΠR,R′ ,Σ (λ) = 1] ≤ ν[λ], where the experiment aSignForgeA ,ΠR,R′ ,Σ is defined

as follows:
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aSignForgeA ,ΠR,R′ ,Σ (λ)

1 : Q :=;
2 : (pk,sk) ←KeyGen(1λ)

3 : M∗ ←A OS(·),OpS(·,·)(pk)

4 : (Y , y) ←Gen(1λ)

5 : σ̂←PreSign((pk,sk),Y , M∗)

6 : σ←A OS(·),OpS(·,·)(σ̂,Y )

7 : return
(
M∗ 6∈Q∧Verify(pk,σ, M∗)

)

OS(M)

1 : σ←Sign((pk,sk), M)

2 : Q :=Q∪ {M }

3 : return σ

OpS(M ,Y )

1 : σ̂←PreSign((pk,sk),Y , M)

2 : Q :=Q∪ {M }

3 : return σ̂

Definition 5.5 (Weak pre-signature adaptability). An adaptor signature scheme ΠR,R ′,Σ
is weak pre-signature adaptable if for any message M ∈ {0,1}∗, any statement/witness
pair (Y , y) ∈ R, any key pair (pk,sk) ←KeyGen(1λ) and any pre-signature σ̂← {0,1}∗ with
PreVerify(Y ,pk, σ̂, M) = 1, we have Pr[Verify(pk,Adapt((Y , y),pk, σ̂, M), M) = 1] = 1.

We call our pre-signature adaptability definition weak because only statement-witness
pairs satisfying R are guaranteed to be adaptable, and not those satisfying R ′. This is
similar to the knowledge gap of the ZKP underlying Dilithium, where the soundness only
guarantees extraction of a witness from an extended relation. Therefore, pre-signature
adaptability does not guarantee, for example, that an extracted witness can be used to
adapt a pre-signature successfully (see Remark 5.10). This issue becomes effective in the
applications of our adaptor signature, and we show how to overcome it in Section 5.4.
Note that still the pre-signature σ̂ in the above definition can be adversarially generated
as in [2].

Definition 5.6 (Witness extractability). An adaptor signature scheme ΠR,R ′,Σ is wit-
ness extractable if for every PPT adversary A , there exists a negligible function ν[λ]
such that the following holds: Pr[aWitExtA ,ΠR,R′ ,Σ (λ) = 1] ≤ ν[λ], where the experiment
aWitExtA ,ΠR,R′ ,Σ is defined as follows

aWitExtA ,ΠR,R′ ,Σ (λ)

1 : Q :=;
2 : (pk,sk) ←KeyGen(1λ)

3 : (M∗,Y ) ←A OS(·),OpS(·,·)(pk)

4 : σ̂←PreSign((pk,sk),Y , M∗)

5 : σ←A OS(·),OpS(·,·)(σ̂)

6 : y ′ :=Ext(Y ,σ, σ̂)

7 : return (M∗ 6∈Q∧ (Y , y ′) 6∈ R ′

8 : ∧Verify(pk,σ, M∗))

OS(M)

1 : σ←Sign((pk,sk), M)

2 : Q :=Q∪ {M }

3 : return σ

OpS(M ,Y )

1 : σ̂←PreSign((pk,sk),Y , M)

2 : Q :=Q∪ {M }

3 : return σ̂

Note that, in the above witness extractability definition, the adversary’s winning
condition is restricted to the extracted witness not being in R ′. Since R ⊆ R ′, (Y , y ′) ∉ R ′
implies that (Y , y ′) ∉ R . Therefore, it is sufficient to ensure that R ′ is a hard relation, which
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Table 5.1: Identifiers for LAS.

Notation Explanation Value
d a power-of-2 ring dimension 256

Rq cyclotomic ring of degree d : Rq =Zq [X ]/(X d +1) log q ≈ 24
Sc the set of polynomials f ∈Rq with ‖ f ‖∞ ≤ c for c ∈Z+

n M-SIS rank 4
` M-LWE rank 4

C
the challenge set and range of H:
{c ∈R : ‖c‖1 = κ ∧ ‖c‖∞ = 1}

κ= 60

γ maximum absolute coefficient of a masking randomness κd(n +`)

(Y , y) ∈R~A
the base relation with [~In ‖~A′ ] = ~A ∈Rn×(n+`)

q :
(Y , y) = (~t ,~r ) ∈R~A if~t = ~Ar and ‖~r‖∞ ≤ 1

(Y , y) ∈R′
~A

the extended relation with [~In ‖~A′ ] = ~A ∈Rn×(n+`)
q :

(Y , y) = (~t ,~r ) ∈R~A if~t = ~Ar and ‖~r‖∞ ≤ 2(γ−κ)
γ> κ

itself implies that R is also a hard relation. As a result, in our security assumptions, we
make sure that R ′ is a hard relation.

5.3. LAS: AN EFFICIENT ADAPTOR SIGNATURE FROM LATTICES

In this section, we describe our lattice-based adaptor signature, LAS. Let ~A = [~In ‖~A′ ] ∈
Rn×(n+`)

q for ~A′ $← Rn×`
q and H : {0,1}∗ → C be a hash function (modelled as a random

oracle). We assume that the public parameters pp = (~A,H) are publicly available and can
be used by any algorithm. In practice, ~A′ can be generated from a small seed using an
extendable output function (modelled as a random oracle) as done in Dilithium [11]. The
function f~A(~x) = ~Ax over Rq is Ajtai’s hash function [19] defined over module lattices

where the matrix ~A is in Hermite normal form (HNF). It is clear that the function is
additively homomorphic, and Ajtai [19] showed that it is one-way in the setting of SIS. In
our case, the security is based on M-SIS (in HNF). Collision-resistance is also clear as a
collision (~x,~x ′) yields an immediate M-SIS solution: ~A(~x −~x ′) = 0.

In Table 5.1, we first summarize the identifiers used for LAS, where the hard relations
R,R ′ are given by R~A ,R′

~A
with R~A ⊆R′

~A
. The statement-witness generation Gen for R~A

runs exactly as KeyGen. It is easy to see that if M-SISn,n+`+1,q,β for β= 2γd(n +`) is hard,
then R~A and R′

~A
are hard relations. This is because if one can find~r such that (~t ,~r ) ∈R′

~A

for a random~t , then [~A‖~t ] ·
(
~r
−1

)
= 0. Hence,

(
~r
−1

)
is a solution to M-SISn,n+`+1,q,β

for β= 2γd(n +`) since ‖~r‖ ≤β.
We present the ordinary signature procedures in Algorithm 5, and then the procedures

for the adaptor signature in Algorithm 6. The idea for the signature is similar to the
Schnorr signature [22] with the main difference being the use of rejection sampling at
Step 11. This is the so-called “Fiat-Shamir with Aborts” technique [16, 17].

In the adaptor signature part in Algorithm 6, PreSign and PreVerify operate very
similar to Sign and Verify, respectively. The main issue is that the signer may not know
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Algorithm 5 Lattice-Based Signature

1: procedure KeyGen(): . same as Gen
2: ~r

$←Sn+`
1

3: ~t = ~Ar
4: return (pk,sk) = (~t ,~r )
5: end procedure

6: procedure Sign((pk,sk), M):

7: ~y
$←Sn+`

γ

8: ~w = ~Ay
9: c =H(pk, ~w , M)

10: ~z =~y + c~r where~r := sk

11: if ‖~z‖∞ > γ−κ, then Restart
12: return σ= (c,~z)
13: end procedure

14: procedure Verify(pk,σ, M):
15: Parse (c,~z) :=σ
16: if ‖~z‖∞ > γ−κ, then return 0
17: ~w ′ = ~Az − c~t where~t := pk
18: if c 6=H(pk, ~w ′, M), then return 0
19: return 1
20: end procedure

(at the time of running PreSign) the witness y to the statement Y , and yet for many
applications in practice (such as payment channel networks), one would want to make
sure that having access only to the signature (but not the pre-signature) does not reveal
any information on the witness y .

To this end, we need to modify the rejection sampling step. Even though the signer
does not know the witness y , he does know how it is supposed to be generated in an
honest run. Therefore, he knows that the maximum absolute coefficient of any honestly-
generated witness is at most 1 (recall that Gen runs exactly as KeyGen). Since we have
~z =~y +c~r +~r ′ for~r ′ := y in an honestly-generated full signature, we know that the secret-
dependant part c~r +~r ′ has infinity norm at most κ+1. Therefore, the signer artificially
performs a stronger rejection sampling step in PreSign, where ‖~̂z‖∞ ≤ γ−κ−1 is required.
This ensures that even when the witness is added to the response in Adapt, the response
~z still satisfies the rejection sampling condition in Sign, and thus remains publicly simu-
latable, i.e., no secret information including the witness is revealed.

In fact, there are further reasons for this important modification. One is in regards
to adaptability. If the rejection sampling in PreSign is done exactly as in Sign, then
verification of an adapted pre-signature (i.e., output of Adapt) via Verify may not succeed
as the infinity norm condition may be violated due to the addition of~r ′ := y . Another
reason comes from the security analysis. In order to be able to simulate the outputs of
both Sign and PreSign, this change to rejection sampling plays a crucial role.

Let us summarize the following two facts as we will make use of them repeatedly in
the security proofs.

Fact 5.7. We can see that ‖c~r‖∞ ≤ κ since ‖c‖1 ≤ κ and ‖~r‖∞ ≤ 1. Therefore, both ~̂z in
PreSign and~z in Sign can be simulated publicly as they follow uniform distributions on
Sn+`
γ−κ−1 and Sn+`

γ−κ , respectively, due to the rejection sampling.

Fact 5.8. Assuming the hardness of M-LWE`,n,q , the result of ~Ax is (computationally)

indistinguishable from a uniformly random element in Rn
q whenever~x

$←Sn+`
c for some
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Algorithm 6 LAS: Lattice-Based Adaptor Signature

1: procedure PreSign((pk,sk),Y , M):

2: ~y
$←Sn+`

γ

3: ~w = ~Ay
4: c =H(pk, ~w +~t ′, M) for~t ′ := Y
5: ~̂z =~y + c~r where~r := sk
6: if ‖~̂z‖∞>γ−κ−1, then Restart
7: return σ̂= (c,~̂z)
8: end procedure

9: procedure PreVerify(Y ,pk, σ̂, M):
10: Parse (c,~̂z) := σ̂ and~t ′ := Y
11: if ‖~̂z‖∞ > γ−κ−1 then
12: return 0
13: end if
14: ~w ′ = ~Aẑ − c~t where~t := pk
15: if c 6=H(pk, ~w ′+~t ′, M) then
16: return 0
17: end if

18: return 1
19: end procedure

20: procedure Adapt((Y , y),pk, σ̂, M):
21: if PreVerify(Y ,pk, σ̂, M) = 0 then
22: return ⊥
23: end if
24: Parse (c,~̂z) := σ̂ and~r ′ := y
25: return σ= (c,~̂z +~r ′)
26: end procedure

27: procedure Ext(Y ,σ, σ̂):
28: Parse (c,~z) :=σ and (ĉ,~̂z) := σ̂
29: Parse~t ′ := Y
30: ~s =~z −~̂z
31: if~t ′ 6= ~As, then return ⊥
32: return~s
33: end procedure

c ≥ 1. We can see this by realizing that ~Ax = [~In ‖~A′ ]·
(
~x0

~x1

)
=~x0+~A′~x1. This is an M-LWE

instance with the secret vector~x1 ∈S`c and the error vector~x0 ∈Sn
c .

Note that there is a knowledge gap between a witness used by an honest user and
a witness extracted by Ext for a statement Y . In particular, an honest user’s witness
y =~r satisfies ‖~r‖∞ ≤ 1 (i.e., (Y , y) ∈R~A), whereas an extracted witness y ′ =~r ′ is only
guaranteed to satisfy ‖~r ′‖∞ ≤ 2(γ−κ) (i.e., (Y , y ′) ∈R′

~A
). Such a knowledge gap is inherent

in the existing efficient lattice-based zero-knowledge proofs such as the one underlying
Dilithium. However, we emphasize that this knowledge gap does not raise a security
concern as our hardness assumptions require that finding even a witness as big as an
extracted witness is still hard, which itself implies that finding an honest user’s witness is
also hard. In the next section, we study the security aspects more rigorously.

5.3.1. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Pre-signature correctness follows via a straightforward investigation. In the following
sequence of lemmas, we prove the security properties.

Lemma 5.9 (Weak pre-signature adaptability). LAS satisfies weak pre-signature adapt-
ability with respect to the relation R~A given in Table 5.1.

Proof. Let σ̂= (c,~̂z) be a valid pre-signature with PreVerify(Y ,pk, σ̂, M) = 1 and y =~r ′ ∈
Sn+`

1 be a witness corresponding to Y . Note that ‖~̂z‖∞ ≤ γ−κ−1 since σ̂ is valid. Then,
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Adapt((Y , y),pk, σ̂, M) = (c,~̂z +~r ′) =: (c,~z) =σ. Now, we have

‖~z‖∞ = ‖~̂z +~r ′‖∞ ≤ ‖~̂z‖∞ +‖~r ′‖∞ = (γ−κ−1)+1 = γ−κ. (5.1)

We further have

H(pk, ~Az − c~t , M) =H(pk,~A(~̂z +~r ′)− c~t , M) =H(pk,~A~̂z − c~t +~A~r ′, M)

=H(pk,~A~̂z − c~t +~t ′, M) = c. (5.2)

From (5.1) and (5.2), it follows that σ is valid, i.e., Verify(pk,σ, M) = 1.

Remark 5.10. Observe in the proof of Lemma 5.9 that we crucially rely on the fact that
for a witness y =~r ′ in R~A , we have ‖~r ′‖∞ ≤ 1. An extracted witness~s does not necessarily
obey this rule as the relation R′

~A
only requires ‖~s‖∞ ≤ 2(γ−κ). Therefore, extra care needs

to be taken when dealing with the cases where an extracted witness is used to adapt a
pre-signature.

Lemma 5.11 (Witness extractability). If M-LWE`,n,q and M-SISn,n+`+1,q,β for β = 2γp
d(n +`) are hard, then LAS is witness extractable in the random oracle model.

Proof. Here, we only investigate the case that the signature output by the adversary shares
the same challenge with the pre-signature. The other case (where the two challenges are
distinct) can be proven exactly as in Case 2 of the proof of Lemma 5.12 because how Y is
generated is irrelevant for that case.

For a given pair of public key and statement (pk,Y ) = (~t ,~t ′) and a message M , let σ̂=
(c,~̂z) and σ= (c,~z) be a valid pre-signature and a valid signature, respectively. Then, from
the corresponding verification algorithms (i.e., Verify and PreVerify), we have H(pk, ~Az −
c~t , M) = H(pk, ~Aẑ − c~t +~t ′, M). Since H is modelled as a random oracle, this holds only
when ~Az−c~t = ~Aẑ−c~t +~t ′, which implies that ~Az− ~Aẑ = ~A(~z−~̂z) =~t ′. It is easy to see that
‖~z −~̂z‖∞ ≤ 2(γ−κ). Therefore, for the output~s =~z −~̂z of Ext(Y ,σ, σ̂), we have (~t ′,~s) ∈R′

~A
.

Note also that~s is non-zero since~t ′ is non-zero except for a negligible probability.

Lemma 5.12 (Unforgeability). If M-SISn,n+`+1,q,β for β = 2γ
p

d(n +`) and M-LWE`,n,q

are hard, then LAS is aEUF-CMA secure in the random oracle model.

Proof. First, from the assumptions in the statement, we know that

1. both R~A and R′
~A

are hard relations,

2. any public key output by KeyGen and any statement output by Gen is indistinguish-
able from a uniformly random element in Rn

q due to Fact 5.8.

Let F be a PPT adversary who wins the aEUF-CMA security game with non-negligible
probability. We will build an adversary S that solves M-SISn,n+`+1,q,β. Letβ= 2γ

p
d(n +`)

and ~B = [~In ‖~A′ ‖~a ] ∈ Rn×(n+`+1)
q for ~A′ $← Rn×`

q and ~a
$← Rn

q . Assume that S wants to

solve M-SIS w.r.t. ~B . Let ~A denote [~In ‖~A′ ].
Setup. S sets ~A together with some hash function H as the public parameters. It is

clear that ~A has the correct distribution. Then, it sets pk =~t = ~Br where~r =
(
~r ′
1

)
for
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~r ′ $←Sn+`
1 . S sends pk to F . By M-LWE`,n,q , pk is indistinguishable from a public key

output by KeyGen since ~Br = ~Ar ′+~a looks uniformly random as ~Ar ′ does. Note also that
~t = pk is non-zero with overwhelming probability.

Oracle simulation. For OS(M), S picks~z
$←Sn+`

γ−κ and c
$←C , and programs the random

oracle such that c =H(pk, ~Az−c~t , M). If the input of H has been queried before, S aborts.
Otherwise, S returns σ= (c,~z). The simulated output is indistinguishable from a real one
due to Fact 5.7.

For OpS(M ,Y ), the simulator picks ~̂z
$←Sn+`

γ−κ−1 and c
$←C , and programs the random

oracle such that c =H(pk, ~Aẑ − c~t +~t ′, M) for~t ′ := Y . If the input of H has been queried
before, S aborts. Otherwise, the simulator returns σ̂ = (c,~̂z). The simulated output is
indistinguishable from a real one due to Fact 5.7.

In both cases, the probability of an abort is negligible as F can make at most polyno-
mially many queries to H.
Forgery. F returns the target message M∗ to S . S sets Y = −~a and computes a pre-
signature σ̂∗ = (c∗,~̂z∗) using the simulation method above. S sends (Y , σ̂∗) to F . Again,
note that Y is indistinguishable from a real output by Gen, and σ̂∗ is indistinguishable
from a real output of PreSign. Finally, F returns a forged signature σ= (c,~z) on M∗.
Case 1 (c∗ = c): If this is the case, then as shown in the proof of Lemma 5.11, S can extract
a witness to R′

~A
. That is, S gets (Y , y) ∈R′

~A
with~s′ := y , which implies that ~As′ = −~a

(since Y =−~a) and ‖~s′‖∞ ≤ 2(γ−κ). This is equivalent to ~B~s =~0 for~s =
(
~s′
1

)
. Note that

‖~s‖ ≤β. Hence, S finds a solution to M-SISn,n+`+1,q,β.
Case 2 (c∗ 6= c): In this case, we know that the forged signature’s challenge comes from
a random oracle query output (with overwhelming probability). Therefore, we can use
a standard rewinding argument as in [23], where S rewinds F to get another forgery
σ′ = (c ′,~z ′) such that c ′ 6= c and H(pk,~A~z ′− c ′~t , M∗) = H(pk,~A~z − c~t , M∗). Therefore, we
have

~A~z ′− c ′~t = ~A~z − c~t ⇐⇒ ~A
(
~z ′−~z)= (c ′− c)~t . (5.3)

Since c ′ 6= c, we have~z ′−~z 6= 0. The above equation (5.3) can be equivalently written as

~B

(
~z ′−~z

0

)
= (c ′− c)~t . (5.4)

Now recalling that~t = ~Br , we also have

(c ′− c)~t = ~B · (c ′− c)~r . (5.5)

Subtracting (5.3) from (5.5), we get

~B

[
(c ′− c)~r −

(
~z ′−~z

0

)]
=~0. (5.6)

Recalling that the last coordinate of~r is 1, i.e., non-zero, the above gives a non-trivial solu-
tion to M-SISn,n+`+1,q,β. Here note that

∥∥~z ′−~z∥∥≤ 2(γ−κ)
p

d(n +`) <β and
∥∥(c ′− c)~r

∥∥≤
2κ

p
d(n +`+1). Since γ À κ, the total norm of the M-SIS solution remains below

β= 2γ
p

d(n +`).
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5.3.2. PARAMETER SETTING AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
First, we set γ= κd(n +`) so that the average number of restarts in Sign and PreSign is
about e < 3. Then, we set d = 256 and κ= 60, which ensures that the challenge set C has
more than 2256 elements. Finally, in order to meet the M-SISn,n+`+1,q,β and M-LWE`,n,q

security requirements for β= 2γ
p

d(n +`), we set n = `= 4 and q ≈ 224. Only the size of
the modulus q is important, and therefore the concrete value can be chosen to allow fast
computation such as Number Theoretic Transformation (NTT).

In estimating the practical security of M-SIS and M-LWE, we follow the methodol-
ogy outlined in [24, Section 3.2.4] and measure the practical hardness in terms of “root
Hermite factor” δ. This parameter setting yields δ< 1.0045 for both M-SIS and M-LWE.
δ≈ 1.0045 has been used in recent works, e.g., [12–14] for targeting 128-bit post-quantum
security. From here, we can compute the concrete signature length as

|σ| = d(n +`) log(2γ)/8+32 bytes ≈ 3210 bytes. (5.7)

This length is slightly larger than the size of Dilithium (2701 bytes) [11] with recom-
mended parameters. The main reason is because we do not employ the optimizations for
ease of presentation.

In terms of the computational efficiency, the operations performed in LAS are almost
identical to those in Dilithium. Thus, hundreds of signing (and even more verification)
can be done per second on a standard PC as shown in [11, Table 2].

5.4. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we present two blockchain applications of our adaptor signature, namely
atomic swaps and payment channel networks. To match with the existing adaptor signa-
ture applications, we assume an Unspent Transaction Output (UTXO)-based blockchain
like Bitcoin where the signature algorithm is replaced with a lattice-based signature
scheme given in Algorithm 5 . In the UTXO model, coins are kept in addresses where each
address consists of the amount and the spending condition. The spending condition is
defined by the scripting language and the most common ones are signature and hash
preimage verifications, and timing conditions. For our applications, we also assume that
the underlying blockchain supports these scripts.

5.4.1. ATOMIC SWAPS
An atomic swap can be defined between two users u1 and u2 who want to exchange
two different cryptocurrencies c1 and c2. The crucial point of the exchange is ensuring
fairness, i.e., either both parties receive their expected output or none do. In [25], an
atomic swap protocol is presented with the following steps.
Setup. First, u1 shares a hash value h1 := H(r1) of a secret r1 to u2. Then, u1 creates a
transaction on the coins c1 such that it can be spendable by u2 only if the preimage of
h1 is presented. Similarly, u2 also creates a transaction on the coins c2 with the same
preimage condition for u1. Here, both transactions have timeouts ti such that, once ti

elapses, ui can redeem ci if the counterparty does not continue to the exchange. Also,
the timelock, t2, on u2’s transaction is shorter (i.e., t2 < t1) to ensure that u2 would have
enough time to react. First, u1 publishes her transaction on-chain, then u2 does the same.
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Swap. Once both transactions are on-chain, u1 can obtain c2 by revealing r1, which
yields to u2 obtaining c1. Note that this protocol requires both scripting languages of the
cryptocurrencies to have preimage conditioned scripts. Later on, in [5], the scriptless
version of the protocol is presented where the hash condition is embedded into the
signature algorithm.

Let us explain how to achieve atomic swaps using LAS, which requires careful analysis
because of the aforementioned knowledge gap. In the scenario below, an extracted witness,
which satisfies an extended relation (i.e., R′

~A
, but not necessarily R~A), will constitute the

opening condition to receive coins.
Let (pki ,ski ) be the public-secret key pair for user ui for i = 1,2. First, u1 generates a

statement-witness pair (Y , y) = (~t ,~r ) ∈R~A as in Section 5.3, and sends Y to u2 along with

a proof π of knowledge of a witness~r such that~t = ~Ar and ‖~r‖∞ ≤ 1. Such a proof can be
realized using the recent Esgin-Nguyen-Seiler proof system [26]. Then, u1 also creates a
pre-signature σ̂1 ←PreSign((pk1,sk1),Y ,tx1) for tx1 spending the coins c1 to u2. After ver-
ifying the proof π, u2 similarly creates a pre-signature σ̂2 ←PreSign((pk2,sk2),Y ,tx2) for
tx2 spending the coins c2 to u1. Then, the two pre-signatures are exchanged between the
parties. Now u1 adapts the pre-signature σ̂2 asσ2 ←Adapt((Y , y),pk2, σ̂2,tx2), and aborts
if σ2 =⊥. Otherwise, he publishes the full signature σ2 on the second cryptocurrency’s
blockchain in order to receive the coins c2. Then, seeingσ2, u2 runs y ′ =~s ←Ext(Y ,σ2, σ̂2)
and σ1 ← Adapt((Y , y ′),pk1, σ̂1,tx1). If any of them returns ⊥, u2 aborts. Otherwise, u2

publishes σ1 on the first cryptocurrency’s blockchain to receive the coins c1. This interac-
tion is depicted in Figure 5.1.

Let us now analyze whether u1 receives c2 if and only if u2 receives c1. If u1 does not
receive c2, i.e., u1 aborts, then u2 clearly cannot receive c1 due to the aEUF-CMA security
of LAS as u2 only has the pre-signature σ̂1 and the statement Y (without a witness to Y ).
On the other hand, if u1 does receive c2, this means thatσ2 is valid signature published on
a blockchain, i.e., accessible by u2. Therefore, by the witness extractability of LAS, u2 can
extract a witness~s to Y =~t such that~t = ~As. Recall that u1 proved knowledge of a witness
~r to Y =~t such that ‖~r‖∞ ≤ 1. By the hardness of M-SIS, it must be the case that~s =~r as
otherwise ~A(~s −~r ) = 0 gives a solution to M-SISn,n+l ,q,β for β= 2γ

p
d(n +`). As a result,

we have that ‖~s‖∞ = ‖~r‖∞ ≤ 1. Therefore,~s ∈R~A and the pre-signature adaptability works,
and hence the signature σ1 adapted by u2 passes the verification. Note that without
the proof of knowledge π, we cannot guarantee that the extracted witness~s will satisfy
‖~s‖∞ ≤ 1, and hence pre-signature adaptability would not have been guaranteed without
π. In other words, π is essential to make sure that u2 receives the coins c1.

We also note that even though a lattice-based proof of knowledge, π, is relatively costly
in terms of communication in practice (but very efficient in computation), this proof is
only exchanged between the parties, and not published on blockchain. Therefore, it does
not incur additional on-chain storage costs.

5.4.2. PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS

Payment channel networks (PCNs) [4, 27–29] are one of the promising solutions to the
scalability issues of blockchains. More specifically, many blockchains have poor trans-
action throughput compared to alternatives like credit card networks because of their
consensus mechanisms, where every party (miner) approves and stores every transaction.
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u1((pk1,sk1),pk2,c1) u2((pk2,sk2),pk1,c2)
(Y , y) = (~t ,~r ) ←Gen()

π←P
(
(~t ;~r ),

{∃~r : ~Ar =~t ∧‖~r‖∞ ≤ 1
})

Generate tx1 for spending c1 to u2

σ̂1 ←PreSign((pk1,sk1),Y ,tx1)

Y ,π, σ̂1,tx1

If verif. of π or σ̂1 fails, Abort

Generate tx2 for spending c2 to u1

σ̂2 ←PreSign((pk2,sk2),Y ,tx2)

σ̂2,tx2

σ2 ←Adapt((Y , y),pk2, σ̂2,tx2)

If σ2 =⊥, Abort

Publish σ2 on blockchain

σ2

y ′ ←Ext(Y ,σ2, σ̂2)

σ1 ←Adapt((Y , y ′),pk1, σ̂1,tx1)

Publish σ1 on blockchain if σ1 6=⊥

Figure 5.1: Atomic swap protocol using LAS.

PCNs improve the throughput by moving some transactions off-chain while relying on the
security of the blockchain. In a PCN, two parties can lock coins into a channel where they
can make instant and arbitrarily many transactions between each other so long as they
have enough balances. One of the most popular PCNs built on Bitcoin is the Lightning
network [29]. The overall structure of our post-quantum PCN resembles the Lightning
network.

A payment channel consists of three steps: create, update, and close. In the creation
phase, parties deposit some coins into the channel and create a funding transaction that
spends the input addresses into a single output of the channel. The funding transaction
is published on the blockchain and afterward, all of the updates are done off-chain until
the closing part. The output condition of funding is spendable only if both parties sign
it, which ensures an agreement by both parties. The condition can be implemented by a
two-party multi-signature.

In realizing a two-party multi-signature, a straightforward option is to simply combine
two individual signatures. Alternatively, there is a lattice-based multi-signature in [30],
which can be used in the two-party setting. The underlying signature uses the same
“Fiat-Shamir with Aborts” technique, and as stated in [30], the multi-signature can be
realized over module lattices as in our work.

When parties want to send/receive coins in the channel, they make off-chain transac-
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tions and update the channel balances. In each update, parties create new commit trans-
actions that spend the output of the funding transaction into the two new addresses of
the parties with their corresponding balances. Also, parties revoke the previous commits
by sharing the signing keys with each other. The revocation can be seen as a punishment
mechanism to prevent a malicious party from publishing an old commitment. Once
parties are done with the channel, they can close it and obtain their coins by publishing
the latest commitment on-chain. A payment channel creation, update, and closing can be
done in the same manner as the Lightning network. Now, we investigate how to achieve
multi-hop payments with our adaptor signature scheme.

A network of channels allows parties to make multi-hop payments. More specifically,
parties, who do not have a direct channel, can route a payment using the channels of
some intermediary nodes. In these multi-hop payments, it is crucial to synchronize
each channel on the route so that either all of them update accordingly or no one does.
The Lightning network achieves this by using HTLC (hash-time lock contract). However,
in [4], the authors presented privacy concerns as well as the wormhole attack for the
HTLC mechanism. In this manner, we adopt the AMHL (anonymous multi-hop lock)
technique [4] for the multi-hop payments. Also, it is stated that AMHLs are sufficient to
construct a payment channel network [4, Theorem 4]. In a scenario where sender S (or
I0) wants to send payment through the intermediary nodes I1, . . . , Ik−1 to the receiver R
(or Ik ), AMHL-based multi-hop payment works as follows (for simplicity, we omit the fees
given to the intermediary nodes).

Setup. S chooses random strings `0,`1, . . . ,`k−1, and computes y j := ∑ j
i=0`i and Y j :=

G(y j ) for j = 0, . . . ,k −1 where G is an additively homomorphic one-way function. Then,
S shares (Y j−1,Y j ,` j ) with each intermediary I j for i = 1, . . . ,k −1 and (Yk−1, yk−1) with
R. Each intermediary party I j validates the correctness of values by using the homomor-
phism, i.e., checking that G(` j )⊕Y j−1 =G(y j ) = Y j , where ⊕ denotes the operation in the
range of G.

Payment. S makes a conditional payment to I1 requiring preimage of Y0, while each
intermediary party I j , for j = 1, . . . ,k −1, makes a payment of the same amount to I j+1

with a condition on preimage of Y j after they receive a similar payment from I j−1. Once all
conditional payments are placed, S reveals the preimage yk−1 to R = Ik showing that she
can redeem the payment. This creates a chain reaction as follows. When an intermediary
party I j receives y j from I j+1, he can compute y j−1 = y j −` j and redeem the payment
by revealing y j−1 to I j−1. The procedure is completed once all the channels are updated
accordingly.

We can realize AMHL in the post-quantum setting using LAS, but again a special
care is required due to the knowledge gap and the use of rejection sampling. First of
all, we assume that the length of the PCN is at most K ¿ q (i.e., k ≤ K ¿ q) and update
the norm check at Steps 6 and 11 in Algorithm 6 by ‖~̂z‖∞ > γ−κ−K . Now, S samples

~r j
$←Sn+`

1 , and computes~s j = ∑ j
i=0~ri and~t j = ~As j for j = 0, . . . ,k −1. Observe that we

have ‖~s j ‖∞ ≤ k ≤ K for all j = 0, . . . ,k −1. Then, S treats Y j =~t j , y j =~s j and ` j =~r j for

j = 0, . . . ,k −1. The additively homomorphic function is f~A(~x) = ~Ax (over Rq ) mentioned
in Section 5.3. Then, the Setup phase of AMHL described above is run. Additionally, for
each j = 0, . . . ,k −2, S sends I j+1 a NIZK proof π j+1 that she knows a witness y j =~s j to
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Y j =~t j such that
‖~s j ‖∞ ≤ K . (5.8)

After this setup, payment phase begins. Let (pk j ,sk j ) be I j ’s public-secret key pair
used in his channel with I j+1, and tx j be the transaction transferring the relevant coins
from I j to I j+1. S creates a pre-signature σ̂0 ←PreSign((pk0,sk0),Y0, tx0) and sends it to I1.
Then, for j = 1, . . . ,k −1, each user I j creates a pre-signature σ̂ j ←PreSign((pk j ,sk j ),Y j ,
tx j ) after receiving the pre-signature σ̂ j−1 from I j−1. Once all pre-signatures are generated
and transferred, S reveals yk−1 to R, which allows R to adapt the pre-signature σ̂k−1 to
σk−1 in order to receive the relevant coins from Ik−1. R sends σk−1 to Ik−1. From here,
Ik−1 extracts a witness y ′

k−1 to Yk−1. Then, she computes y ′′
k−2 = y ′

k−1−`k−1 and uses it to
complete the pre-signature σ̂k−2. Continuing this way, completion of a pre-signature by
I j enables I j−1 to obtain a witness to Y j−1 and then compute a witness to Y j−2 using ` j .
The process ends with S receiving σ0. This anonymous multi-hop payment procedure is
depicted in Figure 5.2.

Let us analyze the details now. First of all, each party I j has a proof that S knows a
witness y j−1 =~s j−1 to Y j−1 satisfying (5.8). Due to the M-SIS hardness as before, no party
I j can obtain another witness to Y j−1, but y j−1 generated by S. Therefore, each party
I j is ensured that the witness he extracts will have infinity norm at most K . As a result,
each party I j will be able to adapt the pre-signature σ̂ j−1 successfully and claim his coins
thanks to the aforementioned change to Steps 6 and 11 in Algorithm 6.

We emphasize again the importance of the proof π j ’s that guarantee pre-signature
adaptability. These proofs are only communicated off-chain and thus do not incur any
additional on-chain cost, and can be realized using the techniques in [26]. Moreover,
the change to Steps 6 and 11 in Algorithm 6 is also important as, in this setting, even
honestly-generated witnesses have potentially absolute coefficients greater than 1, but
still at most K . Note that this change does not affect the security assumptions as still the
original conditions (and even stronger ones) in Algorithms 5 and 6 hold. The only effect is
that PreSign may have more restarts, but for most practical settings of, say, K ≤ 50 (i.e.,
the length of the PCN is at most 50), the effect will be minimal. In practice, for example,
in Lightning Network, the route search algorithm typically stops after K = 20 [31].

5.5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we constructed the first post-quantum adaptor signature based on standard
lattice assumptions. We also showed that our construction, LAS, leads to efficient atomic
swaps and payment channel networks in the post-quantum world. In particular, our
applications do not incur additional costs on the blockchain, other than the cost of an
ordinary lattice-based signature.
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S(pk0,sk0) [SETUP] I j (pk j ,sk j ) j = 1, . . . ,k
for j = 0, . . . ,k −1

~s j =
j∑

i=0
~ri for~r j

$←Sn+`
1

~t j = ~As j

Y j :=~t j , y j :=~s j , ` j :=~r j

for j = 0, . . . ,k −2

st j =
{
∃~s : ~As =~t j ∧‖~s‖∞ ≤ K

}
π j+1 ←P

(
(~t j ;~s j ),st j

)
T j+1 := (Y j ,` j+1,π j+1)

Tk := (Yk−1, yk−1) T j

if j 6= k then

T j =: (Y j−1,` j ,π j ) =: (~t j−1,~r j ,π j )

if V
(
~t j−1,st j−1,π j

)
= 0, Abort

Y ′
j :=~t ′j = ~Ar j +~t j−1

Z j := (Y ′
j ,Y j−1,` j )

[PAYMENT]

I j ((pk j ,sk j ),pk j−1, Z j ) I j+1((pk j+1,sk j+1),pk j , Z j+1)
Parse Z j = (Y ′

j ,Y j−1,` j )

Obtain σ̂ j−1 from I j−1

Generate tx j , spending coins to I j+1

σ̂ j ←PreSign((pk j ,sk j ),Y ′
j ,tx j ) σ̂ j

Parse Z j+1 = (Y ′
j+1,Y j ,` j+1)

Obtain σ j+1 from I j+2

y ′j+1 ←Ext(Y ′
j+1,σ j+1, σ̂ j+1)

// Note σ̂ j+1 is created by I j+1

y ′′j = y ′j+1 −` j+1

σ j ←Adapt((Y j , y ′′j ),pk j , σ̂ j ,tx j )

σ j

y ′j ←Ext(Y ′
j ,σ j , σ̂ j )

y ′′j−1 = y ′j −` j

σ j−1 ←Adapt((Y j−1, y ′′j−1),pk j−1, σ̂ j−1,tx j−1)

Figure 5.2: Anonymous multi-hop payments using LAS. We assume that (i) T j ’s are transmitted confidentially,
(ii) pre-signature transmission from I j to I j+1 happens only if that from I j−1 to I j already happened, and (iii)
signature transmission from I j+1 to I j happens only if that from I j+2 to I j+1 already happened.
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6
DISCUSSION

Since "Bitcoin: A peer-to-peer electronic cash system" paper has been publicly available,
it has attracted the attention of both research and industry communities. The recognition
of Bitcoin has introduced the notion of cryptocurrencies and, in general, blockchain
technology. In the last decade, blockchain has become one of the exciting developments
where academia and industry jointly initiate real-life applications and implementations
of cutting-edge technology.

Notwithstanding the interest and great effort, blockchain is still a new and evolving
technology, and there are numerous challenges that need to be addressed. To name a few,
security, privacy, scalability, smart contracts, and economic aspects with their manifold
sub-challenges can be mentioned. Among the research challenges, we investigate three
crucial ones for the long-term functionality of the Bitcoin-like blockchains, which are
security, scalability, and economic aspects.

Bitcoin has been in the center of blockchain research as it is the first commonly
accepted cryptocurrency and still owns more than 60 percent of the total market capital-
ization of cryptocurrencies. Also, many of the cryptocurrencies and blockchain protocols
have utilized Bitcoin’s components, such as consensus protocol or transaction struc-
ture. Therefore, our research and improvements over Bitcoin can be applied to several
blockchain protocols.

In this chapter, we present our findings together with their limitations and potential
future works. We explained the research directions and open questions in Section 1.3,
and listed the ones investigated in the thesis in Section 1.4. Here, we present our research
in two domains: transaction advertisement and payment channel networks.

6.1. TRANSACTION PROPAGATION
In this section, we explain the first two research questions that are related to the transac-
tion propagation and our solutions given in Chapter 2. Firstly, we investigate the lack of
incentives for the transaction propagation and provide an incentive mechanism for peer-
to-peer mining networks. Secondly, we focus on the inefficient routing of the transactions
and propose a solution that is suitable for an improved new version of Bitcoin.
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6.1.1. INCENTIVES

The first problem we investigate in Chapter 2 is

Q1: How to design an incentive-compatible and Sybil-proof transaction propagation pro-
tocol that is suitable for well-connected peer-to-peer mining networks?

Transaction propagation or advertisement is crucial for the proper functionality of the
blockchain since only the miners who have the transaction can add it to the blockchain.
The existing blockchains, including Bitcoin, do not have an incentive mechanism for
transaction propagation. The fact that they work without the propagation incentive
does not conflict with the necessity of the incentives in the long-term functionality of
cryptocurrencies. There are two main reasons for the current, short-term, functionality:
altruism and centralized mining. Early miners of Bitcoin were altruistic and propagated
transactions in the mining network regardless of their individual gain [1, 2]. Later on,
the mining network became rational but centralized mining pools [3–6]. In the current
centralized setting, clients reach a miner of the pools, and then the pool handles the
internal propagation to its miners. Consequently, the interim systems do not exhibit
decentralized and peer-to-peer mining networks.

A way of rewarding the propagation can utilize the existing incentive instrument,
transaction fee. The idea is that the parties in the propagation path from the client to the
miner who adds it to the block, miner of the block, can receive a partial reward of the
transaction fee. There are two challenges in propagation incentive mechanisms: ensuring
that honest propagating parties are rewarded and preventing Sybil/fake propagating
parties. Firstly, the parties who propagate the transaction to the miner of the block
should be rewarded, and no one, including the miner, should be able to alter the list of
the propagation path. Secondly, the propagating parties should not gain more fees by
creating fake identities and pretending that they propagated through them. Not that
these fake parties would not contribute to the propagation to the miners but increase the
workload in the process.

There have been proposals that aim to solve the aforementioned challenges [7, 8]. The
first challenge is solved with a chain of signatures where each propagating party suffixes
the public key of the next party and signs it before sending the transaction. Thanks to
the chaining mechanism, the path from the client to the miner who adds to the block
would be secured, and any removal or addition of an intermediary party would break
the chain of signatures. The second challenge requires game-theoretical analysis of the
propagation reward. The existing Sybil-proof rewarding mechanisms work for specific
network structures such as tree-structured networks, which do not reflect a common
peer-to-peer mining network.

In our work, we analyze all network structures for our incentive model that shares the
fee among the propagating parties and the miner of the block. In our model, we prove
that for poorly-connected networks that can be disconnected by the removal of a party,
namely 1-connected networks, there is no Sybil-proof rewarding mechanism. Note that
this type of networks would not be encountered in a real mining network since the mining
networks are well-connected. Also, we present a Sybil-proof mechanism that is suitable
for any well-connected networks. Our analysis is based on a simultaneous move game
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where we compute the fee gain of the miners if they propagate the transaction or not.
We show that if the probability of a miner creating the next block (solving the puzzle in
Bitcoin) is less than a factor of its neighbors, then it would propagate. This factor is related
to the network connectivity, and a detailed analysis of it is left as future work.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK: LONG-TERM ANALYSIS IN A REAL NETWORK

As mentioned above, the network connectivity factor is one of the interesting open ques-
tions of our work. The factor determines how much of the transaction fee share is given
to each propagating party. If the factor is high, then the intermediary parties would have
high rewards and incentives to propagate the transaction, yet the miner of the block
would have less reward and incentive to add it to the block, and vice versa. That is why it
is crucial to choose a moderate value that suits both intermediary parties and the miner
of the block. Determination of this factor requires rigorous analysis of the mining network
regarding the number of connections of each party and their mining capacities. Because
of the security and privacy concerns, the corresponding network information of Bitcoin is
not available.

Another network-related open question is the effects of the incentive mechanism in
the network. Our model for the incentive mechanism assumes a stable mining network
meaning that the connections of the miners do not change dramatically. However, if
there will be a propagation incentive, then some of the miners may try to increase their
connections to participate more in the propagations. The post effects of the propagation
incentives in the mining network is left as future work.

Now, we discuss practical concerns of our incentive mechanism. In the existing block-
chains, the transactions are stored with their witnesses, which are usually the signatures
of the owners. However, to implement the propagation incentive mechanism, we need to
store the signatures of the propagating parties as well. These additional signatures would
increase the transaction size and thereby reduce the number of transactions stored in a
single block of fixed size. Also, the propagation rewards would be relatively small since
they are a portion of a transaction fee, and the current blockchains may not be suitable for
spending these micropayments. In this regard, an interesting open problem is designing
an off-chain rewarding mechanism for the propagation that would prevent the additional
storage cost on the blockchain, and it would be more suitable for micropayments.

OUR FOLLOW-UP

In our follow-up work [9], we propose the first Sybil-proof rewarding mechanism that
works for any network, including poorly connected ones, by modifying the rewarding
model. The challenge in the poorly connected networks is that there can be only one path
that connects some client-miner pairs. The intermediary parties in that path have the
monopoly effect, whereas, in other cases, alternative paths have to compete. Our previous
model shares the transaction fee among the propagating parties and the miner who adds
to the block. This is inherited from Bitcoin because the reward mechanism of Bitcoin
gives all of the block reward and transaction fees to the miner of the block. In the new
model, we add the miner of the next block into our reward mechanism, which has been
the shareholder in Bitcoin-NG protocol [10] to prevent selfish mining. Our new model
allows us to design a path length-dependent rewarding mechanism for the intermediary
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parties, discouraging them from introducing Sybil parties even in a single path scenario.
After formulating all the conditions, we obtain the following rewarding function

f `[i ] :

{
F ·∑`

j=i

(
(−1) j−i · (`−i

j−i

) ·∏ j−1
k=1(1−Γk )

)
for 1 ≤ i < `,

F ·∏`−1
k=1(1−Γk ) for i = `.

where F is the transaction fee, f `[i ] is the reward of the i th node in the propagation path,

f `[N RL] = F −∑`
i=1 f `[i ] is the reward of the miner of the next block, and Γk ’s are the network

connectivity variables. It can be seen that f `[i ] = f `+1
[i ] + f `+1

[i+1] satisfied for all ` and i values,
which shows that the Sybil parties do not increase the reward of an intermediary party.

6.1.2. EFFICIENT ROUTING
The second problem we analyze in Chapter 2 is the following:

Q2: How to get rid of the redundancy of the transaction propagation if the miner of the
block is known in advance?

In a mining network, the transactions are broadcast to the miners, and later on, a
miner would create a block including them and broadcast the block. Here, we have the
redundant propagation of the transactions. More specifically, the same transaction is
broadcast twice: for the advertisement of the transaction itself and for the advertisement
of the block including it. In some existing blockchains, the redundancy is reduced by a
mechanism that first checks if the receiving miner already has the transaction or not by
sharing the hash of it. However, these check messages may cost more bandwidth usage
than the size of the transaction itself since it would come from multiple neighbors [11].

In our work, we reduce the redundancy of the propagation by reducing the cost of
the transaction advertisement. We note that the block advertisement is necessary since
every miner should have the same view of the blockchain. However, the transaction
advertisement is only necessary for the miner who will create the next block. Our idea is
to create a path from each miner to the one who is responsible for the next block, namely
round leader. Then, each client would reach a set of miners, and these miners, instead of
broadcasting the transaction, will route to the leader using the previously created paths.
Since the leader is changing every round, the paths will also be dynamically updated. The
mechanism is applicable if the leader is known before the block of transactions is created.

To create the paths to the round leader, we propose a smart routing algorithm with two
phases: recognition and transaction. In the recognition phase, the round leader makes
itself known to the network by sharing proof of its identity. Each party in the network
would store the first sender of the proof as the gradient party and propagate the proof
to its neighbors. Hereby, each party learns their close connection to the leader. This
connection, gradient party, would be the closest party to the leader under the assumption
that the delay is approximately the same in the network. In the transaction phase, the
clients send their transaction to a couple of their neighboring miners, and then each
miner only forwards it to their gradient party. The reason for having multiple paths is to
avoid a single point of failure. The experiments on a simulated network of 1-10K miners
show that our protocol reduces the redundant transaction propagation by up to 99%.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK: COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING BLOCKCHAINS

There are three concerns regarding the recognition phase of the routing protocol: availabil-
ity, latency, and privacy. The availability issue is that the round leader needs to be known
before the transactions are propagated. We define this type of blockchain consensus
protocols as first-leader-then-block (FLTB), where the round leader can be validated be-
fore he creates the block of transactions. The standard proof-of-work of Bitcoin does not
satisfy this requirement because the proof requires the block with transactions. A recently
proposed advanced version of it, given in Bitcoin-NG [10], separates the transactions
from the proof, which allows us to realize the smart routing algorithm. In our follow-up
work, we present a framework applying this separation in any blockchain protocol.

The latency concerns of the routing protocol are related to the network delay. First,
in our model, we assume that the network delay is approximately the same in any two
parties, which makes the gradient party is the closest neighbor to the leader. Yet, in a real
network, the delay would variate. Thus, our protocol may not create the optimum routes
in terms of the network distance. Secondly, our transaction propagation phase will add
time delay to the block creation. In the existing blockchains, since the transactions are
propagated as they are created, the round leader would already have most of the new
transactions. However, in our routing protocol, they are collected after the recognition
phase. Analysis of the effects of the delay in practice is left as future work.

The privacy concern of the recognition phase is the proximity leakage of the round
leader. Each party would know their gradient node that is closer to the round leader. Note
that the proximity information does not provide the exact position, even to the neighbors
of the leader. However, there are de-anonymization techniques where IP addresses in the
peer-to-peer network can be matched with the public keys on the blockchain [12, 13]. A
powerful adversary may locate the round leader using these techniques and try to deploy
a denial-of-service (DoS) attack. We should emphasize that our smart routing protocol
does not cause this vulnerability in the Bitcoin-NG protocol. The routing protocol does
not leak any more information of the round leader than the existing protocol; it just uses
the information for efficient routing. A solution for the proximity problem would be using
the anonymization techniques for locational privacy, e.g., Dandelion protocol [14] where
the leader’s proof of identity is first sent in a line of parties and then broadcast from there.
This would cause the addition of a couple of parties into the routing paths.

OUR FOLLOW-UP

In our follow-up work [15], we present a blockchain framework that separates block
creation and transaction collection. In more detail, we introduce a new actor called
transaction collector (TC) that is responsible for the collection and broadcast of the trans-
actions. In each round, several TCs are selected with the follow-the-satoshi algorithm [16],
which assigns the hash of the round quantity to a coin owner. The round quantity is
updated by the round leader using the verifiable random function given in [17]. For the
block creation, the round leader creates the block as before, but instead of including
transactions, it will refer to the transactions sets published by TCs. Thus, since the round
leader selection process is irrelevant for the routing protocol, the routing can be applied
to any consensus protocol with the new framework. Another advantage of the framework
is that the locational privacy issue is moved from the round leader to the TCs, and it would
be harder to deploy the DoS attack since there would be multiple TCs in a round.
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6.2. PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORKS
In this section, we explain our solutions for the research questions related to payment
channel networks (PCN) and their limitations. We analyzed the incentives of the multi-
hop payments in Chapter 3 and proposed virtual channels that remove the need for
interaction with an intermediary for each payment in Chapter 4. Finally, we presented
the first post-quantum PCN using adaptor signatures in Chapter 5.

6.2.1. INCENTIVES
In Chapter 3, we address the following question:

Q3: How to determine the fee of a channel that maximizes the profit and encourages the
owner of the channel to create new channels yielding to the growth of the network?

In a PCN, multi-hop payments allow parties to create a payment route using interme-
diary parties’ channels. The process requires the intermediary parties to lock their coins
in their channel, and they would receive a fee for their participation. The determination
of these fee values is an open question, and the fee values used in the existing implemen-
tations are not informative. First of all, most of the PCN protocols are in the prototype
phase. Secondly, our analysis on the only actively used PCN, Lightning Network (LN),
indicates that most of the parties use the default fee parameters to define their fees. This
is because, currently, the parties in LN are mostly altruistic or enthusiastic. However, as
the network becomes more popular and profitable, the parties would be more rational
and optimize their parameter selection. Note that a similar transition from altruistic to
rational behavior has already happened in the Bitcoin mining network.

In our work, we present a fee strategy for a party A who wants to maximize her overall
profit by creating new channels and tuning the fee parameters of her channels. For our
analysis, we used the fee model of LN and its network data. In addition, since there is
no publicly available data on the multi-hop payments regarding the amounts and the
sender and receiver pairs, we assume that each party in the network is equally likely to be
the sender or receiver of a payment, and we analyze our strategy for a few fixed payment
amounts. In LN, the sender of a multi-hop payment would choose the payment path with
the cheapest fee in total. Thus, if the intermediary party charges a high fee for the multi-
hop payment, then the sender would most likely choose another path that is cheaper.
Also, if the intermediary charges a small fee, then the profit from each payment would be
small. In other words, while the party would like to be on the cheapest path between the
sender and the receiver, she would not want to earn an insignificant fee the each payment.
We aim to find the best fee that maximizes the total profit of all transactions.

We formulate the profit function of A that computes the total gain from her channels
by considering all possible fee parameters and sender-receiver pairs. The problem of
maximizing profit is related to a graph metric: betweenness centrality, which counts the
number of shortest paths passing through a node. If we convert the network into a graph
where the channel fees are seen as the weights of the edges, then the profit of a party from
payment is equal to the probability of being in the shortest path times the weight of the
edge. Using this correlation, we show that the profit-maximizing problem is NP-hard by
reducing it to the maximizing betweenness centrality problem, which is NP-hard [18].
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We propose a greedy algorithm for the profit-maximizing problem where A connects
to a new party in the network that maximizes the total profit. At each step, we try all parties
in the network, and for all possible channels, we choose the best fee parameters. Note
that trying all fee parameters for all channels would require enormous computation. To
improve our exhaustive search, we present an efficient fee search algorithm that reduces
the search space in the order of 10-100. The experiments on the Lightning Network data
show that our greedy algorithm improves the profit significantly. If A is creating new
channel connections, our strategy at least a factor of two better than the other strategies
that connect to the parties with the best graph centrality metrics. Moreover, A can still
improve her profit by using our fee search algorithm on her existing channels.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK: LONG-TERM ANALYSIS IN A DYNAMIC NETWORK

Here, we explain the limitations of the model used in our work and the open challenges.
Firstly, in our analysis, we analyze the fee parameters of A who wants to maximize her
profit while we do not consider the effect on other parties. As already mentioned, in
the current setting, most of the parties use the default fee parameters. However, this
would change as the network become more profitable. In that case, each party would
try to optimize their fee parameters. In our model, we assume the other channels’ fee
parameters are stable and do not change during the updates of A. The analysis of the
scenario where every party in the network tries to maximize their profit while considering
the other parties’ actions is left as future work.

The second limitation of our model concerns the coins of A while creating the new
channels. We assume that A would have enough coins to create channels with balances
more than the fixed payment amounts. Yet, for a more realistic model, the coins owned
by A should be bounded. Analysis of the constrained version of our greedy algorithm is
an open question. Moreover, another interesting open question of the constrained model
would be the distribution of the limited coins among the channels.

The third limitation of our model is that the effect of a payment in the channel balance
is not taken into account. In more detail, after each payment in a channel, the balances
of both parties would be updated while preserving the total amount in the channel. The
balance on one side of the channel would determine the upper limit of the payment
amount that can be carried in that direction. The balance distributions of channels in
LN are not publicly available because of privacy concerns. In our model, we assume that
the transactions can be routed as long as the total capacity of a channel is more than
the transaction amount, which is not the case in practice. Also, we do not consider the
changes in the balance of a channel after a payment is processed. A long-term analysis of
the channel profit that takes into account the balances is an open question.

The analysis of the channel balances has become an important concern for healthy
network functionality as well. This is because most of the channels are presumably used
in one direction, which eventually leads to the accumulation of the channel capacity
on one side of the channel. These one-sided channels can participate in the multi-hop
payments only in the direction from the accumulated side. Therefore, it is crucial to
have well-balanced channels for the multi-hop payments in the network. One way to
achieve a healthy functioning network is to incentivize balancing of the channels with the
fee parameters. The design of the fee strategy that improves both the channel’s balance
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distribution and the profit of the parties is an interesting open challenge. Unlike the
previous ones, a solution to this challenge would assist the whole network rather than a
single party and thereby would have a significant impact on the network functionality.

6.2.2. VIRTUAL CHANNELS

In Chapter 4, we address the following question:

Q4: How to design a virtual channel between two parties separated with an intermediary
that does not require the intermediary involvement in each payment?

As mentioned earlier, a multi-hop payment in a PCN requires the involvement of
the intermediary parties on the payment path. Imagine a scenario where Alice and Bob
are connected via an intermediary party Ingrid, i.e., Ingrid has payment channels with
both parties. Whenever Alice and Bob want to exchange coins, they create a multi-hop
payment that requires both channels’ updates. This has several drawbacks: (i) Ingrid
needs to be online for the updates, (ii) Alice and Bob need to pay a fee for every payment
individually, (iii) the payment procedure requires more message exchanges compared to a
channel update between two parties. A simple solution would be creating a new payment
channel between Alice and Bob, which would cost two on-chain transactions. Recently, an
alternative solution has been introduced in [19] where a virtual channel is created over the
existing channels with only off-chain message exchanges. The intermediary party, Ingrid,
is only involved in the creation and closing of the virtual channel, and the end parties,
Alice and Bob, can exchange arbitrarily many transactions between themselves, just like in
a regular channel. Unfortunately, the virtual channel construction given in [19] is suitable
for Turing-complete scripting language and account-based model. The construction of a
virtual channel with a limited scripting language has been an open question.

Our work presents the first virtual channel constructions that can be realized in any
blockchain, including Bitcoin, with the UTXO model and scripting language supporting
digital signatures and timelocks. We formulate the ideal functionality of the virtual
channels in the Universal Composability framework and propose two virtual channel
constructions, namely, virtual channels with validity (VC-V) and without validity (VC-NV)
that realize the ideal functionality. Our constructions are built over generalized (payment)
channels [20], and we also explain how to build them on Lightning Network’s payment
channels. To create a virtual channel, we construct a special founding transaction that
takes the outputs of the underlying payment channels as its inputs. Note that the founding
transaction is not published on the blockchain unless a party behaves maliciously. For
the updates of a virtual channel, we rely on the same revocation mechanisms used in
a payment channel. Finally, the closure of the virtual channel is done by updating the
underlying payment channels according to the corresponding balance distribution.

The main challenge in virtual channel construction is that it does not rely on on-chain
transactions like regular payment channels. Instead, the end parties create a channel
over the intermediary. In a sense, the intermediary takes the role of the blockchain, yet it
is not trusted. In a payment channel, the balance security of a party is provided by the
on-chain funding transaction and revocation mechanism. In other words, an honest party
would be reimbursed via the revocation mechanism if the counter-party misbehaves.
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Unlike payment channels, the balance security of an honest party in a virtual channel
construction cannot rely on only the revocation over the blockchain because the end
parties do not have control over the payment channel between the intermediary and
the other party. Therefore, the balance security of the end parties requires additional
measures. We preserve the balance security of the end parties with the collaterals of the
intermediary, Ingrid. Thus, an honest end party would be reimbursed in her payment
channel if the other parties misbehave. For Ingrid, it can be assumed that she has control
over both underlying payment channels since she is part of them. However, we also
need to make sure that she would not lose her collaterals if she is honest and follows
the protocol. This is important if both end parties maliciously try to reimburse via their
payment channels.

In this work, we provide two constructions VC-V and VC-NV, that preserve each honest
party’s balance security. The constructions differ in their founding transaction structure
and the validity time constraint of the channel. In VC-V, the virtual channel is built over
one of the payment channels, let say on Alice and Ingrid’s channel, and the other payment
channel can be seen as the collateral of the virtual channel. Here, Alice is responsible
for the closure of the channel before the validity time. If she does not close it on time,
then Ingrid would punish her by getting all the coins in their channel, and Bob would be
reimbursed with his channel with Ingrid. In VC-NV, the virtual channel and the collateral
are built over both payment channels with a single transaction, and there is no time
constraint for the channel. Ingrid can close the virtual channel whenever she wants.
Also, the end parties can jointly close the channel or enforce the channel’s closure by the
intermediary. In both constructions, when the virtual channel is closed, the underlying
payment channels are updated accordingly and can be used for payments as before.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK: MULTIPLE INTERMEDIARIES

Here, we explain potential improvements and future works on our virtual channel con-
structions. So far, we explained virtual channel constructions for two end parties con-
nected with an intermediary party. There are two dimensions that can be improved in the
construction. The first one is the distance between the end parties of a virtual channel,
i.e., the number of intermediary parties in between. In our paper, we conjuncture the
possibility of the recursive construction of the virtual channels on top of each other that
yields to virtual channels between parties having a distance of more than one. Neverthe-
less, the detailed construction and security analysis under the Universal Composability
framework is left as future work. The second dimension that can be enhanced is the num-
ber of parties involved in a virtual channel. There exists multi-party virtual state channel
construction [21] built over Ethereum and make use of its Turing-complete language.
However, a multi-party virtual payment channel built over the UTXO model and limited
scripting language is an interesting open problem.

6.2.3. POST-QUANTUM SECURITY

In Chapter 5, we address the following question:

Q5: How to design a post-quantum secure adaptor signature, and thereby payment channel
network?
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The fifth research question concerns adaptor signatures and their application in the
payment channel networks. Adaptor signatures have been introduced with the name of
scriptless scripts [22] to improve the capabilities of Bitcoin-like blockchains. Bitcoin’s
scripting language has very limited operations that hinder deploying conditional pay-
ments sophisticated than the few available scripts. Yet, with the help of adaptor signatures,
the conditions of the payments can be beyond the scripting conditions. This is because,
in an adaptor signature, a condition can be embedded into the signature. As the condition
is not seen or validated by the miners, it is not restricted to the blockchain’s scripting
language. The condition is defined over a hard relation, and the full signature over the
condition reveals a witness of it. An adaptor signature is built over a digital signature
scheme, and they have been proposals over Schnorr [22], ECDSA [23] signature schemes,
which are vulnerable to post-quantum attacks. An adaptor signature with an underlying
post-quantum signature scheme has been an open problem until our work.

In this work, we present the first post-quantum adaptor signature scheme based on
standard lattice assumptions, Module-SIS and Module-LWE. The underlying signature
scheme is a simplified version of Dilithium [24], which is among the third round finalists
of digital signature algorithms in NIST’s Post-Quantum Cryptography standardization
process [25]. We utilize the formalization of the adaptor signature schemes given in [20] to
prove the security of our construction. Compared to Schnorr and ECDSA based solutions,
adaptor signature construction from Dilithium has two technical difficulties. Firstly, the
lattice-based scheme has a rejection sampling step to avoid leakage of information on
the secret key. In this step, the infinity norm of the signature is checked, and if it is higher
than the threshold, then the signing process restarts with new randomness. In adaptor
signature construction, since the condition is not known to the signing party, we need
to consider the size of the witness in the rejection step. Secondly, there is a knowledge
gap in the zero-knowledge proof system underlying Dilithium, which means that there
is a gap between the relations satisfied by an honest user’s witness and a witness that
can be extracted from the proof. We take into account these technical difficulties in our
applications using the adaptor signatures and we extend the adaptor signature model
introduced in [20] accordingly.

We build two applications using our post-quantum adaptor signature scheme, namely
atomic swap and PCN. The first application of our scheme, atomic swap, is an exchange
of two different cryptocurrencies among two parties where either both parties receive the
expected coins or none do. For the post-quantum atomic swap protocol, we utilize the
protocol given in [26], scriptless version of [27], and carefully handle the issues arising
from the knowledge gap. Our second application is the design of the first post-quantum
PCN. Using our adaptor signature scheme, we show how to realize anonymous multi-hop
lock (AMHL) construction [23] which is adequate to build a PCN. Here, we also consider
the effect of the number of hops in the witness size, thereby in the rejection sampling step.
We elaborate on the limitation of this issue in the following section.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK: WITNESS-INDEPENDENT APPROACHES

As we already mentioned, our construction inherits several technical difficulties from the
underlying lattice-based signature scheme, Dilithium. We carefully design the applica-
tions to overcome these difficulties that may lead to some limitations in the applications.
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First of all, because of the knowledge gap, we need to make sure that the adopted witness
does not violate the rejection step. For that reason, in both applications, we provide proof
of knowledge of the witness being sufficiently small, more precisely, having a infinity
norm less than or equal to 1. These proofs would add computational and communication
costs to the applications, and the size of such a proof is about 50KB [28]. Secondly, in
our PCN, because of the AMHL construction, the size of the witness linearly increases
with the length of the multi-hop payment. Thus, we limit the length of the multi-hop
payment to have an upper bound on the size of the witness and update the rejection
sampling step accordingly. In practice, this limit may not affect the functionality of the
PCN as long as it is higher than the distance between parties. Indeed, Lightning Network
implementations use the limit of 20 hops [29] though they do not have the same technical
issue. Finally, as mentioned in a follow-up work [30], the witness size can leak information
about the position of an intermediary party in the payment path. For example, if the
infinity norm of the witness is about 1, then there is a high chance that the previous party
is the sender of the payment. In [30], the authors present another post-quantum adaptor
signature scheme to overcome the previously mentioned limitations. Their scheme relies
on isogeny-based assumptions.

6.3. CONCLUSION
Blockchain, within less than a decade, became one of the most exciting technological
developments. Among several interesting use cases and projects, there has been an
inevitable hype in the industry as well. While in the research community, it has opened an
interdisciplinary research field among cryptography, distributed systems, and economics.
Blockchain is an evolving technology, and its integration into our daily life depends on
improvements made by industry and research partners as well as necessary adjustments
concerning legal and regulatory perspectives. The thesis has focused on the former
improvements, and the latter concerns are out of the scope.

In this thesis, we investigated cryptocurrencies and addressed several open questions
regarding security, scalability, and economical aspects. Our works can be divided into
two subjects: transaction propagation and payment channel networks (PCN). First, we
analyzed the existing transaction propagation mechanisms and proposed incentive-
compatible and bandwidth-efficient ones suitable for peer-to-peer mining networks. The
second subject of the thesis is the PCNs, which are promising layer-2 protocols aiming to
improve the scalability of blockchains. As cryptocurrencies became more popular and
active, scalability has become one of the most urgent research quests of the blockchain
domain. In this thesis, we presented three works on the PCNs. We investigated the
incentives to participate in multi-hop payments and proposed a profit strategy that would
encourage the use of PCNs. Then, we proposed the first virtual channel constructions on
payment channels that improve the efficiency and availability of multi-hop payments.
Finally, we introduced the first post-quantum PCN utilizing our post-quantum adaptor
signature scheme. Our works mainly focused on Bitcoin and its PCN, Lightning Network,
yet they can be applied to the permissionless blockchains and cryptocurrencies having
similar characteristics.
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